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Ciuilty of IMorally Publish-

ing Liquor “Ads
Mf„, April 60.—Hon. J. r.
-her of the Bangor Commercial,
arraigned in the municipal court
■rged with “publishing a paper condice of tlic keeping of intoxicating
!or sale.”
'• red a
plea of not guilty, but after
'-ul ing was found guilty and lined
\ ll,,l rijsfs.
d'l'i-al was taken and tiie defendant
•"I >1 no bonds for his appearance at
t county supreme court at Alfred,
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night there
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was a decided change for
in the condition of Capt. Otis Inwho is at the Bostou Relief HosMrs. Ingraham has been summoned
"'don and will leave on the early train
morning.—Rockland Star, May 6th.
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SCHOOL NOTES.

The Senior class celebrated Arbor Day, in
spite of the continuous drizzle, by planting
A
an American elm on the upper common.
hole had been dug at recess, and the tree
decorated with the class colors of gold and
white. About half past ten the class, all
wearing their colors, Supt. Dunton, Miss
Harr, and our friends of the “Elevator”
troupe gathered around the excavation,
and the ceremonies began by burying various important documents, and a gold (?)
coin, etc. Each one present threw on a
spade full of earth, and the mighty heaps
of the young ladies sent dying through
the air soon filled up the cavity. The exercises were opened by an Arbor Day song,
after which the tree was dedicated to “The
Elevator” and each member of the class followed by giving a selection from a standard
author appropriate to the occasion. Supt.
Dunton made an informal and very pleasing speech, and Miss Harr contributed a
few words of well-wishing. Miss Margaret
E. Hillings, the class poet, then read the following poem, written for the occasion :
Long ago in the Quaker city,
’Ere the rush and turmoil of life
Had turned this land of ours
!nto a field of strife,
Lnder the spreading branches
of an elm tree, stately and old,
A quaint old Quake* settler
’To the Indian I'll eftains bold,
Lave a promise of mutual friendship
Which they said would forever last,
As long as the stars should glimmer
< >r the “moons”
glide into the past.
some

This treaty remained unbroken
As long as that Quaker band
Held control of the little hamlet
Which was raised by their leader’s hand.
And for years that old tree, standing
Through winter’s storms and snow,
Was shown as a treasured relie,
Cherished by friend and foe.
And when at last it was conquered
In the struggle 'gainst the winds, long

braved,

There was placed a tall stone tablet
Where proudly its branches had waved.
Would that under the sheltering branches
Of our little elm tree here,
some deed as worthy
As that of the pioneer!
ours
May
grow as tall and graceful
As ever a tree can grow,
That the future generations
May remember how, long ago,
We planted this tree as reminder
Of the earnest hearts and true
That came from the Belfast High School
In the class of nineteen-two.
The services concluded with singing an appropriate song, and we left our tree to what
we hope may prove the tender mercies of
the small boys and tbe passer-by.

Might be done
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The Base Ball Season

Opened.

1 he base ball seasoned opened
Saturday,
May lid, with two games on the Congress
street grounds.
The weather was warm
and pleasant, but the rain of Friday left the

OBITUARY.

PERSONAL.

Abbie S. Phllbrick died at her home in
the Jonas B. Ferguson house at the Head of
the Tide, May 1st at tire age of 70 years,!)
months and 20 days. She was born in

II. M. Heim of Camden was in Belfast
T uesday.

grounds soft, especially behind the home Morrill, a daughter of the late
George V.
plate and just outside the foul lines. The and Eliza E. Mears. Her lirst husband was
forenoon game was between the Freedom
Academy and Belfast High school nine.
The visitors came by buck board early in
the morning. They were winners by a
score of 5 to 2.
Following is the summary:
Freedom.
a.b.
E. Tilton, lib. 4
Rankin, 2b. 5
Lamb, lb.5

York, s. s.
Fisher, c
Tilton, p.
Vose, r. f.
l’ost, 1. f.
Sylvester, c. f.

4
4
4
3
4
3

Totals.3(>
Belfast.

r. b.ii. p.o.
2
2
1
0
1
3
1
1
t!
1
0
0
0
2
17
0
1
o
o
o
o
0
1
o
l
1
o
3

9

a.b r.

27

a. e.
2
0
1
o
0
o
0
o
2
0
1
u
o
o
o
o
o
o
(I

0

b.ii. p.o. a.

e.

McDonald, 3b and p... 3
11041
Harmon, lb. 3 0 0 10
0
I
1
2
Fernald, s. s. anil 3b... 4 0
0
0
and
4
c.
u
0
(i
Brown, p.
4
0
Clement, c. f. 2 0 0 11 4 0
ti. Holmes, 2b and s.s.. 4
0
o
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
Read, 1. f. 3 u
C. Holmes, c. and 2b. .31
0
<;
3
()
Michaels, r. f. 3 0 0 0 0 0
Totals.29

Innings.

1

2

3

Freedom. 1
Belfast. 0

0
0

3
0

Basses

4
0

0

2
5
0
0

3
0
0

2

27

7

o'

8
1

2

0

2

12
9

Total

5
0— 2

o—

balls, off Tilton, 7; Brown, 2;
Hit by pitched ball, McDonald. Struck out by Tilton, 9; by Brown, 5:
by McDonald, 4. Passed balls, by Tilton, 1.
on

McDonald,

0.

Time of game, 2 hours.
Colcord.

Umpire,

Loren 11.

The East Maine Conference Seminary
team came from Bucksport by steamer
Castine, and met the Freedom Academy
nine in the afternoon. The Bucksports
won, 5 to 0. Following is the summary:
E. M. C. S.
a.b. r. b.ii. p.o. a. k.
Norton, c. f. 4 0 u 0 o 0
Kenniston, p. 4 0 3 0 2 0

Kendall, s. s.
Bridges, 3b.
Montgomery, c.
Wentworth, 1. f.
Wiggin, lb.

Hinckley,

r.f.

Roix, 2b.

4
2
4
4
4
4
3

1
2
2
0
0
0
0

(1
1
10
2 18
1
0
u
8
0
0
1
0

10
3
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
2
0
8

Totals.33

5

8

Freedom.
a.b.
E. Tilton, 3b. 4
Rankin, 2b. 4
Limb, lb. 3

r.
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

b.ii.

York, p.
Fisher, c.
Tilton, s. s.
Vose, r. f.
Post, 1. f.
Sylvester, c. f.

3
3
8
2
3
3

0
11

0
0
0
1
0
0
0

27

0

p.o. a.
0
0
2
2
11
13
0
3
7
ti
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
1

0

0
e.
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Reuben Higgins, by whom she had one
daughter, Ida, wife of George A. Jackson
of Searsmont. After Mr. Higgins’ death she
married Charles I’hilbriek, who died about
ten years ago. They had no children, but a
son and daughter of Mr. Pliilbrick
by a
former
marriage survive.
They are
Austin Fhilbrick of Rockland and Mrs.
Veretta Bailey of Belfast. Mrs. Philbrick
was a sister of Cotton IV. Mears of
Belfast,
the late Joseph R. Mears, Esq., of Morrill,
George Mears of Belmont, Barak Mears of
Rockport and Mrs. Sarah Meaervey of
Liberty. Funeral services were held at the
church in Morrill Saturday afternoon, Rev.
Ashley A. Smith of Belfast officiating by
request. The interment was in Morrill,
A male quartett consisting of RalphMosher,
E. C. Merriam, IV. G. Hatch and W. S.
Hatch
sang
The
appropriate music.
bearers were A. T. Beckwith, G. F. Brier,
G. F. Mayliew and R. F. Russ. Mrs. Philbrick was widely known for her unselfish
devotion to others interests.
She was
always ready to attend the sick and to supply the wants of the needy,regard less of her
own convenience and ofentimes to the
injury
of her health. She did her part to sustain
the moral tone of society in the place where
she lived. She was very conscientious in
the discharge of all her duties. She never
spoke ill of her neighbors, but rather pointed
out the good in them. Truly we have lost a
good woman, for “she hath done what she
could.”

II. E. McDonald was in Boston the first of
the week on business.
Geo. T. Read left Tuesday for Boston and
'Gloucester on business.
Miss Addie Robinson visited friends in

Searsport

the past week.

Richard II.
ness

Moody

was

in Boston on busi-

a„few days last week.

Llewellyn IJruce arrived home from
Tuesday for a short visit.

Brock-

ton

Mrs. C. A. Brown of Castine
fast the past week on business.

was

in Bel-

Miss Fremetta Shepherd arrived home
from Winchester, Mass.

Saturday

Mrs. htta Lancaster went to

Bangor

yes-

terday for a visit of wo weeks or more.
Mrs. Lucinda Fletcher arrived
Tuesday
from Boston for a few days on
business.)
Mrs. True Ilayfcrd arrived last week
from Boston, where a he spent the winter.

Dana B. Southwonh, who has been roi.fined to the house five weeks, is about
again
Thomas J.

Brown arrived home from

Campello, Mass., Friday to spend the

sum-

mer.

Alfred Frye of Prospect, a student in
Colby
College, spent Sunday with friends inlielfast.
K II. Bowden of Monroe
left.'Monday by
steamer City of Bangor for Boston on business.

Mrs. Ambrose .J. Morrison visited her
A. Mace, in Portland the
past
week.

brother, John

Dr. F. E. Freeman of Dockland was in
Belfast yesterday on his way to Dexter on
business.

Mrs. Celia J. Woods died at her home on
Mrs. C. F. Robinson of Somerville, Mass.,
Cedar street Wednesday morning, after an
illness which had confined her to her room arrived Saturday to visit her sister, Mrs
Henry W. Marriner, who is ill.
more than three months, and from which
Owen Kmmons returned to New
she had suffered many years. She was born
Haven,
in Northport, Aug. 21, 182(1, a daughter of Ct., yesterday. His wife, who has been
Jonathan and Mercy (Wilson) Frye. She dangerously ill. is much better.
was married to William M. Woods of BelCapt. G. A. McDonald went to Isle an
fast May 1, 1850, and her married life of
Haut last w eek to spend the summer. He
more than half a century was most pleas
spent the v\iniei in Law rence, Mass.
ant. She was a member of the Methodist
Miss Charlotte B. Frost is teaching the
Church thirty-eight years, and her whole
Grammar and High School grades of the
life was consistent with her profession.
school n West New field, Maine.
She was a most devoted wife and mother, a public
Stillman Flood of East Belfast submitted
kind and obliging neighbor and a true
friend. Her life was spent in doing good to to an operation for appendicitis in Portland
others so far as lay in her power, and her last week. The last reports were favorable.
Mrs. Ambrose J. Morrison of Belfast
helpful example and kind deeds will be
greatly missed, she had one daughter, played piano solos at a reception tendered
Mrs. Emily P. Shales, who died Nov. 25, to Rev. F. R. Griffiths in Portland, May 1.
181X1. Mrs. Woods leaves two grandchildren,
Capt. J. O. Haves, who has had a shor
Mrs. Alice 11 ay ford and Master William
vacation at home, left Monday for New
Arthur Shales. Of her father’s family the
T ork to join his vessel, bark Olive Thurtwo sons are deceased, J. Lovell Frye, who low.
for many years lived in Belfast, and J.
Charles Whitcomb arrived home from
Her sisBaker Frye of Stockton Springs.
R. L, Tuesday.
He will reters are Mrs. Sarah M. Boynton, Mrs. Lucy Providence,
main about two weeks and then go to MonA. Bennett and Miss Esther C. Frye, who
tana.
live in the Frye block at the corner of
Dr. and Mrs. Sherman have moved I'p-m
Court and Miller streets. The funeral will
be held to-morrow, Friday, afternoon at 2 Chelsea, Mass., to Otis street, Hinghum,
o’clock. Her pastor, Rev. G. E. Edgett, will where Dr. Sherman has bought a home
which will be their permanent residei.ee.
officiate.

Sometime, when you haven’t anything
that young people would not care to I partment.
An order was passed appropriating .75.000 else to do, just ask Miss T-, ’02, if she
leave it, even to become prominent in
Totals.29 0 2 24 14
0
lit* referred particularly ; from the amount unexpended in the treasury has ever seen any wild horses.
larger places.
1 2 3 4 5 8
to the natural beauty of Belfast and for building the public sewer and the
Innings.
7
8 9Total
j
That the first ball game of the season E. M. C. S_0 11 0 0 U 2 0 3-5
< ake and
its surroundings.
coffee were ! outlet thereto in accordance w ith theplanof
Freedom.0 0 0 (1 0 0 0 0 0— 0
served.
Mr. Geo. A. Quimb} presided Barks ,v Wheeler, and the eommitteeon sew- should be a defeat for the B. II. S. boys, we
Bases on balls, off York, 2; off Kennis
over
the coffee urn to the “eternal” 1 ers was directed to locate the same, and esti- j regret; but we can rejoice that it was an ton, o. struck out
by Kenniston, 19; by
honest
won
honest
game, honestly
by
op- York, 7. Time of game, 1 hour and 30
gratitude of the society and to the j mate and aw ard damages.
minutes.
Loren
11. Colcord.
Umpire,
pleasure of all who partook of that bewr- j The resolve making the annual appropria- | ponents. There were about half a dozen
After refreshments an hour or more ! tioiis was passed, and isas follows compared supporters of the garnet and gray in the j
age.
The interest inbav* ball is increasing and
with last year:
grandstand, but what they lacked in mini- 1
was spent socially.
her they made up in enthusiasm, and the there is a strong probability that Belfast
ami
(.'outimo'iit
salai
ano
t'Xpt-nses
t.*,.(iuo
STATE ROADS.
Freedom yells and song, seeor led. by lusty will put a good local team in the held. The
Miuliv; ays. briilgr*. and M<hnv;iik*. s,5on
s.uuo 1;
local players in practice are Fred Johnson,
Intel« -i'un i!h-bonded dubt
.5,000 lungs behind tin horns, were waf ted out on
File department
...too
;,7<h>
What Waldo < ouuty Towns Propose to do.
the air at lialf-minute intervals. We have Leonard and Mason for the battery, McInJ.40O
J,4o0
support •*! poor..
7,r.on
a good team this year,
7.500
The Comity Commissioner* held an (i'Mieral sehuul purpose*
notwithstanding the tyre, t’olcord, Patterson and Will Johnson
( Free Inch sebo.d.j.Cioe
J.o.iO 1
fact that .Saturday was the first time that McBonald, of the locals, and ('lenient, Feradjourned .session Saturday and decided on | impair- and iii*uranee on sebonl
Capt. F. S. McDonald arrived home Di.'.on
500
two of the boys have ever appeared on the
nald and Blown of the High .School nine.
the location <d the Mate roads for which I house*
1
Mr. Creenleaf Could of Monroe passed' day from Philadelphia, where he loa.de.1
Free text book*. 1.IHMI
s*.o
diamond, and it certainly deserves more
application had been made. The location* j Seh.mie.m mu-lit
;tio
300
away iast week, aged 7_’ years, lie had been sell. John c Smith for .Jacksonville. ID
Beltast Weather Report.
i'eiinaneiit
repairs on school
are a* follow*
loyal support than it has received so far.
feeble all winter, having an attack of tie- w ill remain at home for a time.
hoi.se*
550
s<K)
base ball team.
i; 111 {
it) taxes
Belfast, from Little Liver Bridge, via 1 *
1.500
1.500 i Here's to the B. 11.
Following is a summary of the weather grip, but rallied and was able to go out «-f ;
Mrs. A. N. No;, os has moved from the
s
ate load
;;oo !
record of the Belfast station of the F. S. doors, and then began to tail, and death !
Northport avenue, High street, Bridge S.-.'.el*
3.000
( onant house on Church street. She room.',
*
B. H. s. turned out in force Saturday Weather Bureau for the week ending
street, the lower bridge and Searsport ;
came
lie
was
a
and
carpenter
suddenly,
May
in the Crawford house and takes her meals
I
'40.350
$37,000 afternoon, and rallied in behalf of Freedom 0, 1902:
avenue to the Searsport hue.
builder, ami in his day built some of the with Miss F. C.
Frye and -osiers on M:heiThe eon.)'on.s;ition for labor on the high- 1
Academy, their opponents of the morning.
Lineolnville, Belfast and Camden stage
finest residences in tic county, and was a
st reel.
was i,\ed at 15 cts. per hour for men;
If
way*
the
excursionists
from
the'
from
the
F.
M.
('.
s.
Lineoln\die
Beach,
road via
?
good citizen, lie lived on the home place
0 Wind, Sky. etc.
15 et>. for a yoke of oxen: 12.1 cts. for a ; got a far from flattering
Geo. < >. Holmes .Jr., has closed a term
opinion of Belfast
with his son Ceorge Could and family, and
Northport line to the Camden line.
horse:
suitable
to
be
furnished
weeks serve * as head nurs*- i,
we
are sorry, but the callow youth
manners,
equipments
Frankfort, the Stockton Springs and Banfuneral services were held at the home, of eleven
with each team, and suitable tools furnish- ; with the embryo beard was very fresh, and Apr.
n
the small ]h v hospital
Newbury p*•!'.
Rev.
Argor stage road, via Frankfort village from
s.
1
>.
.k» 53 42
Brackett
of
Belfast
vain
:
1.45
inches.
officiating.
Cloudy;
ed and kept in order by men, drills for stone ! it was beyond human power to resist such May
is to study medicine in Tults'
choti Lodge of Masons of Dixmont, of which Mass. lie
Prospect line to AY interport line.
S.K.
1
40
53
vain;
not
to
Cloudy;
enough
work excepted.
j
excellent opportunity as lie gave for sugMorrill, the road from Belfast to Mont- j
deceased had been a member for a number College.
measure.
Voted that an abatement of 4 per cent, be gesting the efficiency of the Belfast barberW. Clear.
2
SO 44
Dr. Geo. F. Karnes of Boston arrived .Satof years, had services at the grave which
vilie, via Poor's Mills, Waldo, and Morrill
s.
3
r,l 42
made on all taxes paid before August 15th, i shops.
The Youth with the Gum also
• !
were conducted in a beautiful manner. The
4
33
S. Part cloudy.
village, from Belfast line to Montville line.
urday to visit relatives ii Belfast and leok
and 2 per cent, on all paid before .Jan. 1, aroused our admiration, for, as one of our
5
53 41
S.
Clear.
bearers were F. L. Palmer, Franklin Chase, after his cottage at sandy point. He m 1 uildMontville, from terminus of Morrill State
•: 04 39
S. Part cloudy.
190::; all taxes to be due and payable Jan. boy expressed it, he gave two twists and a
road via Centre Montville to Freedom line.
Fairfield Finery and Hdwin Jenkins. Mr. ing an auxiliary knockabout :o feet long and
of
the
The
records
Belfast
station
of
the
1903.
half-hitch every time he took a chew.
Could leaves live children. Ceorge and !• feet beam.
Libert} the stage road from Palermo to 1,
S.
Weather
Bureau
for
the
U.
month
of
{
The salary of the
hief Engineer was Only once did the Bucksporters
Annie live in Monroe and the others in the
give a yell,
Liberty, via Libert} village, from Palermo
Austin Whitmore has been transferred
April show the mean temperature for
fixed at $35 per year, and of two assistants j and on that
line to Libert}, thence to Montville line.
west.
point Freedom supporters were the month to have been 43.35°
from the Rangei Division of the Eastern
44.18
against
$15 each.
North
to
far
in
Brooks
of
from
advance
their
for
the
road
Jackson,
opponents,
they for April 1901, and an average of 40.23for 43
Undertaker Burpee received word Satur- Steamship « <*. to the Portland and St. .Rdm
The City Clerk was instructed to adver- had a number of good ones of which
Monroe via Hast Jackson, from Brooks line
they
He is porter on the Governor
The highest temperature was day of tlie death of a child of Ceorge S. Division.
years
past.
for
for
I
tise
the
taxes.
proposals
collecting
made good use. On the one occasion when
to Monroe line.
To the 29th day ; lowest 27° the 4th and 8th ! Wardwell in Boston. The body will arrrive
Dingley.
The
nn
committee
cemeteries
was
instruct-1
the E. M. ('. S. had anything to say, beyond
today and will be interred in Jameson's
Troy, the stage road from Unity, via
days. The highest last year was 72 the' cemetery- Rockland Star, May 5th.
Miss Stella Nichols, who has been MopGreen's Corner and Troy Corner, to 1 >ix- ed to receive sealed proposals for putting I tooting their ribbon-draped horns, they
28°
the
15th
29th
lowest
Rain
fell
day;
day.
with her uncle, Albert T. Stevens, left
water into Grove Cemetery, the work to be I vouchsafed the
ping
informont, from Unity line to Dixinont line.
following startling
E. M. C. Seminary, Bucksport.
There was not
on 10 days and snow on 1.
Saturday for Boston, accompanied by Miss
Two of these make continuous roads done at once.
mation :
to
measure.
The
rainsnow
total
enough
L. II. Carter, a trained nurse, to enter alios
The Belfast Water Co. was instructed to !
Last }ear
two or more towns.
across
“We are, we are, we are, ice l”
fall was 3 inches, against 0.49 inches in
Rev. L. L. llanscom of Rockland was at j pital for treatment for nervous
in a hydrant at the corner of Belmont * a
prostration
fact that no one pretended to deny.
Northport built a section of the shore road, put
April last year, and an average of 2.80 the Seminary last Thursday and Friday.
avenue and Alto street.
Mrs. E. 1*. Alexander went to Boston last
Most of the Senior essays have been passand the action of Lineolnville and Belfast
inches of precipitation for 11 years past.
An order was passed fixing the pay of ed in. This
Professor Fred 1. Ward and family spent Tuesday to attend the annual
this year gives a continuous State road from
meeting of
year the valedictorian and sa- There were 13 clear
!
days; 7 cloudy; 10 part Sunday at the home of <>. C. Ward, Cherry- the Emerson Alumni Association. The
Camden line to Searsport line, a distance of the firemen as recommended in the comm t- lutatorian will combine essays with the
pro9
Last
there
were
clear
cloudy.
year
days
field, Maine.
usual parts.
gram covers three days, with a banquet at
nearly JO miles. The roads in Montville tee’s report.
in
3
18
and
The
April;
part cloudy.
cloudy
The committee on fire department was in I
Mrs. Alexandei will
and Morrill are also continuous.
Rev. and Mrs. 11. W. Norton of Searsport the Parker House.
month was cool, but the unusually favorastrueted to ascertain the cost of putting in
Friday the Botany class made an excurvisited the Seminary Wednesday.
They visit friends in Boston and vicinity
The Shoe Situation.
a district fire alarm system, and have the
sion to the woods, bringing back several ble weather in March and the increased will go to their new home at Dover May Pth.
Mrs. C. P. Carter’s ssth birthdayoccur ed
number of pleasant days in April gave vegework done as soon as possible.
very good specimens of purple trillium,
A better volume of orders taken by New
Mrs. E. A. Cooper, wife of Professor last Sunday and her many friends rememtation
an early start.
Farm
is
10
work
was
:-1
sidewalks
instrue
The
committee
on
yellow and white violets.
England shoe shops is one of the most enbered her with letters, flowers and confecto Bucksport after a
days at least ahead of last spring. Farmers Cooper, has returned
couraging signs of the week, since that ed to procure estimates for building a corThe class has received a package of
tionery. Mr. Alden 1). Chase enjoyed like
two months' visit with relatives in Springbranch of business had become much more crete walk from Masonic Temple to Head’s
and
5th
tliis
planted
plowed
peas April
attention on his soth birthday, May 1st, and
hepaticas from Islesboro.—’04.
Mass.
quiet than the. other leading manufacturing store on Main street.
year; April 18th last year; elm trees leaved field,
industries. Slight concessions w ere made on
Mrs. Chase was 80 years obi March otb.
this
28th
20th
last
The students are well pleased with the
April
year, April
year ;
M. C. Hill, Collector of Taxes, reported
a few grades, but the general level of quotaMiss Esther Evans visited the algebra
Mr. and Mrs. Edward ..Johnson arrived
tions is fairly well maintained. Jobbers are collected since last report (March 1) $2,060,
cherry, apple, white birch, rock maple and return of Rev. Robert Sutcliffe as pastor of
class Friday morning.
still slow to place fall orders, hoping that bet- and
from Boston last week and are at their resileaved April 20 this year; May 8 to the Franklin Street Church of Rueksport.
poplar
the
same to the City Treasurer.
paid
ter terms may be possible next month. SteadThe Freshmen have completed Roman 12 last year. There was hail the 2d day and I
In joint convention the resignation cf
During the past year main of the young dence on Primrose Hill. Their son \lfred
iness in the leather market does not tend to
and are taking Egyptian.—’05.
History
thunder the 23d.
of
shoes,
A.
was
Wm.
Mackenzie
as
Chief
cheaper
encourage expectations
people of the seminary have become identi- came with them. Their daughter, Mrs.
Engineer
how ever, especially in view of the firmness received and
fied with the work of this church.
Pratt, has gone to Annapolis, Md.. w ith her
I. T. Clough was
accepted.
in
rise
imof domestic hides, w ith another
The Hook and Ladder Ball.
husband, who is an instructor in the Naval
The Juniors are finding much enjoyment
E.
L.
Cook
and
elected
Chief
and
The
of
Rev.
F.
election
L.
as
continue
of
leather
Engineer
Hayward
ported grades. Exports
in reading Shakespeare’s “Henry VIII."
Academy.
larger than a year ago.—Dun's Keview, Axel W. Wiley assistants.
elder of the Rueksport district is
The annual ball of Belfast Hook and Lad- presiding
May 3.
Miss Prue Piper went to Unity Saturday
Charles F. Swift was elected Trustee of
The class is to go to Searsport Friday for
a matter of satisfaction both to the town
der Co. No. l, was liehl in the Belfast Opera
Cemeteries for three years.
their first class ride.
the Seminary, lie is a man of broad to teach school. Her sister, Miss (Irace,
land
’03.
Haven
North
House
and
was
Spruce.
Thursday evening, May 1st,
Cutting
w ill begin teaching in Belmont next week.
Mayor Small appointed Elmer I. Hank.n
culture and experience in educational work.
a
success socially and financially. The
and Jefferson F. Wilson on the Board if
Of the family of fourteen children of Mr.
There will be no school Friday on account
will
and
his
take
He
resitheir
J. 11. McNamara, who recently purchased Registration.
family
up
ladies of the city contributed liberally for
and Mrs. Charles A. Piper, eight a:* now
of the teachers’ convention.
a large tract of spruce timber land at North
Adjourned.
dence in Rueksport some time this sunn ler.
the supper, and a line repast was attentively
living. These two are the last of the tuniily
Haven, has a gang of 14 or 15 men and
The annual meeting of the Fast Maine to leave the old
served by a corps of young ladies very
Transfers in Real Estate.
teams at work there drawing the timber to
Good for the Granite Industry.
home, thus leaving t!ie
the shore.
Already .500 cords of spruce
prettily attired. The dance music was by j Conference, held recently in Caribou, was parents alone.
have been cut and is being shipped to the
to the Kennebec Journal.]
[special
s
of
six
It
Lakie
orchestra
was
the
of
unusual
to
the
as
the
in
The
transfers
real
estate
interest
pieces.
following
Seminary,
American Realty Co., at South Gardiner by
The big New York were recorded in Waldo
Washington, May
The Grange and Litigation.
County Registry first appearance of the new orchestra or- action of this conference determines the
vessel, where it is to be used in the pulp
in the House of Representatives
mills. Mr. McNamara pays SI.50 a cord for delegation
and
Mr.
conducted
and
ganized
Lakie,
by
policy of the school for the ensuing year.
is very grateful to ex-Gov. liurleigh just at of Deeds for the week ending May 7, 1902:
transporting the wood. The company at present.
won
One
of
the highest commendations from all The re-election of Rev. S. A. Render as j
the objects foi which the order of
As a member of the House com- Ai
Young, Lineolnville, to Ida Young
South Gardiner uses about IS,non cords anmittee on
buildings and grounds, he Mitchell, do., land and buildings in Lincoln present.
The orchestra when fully or- president ensures a continuance of the Patrons of Husbandry has labored is the
nually, and can consume about all that can secured forpublic
Gotham
an increaseof $1,000,000
on
the broad lines which have raised lessening of lawsuits and
be sent from North Haven.—Rockland Star.
ville.
A. J. Iiiatlier, Searsport, to Bertha ganized is to consist of ten pieces, and at work
settling differin the cost of the big new custom hi use
the standing of the institution during the
there. Incidentally it might be said that J. Sellers, do.; land and buildings in Sears- no distant day it is pxpected that the Bel- past year. At this session the Conference ences between the parties themselves or by
Bates Alumni in New York.
Gov. liurleigh was concerned for interests port.
(’has. F. Bessey, Brooks, to Walter fast Band, which did our city so much devoted Thursday evening to the consider- arbitration by a mutual friend or disinterdown In Maine. If the new custom house
ation of educational work. President Ren- ested party. That this work has had an efE. Heal, Islesboro; land in Islesboro; Elvira credit, will he revived.
The alumni association of Bates College were to cost $1,000,000 more, Maine
quarryChief Engineer W. A. McKenzie had der made an eloquent appeal for the higher fect is seen by a comparison of the number
was organized in New York City May 2nd.
men would
have opportunity to furnish S. Knight, Troy, to Roxy A. Gray, do.;
of our youth, which received a
education
Thirty-live of the alumni were present. i)r. granite for the building. If the extra mil- land in Troy. Elvira S. Knight, Troy, to been announced as floor director, but as he warm
of real estate attachments recorded.
In
appreciation. Professor F. A. Cooper
(4. C. Chase, president of the college, and lion were not given, the
would
building
the faculty of the school, and 1881 the number of real estate attachments
his brother, the Rev. J. C. Chase, were have to be of cheaper material. Mr. John Rary A. Gerry, do., land in Troy. Laura resigned the office on that day, the dance represented
recorded
in
of
the
work
of
Waldo
the
different
was
and
the
211,
countydepartwas directed by
Frank L. Blanch- l’eirce of New York is the contractor for G. Staples, Mt. Pleasant, N. Y., to Samuel
the foreman of the eom- spoke
guests of the occasion.
ments and outlined a
of co-operation number of cases entered in the Supreme
There were no
ard presided at the dinner.
The aids were between the ministers plan
the building, a Maine man, and G. Staples, Stockton Springs, land and pauy, Harvey II Gray.
In lspi the number of real
and the school man- Court was 453.
At the business constructing
toasts or set speeches.
his kinsman, Hon. Albert Peirce of Waldo
in Stockton Springs. Olive J.
Horace B. Smalley, Walter B. Hutch, Chas. agement for extending the influence of the estate attachments was 235, and of cases enmeeting prior to the dinner the association county, is likewise interested in the con- buildings
tered 271*; in 11*01 attachments, 1*5; cases enorganized with Charles S. Haskell as presi- struction. The Hodwell Granite to. of Emery, Montville, to Enos Emery, do.: land A. Logan, Wm. A. Coombs, Loren H. Col- Seminary.
tered 200.
The total number of days of
dent, Glenrow S. Thomas as secretary-treas- Rockland has a sub-contract for furnishing and buildings in Montville. Chas. S. Little- cord, Arthur W. Coombs, Wm. I). Sylvescourt
were: 1881, 34; 181*1, 35; 11*01, 30.
Francis
Oakes’
Troubles.
J.
urer, and F. T. Blanchard, A. F. Gilmore granite.
M.
Boss
L.
SmalCastanus
ter,
Hammons,
field et als, Winterport, to Leroy A. Batchand Ralph A. Sturges as executive comley, E. B. Jackson, Altana E. Dutch,
Francis J. Oakes, the New York millionBig Mackerel Catch.
elder, Swanville, land and buildings in John W. Norton and G. A. Gray, and M. C.
mittee.
A CARD.
Swanville. Cyrus B.
Hall, Belfast, to Mureh was prompter. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur aire husband of Adeline Estelle Oakes, forof Appleton, from whom he twice
merly
Gloucester,
May 3. The most encouragTo the Republican voters of the Repre- Annie L. Gilclirest, do.; land in Belfast. L. Coombs led the grand march. The list unsuccessfully attempted to secure a di- ing sign in a generation is the outlook for
Attempted Suicide.
sentative class composed of the towns of Luther J. Calderwood, Camden, to Edgar of dances included 18 numbers. A large vorce, has now been sued by Leuella C. the mackerel catch this year. During the
number of valuable gifts were distributed
Bangor, May 5. Clarence A. Mears of Winterport, Monroe, Frankfort, Brooks and S. Hall do.; land in Lineolnville. Robert to
wife No. 2, from whom he obtained past six <lay s more fresh mackerel have been
holders of tickets. The supper and ball Oakes,
Rockland tried to take his life to-night by Jackson: As has been generally understood
a divorce in 1802 on statutory grounds, and
landed by the southern fleet than ever beL.
Geo.
to
U.
netted
the company $95.
and
Daggett, Morrill,
Sylvia
drinking an ounce and a half of laudanum. for several years, in case the nominee of the
whom wife No. 3, her cousin, succeeded in fore in an equivalent time. Mackerel carHe was discovered by the people in time to class convention is conceded to Brooks, I Erskine, Waldo, land and buildings in
Mr. Oakes’ affections.
ried to New York have been approximately
Miss Sadie Call, who has been visiting
summon a physician and so saved his life.
shall be a candidate for the position, and Morrill.
She wants his $25,000 paid up life insur- estimated at 20,000 barrels. At Newport toAugusta Whitney, Winterport, to her
Mrs. Sarah Norton of ance
He left letters to his mother in Rockland hereby place myself in the hands of my
grandmother,
and
a week for life.
$25
day was landed 800 barrels, the largest
policy
Samnel J. Fish, do., land and buildings in
and to a young woman in Bangor, bidding friends.
Marceleus J. Dow.
Troy, for several days, has returned to her
Wife No. 2 has also sued wife No. 3 for single haul ever made, by (’apt. Jacobs in
home in Waterville.—Waterville Mail.
them good-bye.
Winterport.
her husband’s affections.
Brooks, Maine.
his new steam
the Alice M. Jacobs.
1
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Bangor Republican
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GOVERNMENT.

The regular meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening, May 5th.
A full
board was present, in the Alderman’s Board
and eight members of the Common Council.
Roll of accounts Xo. 2 was passed. Following are the amounts under the various

|

WEEK.

n H-.
The quarrymen
tin-several granite compatilowell have organized a
li is
affiliated with the
federation of Labor, and
Hi'a schedule of prices simoi quarrymen's unions in
si
centers.
This they have
t!u- companies, with May
■eitied limit of the present
■ids
.Andrew Carnegie lias
liif payment of *20,000 to
two Maine cities, Rockland
ville, to erect buildings for
■dies on the usual condition
'hall he furnished by the
that they shall guarantee
ippropriation of *2,000 for
it of the libraries.
These
probably comply with these
alter something in way ot
.lion, .losiah Crosby and
Willis Crosby of Dexter,
dilates of Bowdoin college,
augor recently to attend the
:
the alumni
association.
Crosby is one of the oldest
t the college, graduating in
Civic club had charge of
observance of Arbor day in
two trees, the gift of Mrs.
■ilitiv. were planted in front
1 .ory.
M is. George c. Frye
Bootiih\ spoke. Two elm
pianted oil the lot w here the
ii
home is to stand, once
the first parish Congregani t iie then town of I)eerii’ ■■) Portland, and the
aimd in memoi \ of Airs.
of
the ancient
parish.
■
henery. chairman of the
oiittee. transferred the lot
and M rs. (ieorge t
Frye
part ot ; e t rusti es.
burn Uol nson ot the
..a died in
imei
> iv
lie was the young"ii the lake and very well
siimmei
visitors in that
ttsfle d is assured ot receiv1 loin Andrew 1 arnegie for
This sum will he inar>
by heqties of the late
on of that town.
A town
crept the gifts, with the
t “iis that the town support
hi soon he cal!ni.some
a
ists and business men of
Kennebec, feeling the
i a first-class steamboat serin
Viumsta and Boothhay
vc 111 contemplation the purtwin screw steel boat. The
ot in mind is lOii feet long.

M

Society

Reception in Memorial Hall.

The reception by the Belfast Improvej
I ment
Society to the City Government, clergy
i
and other prominent citizens, in Memorial
Hall last Friday evening, was very pleasant
in itself and should be a stimulus to the
society. The city is fortunate in having an appropriations:
organized body that can plan and conduct Contingent.q Mo 07
so ably these social
1,125 21
functions, which bring Highways.
Fire Department.
l’(io
together those who have the best interests Support of poor
(Woo
of the city at heart.
The officers of the so- Free library.
12000
0 (i5
ciety, Mrs. F. \V. l’ote, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbnry, School contingent.
General school purposes.
22Voil
Mrs. G. K. Brackett, Mrs. Martha Johnson
Free text books.
17.02
and Miss Louise Hazeltine, received the Repairs and insurance.
15.00
guests of the evening. A pleasing program
Total.$2,(102.54
of music and recitations was furnished by
The committee on cemeteries reported on
Mi>. K l*. Frost, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Miss
the petition of Mrs Lizzie I., l’ote and
Mary Faunce and Miss Lu 11. Littlefield,
and a new feature, the mandolin and guitar others in regard to furnishing water for
Grove Cemetery that the city will have to
club.consisting of Rev. A. A. Smith, Messrs.
furnish one hydrant, and that the Water
G. R. Bonk, l’erey Poor, Lee Patterson and
Co. would be obliged to lay 7oo feet of 0-iucli
('■ L. Jones, won the favor of the audience.
To properly pipe the cemetery would
Mr. (’lias. S Rick ford presided very accep- pipe.
require Ooo feet of 2-inch pipe, and about
tably. and the addresses and responses were
2,000 feet of i'-inch pipe.
This, together
relieved from all formality.
Mrs. ( has. A.
with hose bibbs and other fittings, would
IMBbury, a vice president, briefly presented
!
The committee think this
the past work and present plans of the so- cost about 7240.
ciety. Most of the facts presented by Mrs. would be a great convenience, and reported
IHlsbur\ have been published in The Jour- favorably. The report was accepted.
A petition from the First Rarish that the
nal. but the society owes much tnher executive ability and deep interest in all that city paint and regild the dials of the city
Mr. \V. R. clock w as referred to the committee on city
pertains to its best interests.
Howard formally thanked the society for property.
'l lie petition of Thomas II. Marshall Post,
the recent gifts of pictures to the public
schools, say ing that in his opinion it was G A. R„ for an appropriation for Memorial
He spoke at Day was presented and it was voted that
money .judiciously expended.
length of the two-fold influence of educa- 7100 be appropriated.
The committee on fire department reporttion, naturally dwelling particularly on that
which the society's gifts suggested. Rev. ed, and the report was accepted. They rec(>. s. Mills, the dean of the clergy, responded ommend that the city place in the Opera
for the ministers present in a very happy House the same number of fire extinguishers that
the proprietor will place there,
speech, in which he spoke very highly of
the city of his adoption and of the pride and one. each in the High and Grammar
and interest he took in the place and people, school buildings; that a district fire alarm
lie commended the work of the society, system be adopted: that a hose cart with
about 500 feet of hose be located at some
closing b> requesting that his name be added to the membership and advising others convenient place below the square; that the
to follow his example.
Mr. Bickford then city buy the same amount of new hose that
called upon Mayor Flmer Small to speak is condemned from the old ; that the city refor the city government, which he termed the pair the whistle on Mathews Bros.' mill;
business portion of the gathering. Mayor that the t hief Engineer and his assistants
Small very happily commended the work and be paid a salary; that Mr. Gentner be emobjects of the society and the ability of the ployed to haul the apparatus to and from
ladies, which enabled them to accomplish .fires; that the salaries of the members of
whatever they may undertake.
He said Washington and Seaside lluse companies
that in his professional drives about the city be raised from 710 to 712 per year, and of
lie could see evidences of the society's work | the hook and ladder men from S7.50to 70.5o,
and opportunities for still further improve- and to do away with the expense of furnishment.
it was in the province of the society ing rubber boots. The committee do not
t;> make our city so attractive, as a home! think it advisable to buy horses for the De-
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,iCATARRH

with antiseptic and I
astringent washes, lotions, salves, medicated tobacco
and cigarettes or any external or local application, is
just as senseless as would be kindling a fire on top of
the pot to make it boil.
True, these give temporary
relief, but the cavities and passages of the head and the
bronchial tubes soon fill up again with mucus.
Taking cold is the/nrst step towards Catarrh, for it
checks perspiration, And the poisonous acids and
vapors which should/ pass off through the skin, are
thrown back upon tl/e mucous membrane or inner skin, 5
producing inflammation and excessive flow of mucus,
much ot which 1? absorbed into the blood, and through the circulation
reaches every patt of the system, involving the Stomach, Kidneys and other
parts of the body. When the disease assumes the dry form, the breath
becomes exceedingly foul, blinding headaches are frequent, the eyes red,
hearing affected and a constant ringing in the ears. No remedy that does
S. S. S. expels from the
not rea*:h the polluted blood can cure Catarrh.
circulation all offensive matter, and when rich, pure
blood is again coursing through the body the
mucous membranes become healthy and the skin
active, all the disagreeable, painful symptoms disapis effected.
pear, and a permanent, thorough cure
S. S. S. being a strictly vegetable blood purifier does not derange the
Stomach and digestion, but the appetite and general health rapidly improve
Write us about your case and get the best medical
under its tonic effects.
advice free. Book on blood and skin diseases sent on application.

1

The treatment of Catarrh

to the convention of the National Editorial Association, which met at Hot

springs. Arkansas, last week, reached
-t. Louis Tuesday morning en route to
They were met at the
hy representatives of the
W orld's I'air and became the guests of
the exposition Company for the day.
1 hose representing the exposition Coin-

their homes.

t ilion station

pane won-: 11. H. Stockton, chairman
tl.e committee on l’ress and Publicity; W aite; 1) stevens, secretary of ttie

exposition Company; Mark Bennett,
Co.

luhn

samne! Williams, AVill M. Smith,
I.ehcns of the Press Bureau,

and Mr.

Colin M.

Seiph. publisher

of

Botanical Hardens, where

a

delightful

among the dower beds
and green houses of this beautiful spot
The visitors were then
it st. ] .onis.
hour was

spent

■

taken in cars around the World’s Fail

alighting at
From t! ere they
to.

uni 1 he fertility of ilie soil
at crops seemed to grow
>. luit there "'as no eg. ess
i1
'Sts. no access to toieign
a;'
vj ;n held the cork of eum.'V
ip till- settle!
11 n r.];s. until, in
spite oi
:
a
fet
ism, hen v as
would in- compelled to
i; :t'
central
It
sect
governmet
s ■.v es t■' s j ai11 111v t:
\
'.
Ne\\ ileans port
itiieiisiiied when, instead
i'liioli ''I.,; le the power.
a
I !
unur Napoleon was upprotic! ed
1
)K'l Hl.'ltllUl to
rcluis
I'i t ol New Uric am. or the
ol
Mi'-:"
..cion
the
ret
e
ii" .if t.» eiitt
into w:u v. .ti
1. u
a
reseeing the possibility
u tl.i- coining Waterloo, lie declared
bat lie w*i i!d sell nut only the Port oi
v,-\\ Orleans, m. t'1 e whole Empire of
West : ! lie said "11 England oniiiers us we will raise up on the Amerinii continent an Eni]iire greater than
lit gland, through which w. shall have
;

in the progress of the Exposition, and,’ end to sight-seeing and hurrying us
shown by the resolutions adopted at homeward. The trip from Baltimore
Jlot Springs, will give generous aid to to Boston via Norfolk by steamer was
t he vast
necessarily given up, and taking the

i.'ia respondenoe

...

'i uii'i _\svi u.i;.
((nee more
l-

a

we

re

21, lo"2.
homeward bound, and

aj from our winter
home, iaden will, roses as a reminder of

bearing

-■

us au

in t.

-olouri

a

The

South.

Sunny

count ry 1 et ween Savannah and Thomas'. ;l!e is lone!: t he same as that previously

described

writing up the latter city:

in

through a section of much
population, where there ate
negro huts, hard';, suitable for occupancy. yet tilled with a ‘•happy family”
of at least "sevi
up." They are far
luir revenge.”
from neighbors, in an almost lawless
in
years ago. in the last Lincoln
and see nothing but the swift;ni aiv!
secretaiy Seward, standing section,
at St. Paul. Minn.,
he capital stej
moving daily trains.
but we pass

poorer

..

lei'iaretl that he laid looked over the
■oniuiu.it to determine where would be
the iutuie city of cuuiineice aacl politia! power in America. lie had eousidced M. xieo. where once laid been the
glories ut Montezuma's power, and (le■irled tiii.T ;t was not ttiere. Hu had
looked To the East, but it was not there.
(I.- ml looked North to Winnepeg and
the vast domain of
,ia l contemplated
territory in the North and Northwest,
mi
mi decided that it was not there,
tnd 1' the tar Wi st, but, lie said, that
a i;; t cuneiu.siun
of all his investi.•aiic.’he believed that the ultimate
c
"j
'noth commercial and
j a v,, -:
bt not far irum where
ill tal steps of
1. upon tht
i ml
M Ini'c-uta.
from Minnesota,
i"
_u
t -men. from Miniieapow:-:.-! ; within ten lniies of the
oi tl.e state oi Minnesota, a
pit
::
...
gnu ml ut the Louisiana
ic :i-'pi ns ! aid 1 i*i vietories 00
:i•
:e ciwia-ii
v.ar. but v.ar, v.liere
Tel
-c.su veternns ot
gdoii
;. gj<ess
ieeVi! am told ol the
g
ii.'.i .1
Pickett's charge at the
fc"
ut (ii-ttvsburg. where go.uiHi men
lac.
i.eati. i’ that heroic approach to
-..lino! '•
mouth: hut tell me. ye
ui
I *-1 s it, t:
home of the empty chair
s tj
a
L ory oi the battle?
is it
«
c cm pses. mangled and stiff, dotin
Is it
the
ting tin liattie In-Ids'of the survivors of the
11]11 led liml
Is
in the broken homes? is
i.-ojii!:ct?
show a in I •* ghastly and gory battle?
Is it sounded in tlie funeral dirges?
('here is awful grandeur in the iratherr.i st' rm. in the dark clouds, lowering
m
tin- tor /.o'a. and the gloom overspi'-ading tin-sky. tlie pealing thunders,
the shattering of tlie strong oak, the
•rasl of tlie falling crags, tlie scene of
a;i,g darkness overspreading all. Hut
tin- storm is past. When the clouds are
nrok.-u and the sun shines forth, there
is glory.
There is one glory of the sun,
ui"')u-r of tlie moon, and anotlier of
vile stars.
However, one star differs
from another in glory.
Hut ! want to
that
the
-ay
glory of the luminary of
-lie Pay surpasses that of tlie luminaries

Much of the country about here is
swampy and Idled with tall, scrawny
pines. Then we pass numerous turpentine stills, all quiet now, but soon to be

working when the sap runs freely. Near
each still are large barrels of pitch
shipment to northern markets. The turpentine is secured from
the pine tree by cutting the bark from
the side of the tree and allowing the
sap to run down, tunning .t ] itchy subready

for

of the tree, wh.-i

turpentine

workers,

rides

one

on

it is sad to see as
afU-i

tree

and doomed to

a

girded

tree

slow death.

■

ii

ii

>■

mm

linn

uuimicss,

so

me

glories of peace surpass all the glories

there is a splendor far
(lighter, sweeter, amt infinitely greater
Mi,n, '.he glory of both. The glory of
peace lies ii, the golden moment when
he u: eat and corn glisten ii, the dew
mil t
rainbows of harvest span the.
We have lienrd of the glory
n avel
if w ar. J.et us now hear of the words
it t, ei.era Limit: "Let us have peace."
lVaee with its homes of life, of quiet,
,i pit cty.
In that great Exposition at
chicutM. n the art gallery, there liung
one smah eativas wliicli attracted more
•attention than all the other pictures in
the inodi.
It represented a simple
seem- entitled. “Breaking Home Ties.”
But the coining Exposition at St. Louis
will give us the reverse of that picture,
with none of its stings, hut with the
joy and the life, and the prosperity of
the building of the homes and of home
ties throughout the great American
Desert, so-called, the great Harden of
Eden, the wonderful valley of the Misit

w:u.
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miles of cotton fields,
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| lotigiied and put ill shape
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No rocks are to be
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soon

Tozier of

Cortland, Oregon.

In appro-

usually

depot

crowded than usual because of the
hundreds en route to Charleston to

“Georgia Day,”
avoided

We

sition.

busy

was

and a

typical

at the exposteamer

lirst settled in ITT!

Oglethorpe,

who led an

city,

it

by Gen. James
English colony

noticeable
Carolina,

as

t he climate was

change
we passed through

and

m

while the

South

roses

were

fewer and the verdure was observed to
he changing the country was very

j

short dis-

j

inviting,

south

tance back from

Carolina,
the sea

a

coast,

re-1

is

(leorgia
markably
possible changing of some growths of
trees it had a great sameness. When
like

and aside from a

neared the sister State, North Carolina, and were crossing the border we
saw lilacs in full bloom, the lirst since
those at home last spring. North Carowe

lina

brought a change of atmosphere;
chilly cold, and with each mile

rather a
as we

rushed along the weather seemed

to grow more bleak. There was little
to be seen of Interest. There were the
usual negro lints and

planters’ homes,

and evidences of Hooded lands and overflowed rivers were

sold out their entire crop. About the
May the ground will have been

tenth of

put

in readiness and the

planting

will

exhibition of

the

plant
planters

up very
did not nip

off

the

tops

it

growth of not less than
We saw some of the tobacco•
*55 views being shown. About one-third as it grew before being cured and
of these were of a historical character, other specimens just as it is picked.
"World’s Fair

subjects

was

given,

some

j

here.
No decided

would reach a

nine feet.

All

business

I f
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

Chicago,

New York,

fice. Mis. Birney liaving declined to
again accept office, the choice of tie
mothers fell on Mrs. Schoff, who has
earned recognition h.v her splendid
work for children in Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Schoff is a member of the Century
club of Philadelphia, one of the largest
and most intlucntial clubs of women in
the country, its membership reaching
000.
ii'

Neglected
Dangerous
Burns, cuts and other wounds often fail
to heal properly if neglected ami become
troublesome sores. DeWitt’s Witch Hazel
Naive prevents such consequences. Even
where delay has aggravated the injury DeWitt's Witch ilazei salve effects a cure.
“1 had a running sore on my leg thirty
years,” says 11. C. Hartly, Yankeetown,
Ind. “After using inanv remedies 1 tried
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. A few boxes
healed the sore.” Cures all skin diseases.
Piles yield to it at once. Beware of counterfeits.
In Brief.
Great excitement prevails over a strike in the hills adjoining
the town of Sand Creek, Mont., and
scores of prospectors are traversing the
adjacent country staking claims. The
lowest assay of samples yield $51 and
the highest $28,000. In a pan the precious metal is easily discernible to the
naked eye.An agreement lias been
entered into by the 2,000 employes of
the Chicago & Alton shops in Bloomington, 111., providing that none will eat
meat during the next 30 days.In the
case of Berry Howard, on trial at Frankfort as the alleged principal in the
Goeble assassination, the jury brought
in a verdict of not guilty.Major Waller and Lieut. Hay of the marine corps,
who were tried by court martial at Manila on the chargeof executing natives
of the island of Samar without trial,
have been acquitted...German socialists,
who are advocating legislation to regulate child labor, have collected statistics
showing that over a million children
under fourteen years of age are employed in factories in that country.
Wants Others

to

Know.

“I have used DeWitt’s Little Early Risers
for constipation and torpid liver and they
are all right.
I am glad to indorse them for
I think when we find a good thing we ought
to let others know it,” writes Alfred Heinze,
Quincy, 111. They never gripe or distress.
Sure, safe pills.

1
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Louis-Makers of OVAL FAIRY SOAP.

rtARSTON C., 3 Years Old
2
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Who Use Minard’s Liniment !
j

Bay Morse

Have Few Aches and Pains,

191$*$
5 250 lb

High. Weight

16 Hands

Ban

..Mai
b

Washington county,

servaig

two

Three died soon after.The
of the American Hevolution
in Maine will celebrate Flag Day, .June
14, with a field day at Merrymeeting
Park, where it is expected that (laughters from every chapter in the State
will hold a special meeting to consummate plans for the presentation of the
(lag to the new Maine when she is
placed in commission and carry out a
patriotic programme.The annual excursion of the Maine Sportsmen's Fish
and (lame Association will be made to
Kineo this year and will take place
the second
week in
There
July.
win ne me usual attractive list ot
sports.Apropos of the report that the
new lisli hatchery at Moosehead lake is
to be used in an endeavor to stock
Maine waters with land locked salmon
the AVaterville Mail puts in a piea for
the square-tailed trout, arguing that the
same effort and money expended in the
culture of the latter would result more
satisfactorily in every way... A new train
service between Boston and ltockland
will he inaugurated •I une 15th, connecting through to Rockland oil arrival of
the train leaving Boston at P:45 p. m.,
and leaving Rockland about 10:15 a. m.
to connect with the express train due
in Boston at 4:20 p. m. This will give
four trains each way between Boston
and Rockland during the summer season....A petition in bankruptcy was
filed in the United States court in Portland last week by Rev. ('. Everett Bean
of Wells. The indebtedness amounts
to about $1,400 and many of the creditors are Portland parties.
Air. Bean
was formerly pastor of the Vaughan
street Methodist church in Portland.
By the terms of the will of Airs. Jolm
P. Hale of Dover, AT. II., who recently
died in Washington, D. (A, a scholarship will be established at Bowdoin
College. The scholarship is tor $2,000
and the only condition attached is that
it will not become available until after
the death of herdaughter, Airs. William
E. Chandler of Dover.
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If every (,l<i person, m.m
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ness. soreness and lameness
t
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ments
that frequently cmne
declining years, -mould use Min..
Liniment, freely every morning, to r
would he more happiness and com! r.
in the world. These ills are character
istic of eld- .-’v p-'opL; they ar
not
often fatal. 1 .: v *rv aggravating, and
c;i
from
to
they hang
day
day, making
life a burden.
If you are an aged person, or ev a
a young p “-son. and you have any such
troubles, just get a bottle of Minard's
Liniment, and use it as directed. It
will stop a pain almost instantly.
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MSCALLS^y*
MAGAZINE^”

Cream Balm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is im-j
mediate ami a cure follows. It is not drying—does ^
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
50

1

mm.
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aching ligament,

an

it
almost the second it is applied,
makes the muscles so supple that old
age seems replaced by childhood.
Can you doubt the real true merits
of an article when your fell
c uuas
trymen v. .hinuvr sued stat-m
tnese \\ nidi
i,ic
a, 1
ror,j..
ng
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St.
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Daughters

MKS.

Boston.

was

employed, Wednesday afternoon,
April 2:1(1, and although they had been
warned of its deadly properties, each
took a drink. The lirst knowledge the
prison authorities had of the case was
early Thursday morning, when a guard
found the men deathly sick in their

the

southern

holiday.

were

because of the probability of allied seasickness, and also avoided the exposi-!
tion, with its huge crowds, continuing I
our journey direct by rail.
Savannah is I
a

as a

The dangerously
years for larceny.
sir’k were Edward (Iraffam. the murderer of I'i.fford Mosher of (Iraffam,
who is serving a life sentence; Joseph
White of Penobscot, two and a half
years for compound larceny; John J..
Sullivan of York county, live years for
compound larceny; and F. A. Currier, a
recent-arrival. The men found a pint
bottle in the paint shop where they

more

attend the

veil

^

■

•

■

■

cl

j

will do more than half the work for you. It softens hard water; cuts
grease and grime ; makes dishes shine like a new dollar.
The quickest, best and most economical way of
washing dishes, glassware, silver, pots and pans.
There's no substitute worthy the name. Insist
I
upon GOLD DUST.

suspended.Judge Bartlett Tripp
Yankton, S. ]>.. fe.meriy minister

given

was

priate words he presented Mr. Tozier a be done. Tobacco grows very fast after
handsome token of the affection and it has been
planted, attaining its
esteem of his fellow members and cogrowth in about ninety days. The
workers for the advancement of the
runs
high, and if the
press.
A stereopticon

as

Savannah,

at

crowded

city and the Exposition terested in the large tobacco fields,
Company, explaining briefly the details hast, season’s crops were considered the
of the enterprise St. I.ouis has so earn- most successful in
many years and the
estly undertaken.
planters reaped rich harvests. The deAt the close of Mr. Stockton’s re- mand was
good, and we were informed
marks Mr. ]!. Ji. Herbert of Chicago
by a planter that nearly every one had
and called to the front the retiring
of the association, Mr. Albert

w

pre-

welcome of the

arose

day

future harvest.
were

mm

of
to
Austria, and a name o( Maine, lias
been engaged !o deliver the oration
which will be a part of the program of
we left in the early evening for Boston,
the celebration of the both anniversary
transfering to the ‘‘special'' at Provi- of tin* founding of the Delta Epsilon
dence and reaching Boston in the early
fraternity at Colby. Holman F. Day of
morning. Another day there, the call- Auburn will be the poet of the occasion.
The exercises will be held in the
ing on friends, the trip to Rockland
Baptist church. Tuesday evening. .June I
the party having been reduced to the -Mb.The annua!
meeting and banwriter in Boston and subsequently to quet of the Penobscot Valley Alum- |i
Belfast via the M. and M„ and 1 was at ni Association of the Eniversity of
i Maine was held in the rooms of the
home again.
Madockawando club Bangor, April
In concluding my “Pictures of the -■'ith.
President Edward U. Kelley
have
the
reader
1
trust
officiated
At the subas chairman.
may
South,
overlooked the rambling nature of my sequent election of officers Mr. Kelley was re-elected president.The conletters and been interested in the bits test for
the postmastership at Hockto
of southern Pie I have tried
picture, land, between .loliu I.ovejoy, the presif ] have interested you I am glad, and ent incumbent, and tY. < >. Fuller, .1 r.,
1
was practically settled April 24th, when
some day will write a series of stories
both candidates received a statement
w ith the editor's permissioni on other
from Congressman Fittletield saying
! that he should recommend Mr. Fuller
Ocuin -I. Dhkkv.
lilies.
I for the appointment.
The salary is
i *2.ooo. Mr. Fovejoy’s commission exv.
aSTOKIA.
A11,0 Kind ton Hava Always Bougi.i pired April 2(ith, and Mr. Fuller will
Bears the
j probably enter upon bis duties eaily in ;
May....The liquor deputies made antim! her of raids at Portland Saturday, April
2i-.fli, and seized considerable liquor and
tsend of lie Mothers.
arrested four persons. The places visitMi s. Fr< deriek Scholl of Philadeled were kitchen barrooms, the regular
saloons all being closed.\s a result of
phia. "’ho was Heeled president of the
National Mothers* <'oh^tpss at its re
drinking Columbian spirits, a relined
grade of wood alcohol three convicts
cent '-onHave. succeeds Mrs. T. W Bir
at the Maine state prison are dead and
six years had held the of
ucy. \v!iu
four others narrowly escaped death. I
The dead convicts are Thomas Corn of
York county, who was serving two and
a halt \. ars for breaking,
entering and
larceny; W. F. Collin ol Androscoggin
who
was
ten
county,
serving
years for
compelled larceny, and Mor*'y Wylley !
one

liekls machine

apparent on every
hand. Virginia brought a chilling cold,
sissippi.
and while all were heavily clothed yet
Mr. Collins closed his remarks by in- the
change seemed severe. This State
troducing Mr. tt. H. Stockton. Mr. proved interesting from its great tobacStockton extended to the visitors the co
crops, and one could not hut he in-

president

to New

Women are seen as

men

Our party
where the

on

was

T*

This accumulates on the side
it is gathered by the

stance.

sped

to the "sights
of Now \ oik," and taking the modern
steamer Pilgrim of the Fall River line

Only

April

(ram on altricht •southern moni-

a

we

York, with short stops at I'liiladelphia,
Wilmington. Trenton and Newark.

The Journal.
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Blue Line"

“Royal
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Democratic leader.Vu attempt

made in Portland to give at least a semblance of religious observance to Fast
day. Two union services were held.
One was at the Congress street Methodist church, where llev. W. 8. Bovard
presided. The day was otherwise ob-

enterprise.

HOME FROM GEORGIA.

GOLD OUST

to be made to interest persons enin that line of manufacture......
The Bangor A Aroostook railroad hauled 007.300 bushels ol potatoes out of
Aroostook county in March: the total
hauling of the 11*«»1 crop by that road
from Aroostook county up to the end of
March amounted to 3,080,409 bushels.
(>ne of Aroostook's largest potato dealers estimates that ten per cent, of the
mol crop vet remains to he marketed.
The potato plant this spring will be
considerably in advance of any preceding year.The Bates college senate has
elected the following officers: A. P.
Howes '08. Havtland, pres.; E. 1>. Bessev '05, Brooks, see.; .1. K. Flanders, '04.
Franklin Falls, N. IE, sergt-at arms; R.
A Brown'8. Bowdoin Center. Republican leader; N. >
land, 'i>8, Limerick,

as

■

1095 times a year,

is

...

;|

day,

gaged

of both
n : After the i hibition the
r.AiujiS \vn (. \
guests returned to the Lm- privilege of attending sessions
We also visited
close of tli «m nl ttf 1 ii volutiun the dell Pavilion and boarded .the special Senate and House.
United sm-.-s u as cot: lined to east of the j!
earreturning to the Union sta- the Congressional Library and other
\lli gi i.'' mu ..11.. 11s, ami it was sup- trolley
tion. The press of nearly every State public buildings, finding much to inter
;
wouid
be
mainthat
limit
that
posed
lined. lint one might as well luider- I in the Union was represented in the est us.
t
hue tbi air in a seine or a 1
The change ot climate,
however,
party which accepted the courtesies of
i is to i.o d tlie .Vim'vican spirit withits effect and night found our
the
The
brought
delegates expressed
Exposition.
fo-t tiers broke over the Al; 11111 s.
•i, .i s
ti the (Hi in valley, and the themselves as being deeply interested entire party very sick, thus putting an
"is■

Washing dishes in the old way—3 times a
year in and year out—means drudgery.

8200,000 to 8500,000 and to issue 8250,000
ot live per cent, thirty year bonds. 1 lie
limestone
money is to he used in buying
property in Vermont and Massachubad
setts which
the company lias
bonded. This particular stone is used
in pulp and paper mills and an effort

At last we are crossing the Potomac,
relating to the Louisiana Purchase, in
strikwhich the leading events prior to the whose now peaceful waters are in
\fter luncheon the party was
guest-,
with the turbulent condicontrast
The
other
ing
were
touched
upon.
purchase
Our
(-sen hied in tue large banquet lia'i on
views showed the progress of the work tions that prevailed in war times.
was to
-e,-o
the
,d
Here
door.
ht
meeting upon the World’s Fair grounds, some first visit in Washington, I>.
; i.- called to order by Vice-President V.
entertainof the principal buildings as they will the capitol, where we found
P. Collins of the National Editorial
halls and corriappear when finished, and various deco- ment in the he.autiful
Association, who addressed the dele- rative features of the Exposition.
dors for many hours. Fortunately Congates and other guests as follows:
At the close of the stereoptieon ex- gress was in session and we had the
I

a.

Dl'ST

Let the GOLD OUST twins do your work,”

session of the grand lodge, Sons
Temperance ot Maine, was held m
Westbrook April 28,d. The following
Mrs. L. C.
were elected grand officers:
Partington, Portland, G. P.: llev. W illiam Moote, Kennebunkport, G. W A.;
Mrs. A. L. Hayes, Chelsea, G.W.S.; Arthur Varuuui, Westbrook, G. C.; W P.
Pratt, Portland, G. S.; Mrs. A. M. Morrecent
rison, Portland, G. 8upt.\t a
meeting of the Rockland Lime Co. it
was voted to increase the capital from

lleie 'cm-:,eon was served to about 300

\1

"

nual

to the Cottage,

went

GOLD
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THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlant*. Cl.

the Lindell Pavilion. !

THE

Maine Matters. Six years at hard
labor in state prison, which with good
behavior may be reduced 84days in each
W
year, was the sentence Granville
Leighton, the teller of the Merchants
National bank, Portland, who embezzled
84;i,ooo from that institution, was given
April 23d by .Judge Webb of the U. S.
Circuit Court, lie began Ins sentence
April 25th.James Gordon, a native ol
Scotland, but a resident ol the l nited
States since 1807, is reported to^ have
been made superintendent of the Crotch
Island quarries near Stoiiington. These
quarries have recently become the propfor i
erty of liyan \ Parker, contractors
I a
portion ol the Blackwell's Island
an58th
bridge, New Vork City.The

S

the World’s Fair Bulletin. Trolley cars
were taken at lb a. vi. for the Missouri
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Dr. Emmons’

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or interference with work. Have relieved hundred** of
cases

CALL/fi!.
K-

where others have failed. The mostdiffiben-

cultcases successfully treated by mail,and
Washington Whisi'EIungs. Repeficial results guaranteed in every Instance. No
resentative Sims of Tennessee introrisk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particuduced a bill abolishing the duties on imlars and free confidential advice. I)o not. nut oil
ports of beef, mutton, pork and veal.
Re
too long. Allletters truthfully answered.
An extended preamble recites that the
member, this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leaves
present high price of these food prono alter ill effect upon the health. Sent by mail,
ducts is due to trust and monopolies.
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
The house passed 145 private pension
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS (JO., 1.0 Tic
niout St., Ito.*ton, Mass.
bills April 23rd, including bills to pension the widow of the late Gen. William Ludlow at $50 per month and the
The good business man and the busiwidow of the late “Parson” Brownlow ness man who is good are not necessarof Tennessee at $30 per montti.
ily synonymous.

Farm anti Garden
Market Reports
Fruit Culture
Mechanical Devices
*>
Fashions and Faucy Work
*
The Apiary
Feeding and Breeding
Talks with Our Lawyer News ot' the Day
Daily and Creamery
Household Features
The Poultry Yard
The Question Boi
Plants and Flowers
The Veterinary
The Horse
Sheep and Swine
Farm and Home
published semi-monthly,
the 24 numbers which comprise a
year’s subscription making a volume of over 600 pages,
teeming with all the latest and most reliable information that experience and science can
supply.
No better proof of its popularity can be offered than
its enormous circulation, which extends into
ever}
state, each number being read bv no I--.; than m
million readers.
To those who take advantage promptly of this
offer we will send with Farm and Home The
Webster Pocket Dictionary, containing 45.800
words with full pronuneitiion, and much other
useful information. It contains 102pages and is
specially designed for pocket us**. A sample
copy may be seen at this office.
Do not delay or fail to take advantage of this
great offer, for never before was
so much offered for so small a sum.
Kememb<»r
we send both papers a full’year, all postpaid,
at the very low price stated. Address all orders
to

REP. JOURNAL PUB

CO., Belfast He.

Tax Collector’s Mice.
All taxes for toot are now due and liable to
cost.
Taxes on real estate not paid before July
1,190*2, will be returned to the City Solicitor for
suit per order of the city government. 1 will be
in my office in Memorial building daily from 8.30
to 11.30 a. m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to4.30 i\ m
M. C.

HILL, Collector.
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“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters
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Only $2.00

1 bal e\ crj
al least one good

stitious ?

for

Stylish, Reliable, Simple. 1
date. Economical and Abs.
Perfect Fitting Paper Pattern

Believing

Super-

That is, do you believe in signs?
j
You will if you ever have signs j
of indigestion. If you want
to,
remove both signs and indigos-

Best and Most Practical Farm and I ami It
Paper Published

All Seams Allowed and all Ba>tinu
and Sewinu Lines shown
m and ic cents each—none h.,:
S -Id in nearly every
Ask for them
and town, or by mail from
THE McCALL CO
II3-113-117 West 31st St., NfW VIH
Only

Tin* i:• *)m11»11«*,111 .li)iirii:u uni \l
i'M\ t-"i ns, will i"1
/in-1 u it h It«
.\<ldi
in ml vanKi-1*. .i"i i;\ u,
>-

sj.pi
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RESTAURANT AND

!

FOR SALK.
The restaurant and bakery bu*>
House Block, Church'-Inwith tin1 ovens and all applianct*sold with the business 01 separat-eH
wagons and the new halo'iy build:'street. Applv to
MRS. .1. W. KM'V
I
ltf
4*1 Union st e-

Opera

J

\

or commission, money ad
\v
expenses, first-class outfit free
the very best grade of nursery stilus at ohce for terms and secure -•
tory. The It. G. Cltuse Co., Nurse
Malden, Mass.

Salary

1

FOR RENT.
convenient and pleasant rent
family is ottered for rent ; also two fm e
rooms, and a commodious stable.
A| i
2 Grove street, corner Church.
A

;

THE “ISLAND
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SURGICAL OPERATIONS

REST.'’

Holland in tlie West Indies.
the World hy the Liqueur
Name amt as a Haven lor
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ail; d miles, and from Key
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A BUCKBOARD RIDE TO CAMDEN.

Un-

Fannie R. Ward.

of their schoolmates who assisted at the
presentation of “The Elevator,” and two of
their teachers. It was with regret that we
started without many whose presence had
been counted upon, for, on account of illness and other reasons, our number was
smaller than we had anticipated. The two
comfortable buck boards from the stables of
the Belfast Livery Co. were well filled,
nevertheless, and at 8.30 we started off,
literally with flying colors, the four-horse
The bright sun and
team in the lead.
strong wind had done much to dry up the
mud of the day before, and before we had

Th*» CarneRie InMtit ution.

The great national Carnegie institute
which was endowed by Andrew Carnegie with The princely gift of $10,000.000 is about ready to begin its great
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go;ie many miles the dust was blowing.
Until we arrived at Pitcher’s Mills there
was little or no excitement except in watching the effect of a blast from a horn on the
flocks of chickens in the door-yards of the
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HfarpSeed

Clarified .Sugar
Winteryrpen Ctcnvr
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Aperferl Remedy forConstipa

Ron, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEF.
!

Facsimile Signature oF

CASTORIA

EXACT COPV OF WRAPPER.

COMRANV.

THE CENTAUR

FRED

NEW

YORK ClTV.

ATWOOD,
WINTERPRT,

Reflections of

never.”

Jpa hill far steeper than our Franklin
stieet we bravely climbed, to arrive at the
j ball ground long before the game w as called.
The diamond was situated on the top of a
hill where the strong wind was very disagreeable, and after standing about until we
were tired we finally left what later proved
to be an interesting game for the shelter of
the hotel parlor. The relations of the Camden and Belfast High schools have always
bee n very pleasant, and we sincerely hope
they will continue so. It is not with malicious intent that w e say it, but we do really
hope that the next time we witness a ball
game in Camden it will not be on a field
where merely the upper part of the outfielders is visible from the home plate on account of the slope of the hill, and where
the only accommodations for spectators are
a pile of boards—in which the nails have
th.Rightfully been left—and a barbed wire

a

Bachelor.

A woman who hasn’t got a
family
doctor never feels her social position is
secure.

The man who saves money began
yesterday; the man who doesn't is going
to begin to-morrow.

|

Speculating in Wall Street is
gambling with matrimony,

than

easier
but it

|

isn't any more profitable.
j
;
The man who always seems to be !
1
more hard up
than the one who is
!
; trying to borrow money is the one he
tries to borrow it from.
]
’The last argument of a women is
I suddenly to veer around and take your
side of it, declaring you have come
|
I

HAINE,

Insurance and

Real Estate,

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and Inspection.
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators
Correspondence solicited. Beat estate bought and sold.

Skodd s
Ointment.

cut in

Two-

Wonderful Cure of Dyspepsia—A
Much Talked-of Case.

’Presented.

or some

other game that is played with cards.
What is your surprise to observe in the
midst the preacher of the morning—
the reverend divine whose powerful
discourse reminded you so much of the
late Henry Ward Beecher—his hands
full of kings and aces, his little guilder
stake on the table, a fragrant Havana
between bis lips and a glass of brandyand-soda at bis elbow!
We are assured
by those who live here, and therefore
ought to know, that there are no better
people on earth than these, both in intention and execution; but their ways
are not exactly those to which Americans have been
accustomed. Out in

purple or blue, after the
Spanish America, the roofutrk red, and the jalousies are the streets
everything looks equally
a
green as paint can make queer and improbable—from the street
‘•■minating all are the forts and j urchins that stand ready to dive for the
Fort Amsterdam, Fort Riff, l pennies
you throw into twenty feet of
astle, Bolivar tower, and I water, and the half-nude boatmen who
use names I have not learned,
row you from place to place in the
!
previous experience of travel town, to variously colored women sellplaces seem to he upset in ing fruit, sweetmeats and tobacco, and
c ult
and you lind yourself ladies trailing stiffly starched skirts at
take new hearings altogether. their slippered heels.
>n why
there are no more
The olticial language of Curacao is
in the six-foot-wide streets is Dutch,
but English,
Spauish and
traceable to Dutch lack of French are also commonly
spoken.
1
arts can barely squeeze through The emancipated negroes, who comthe ponderous hubs of their prise the bulk of the population,
speak
grazing the walls on either side a strange patois called Papiamento—a
attering pedestrians into door- word which literally translated means
I here are tram cars
heavy, to speak lies. It is soft and liquid as
,h'
curtained boxes, with dash- that of the South Sea islands, and evi1
so high and seats turned the dently grew from a
Spanish base in the
r‘
motor’" (two old slave times. Dutch, Danish and
way that the
l

\
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Rochelle .Salts
dhtixe Seed
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BOCK IN HIS STOMACH
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the lee of the two Ameri-

iclj

of

—

government band, for an hour or two.
Following the band, you go up the wide
Spanish
nut in the Zuyder Zee.
The staircase of the mansion, into a series
1890.759.6. Sm
Willemstadt is scattered all of lofty saloons, all looking out over Stranalian, (Tara Harrison.
e
History of French painting from
lagoon, its houses built ex- the bay. Presently dancing begins,
its earliest to its latest practice.
cuse ut Holland, the streets
although it is Sunday evening and
Sixteen reproductions. 1899
759. 4 St
hat the burghers can shake p -rliaps the stately Governor, Baron von
one another through opHeerdtut Eversberg, leads the measure. Temple, Edward Lowe.
Old World memories. Illustratcdows. So solid is the archi- More likely, however, he is busy with
ed. 1900. 2 v. T 4. T 2
at each residence might svith- his male friends in a big apartment to
Warren, Henry I\
-iege, its walls of stone and the right, where sideboards and deStories from English history.
veritable fort. There are no canters are the conspicuous articles of
From B. C. 55 to A. 1). 1901. Il..ke them on this side, of the furniture; or else he is in the card-room,
lustrated. 1901. 942. W 2
less it be at Surinam—that where a bevy of
gentlemanly, prospertor

“Polly wolly

j

conspicuous. -Vs
door a cloth bag is

sleepily and clumsily
scene tliat you can hardly

place,

tugged

j

as

and traitic upon it is

a>

;

ing in Curacao, and perhaps sit in the ;
Governor’s pew, which is as high as the
you pass out ot tiie
presented to your attention, in which
you are expected to deposit an offer-

i

■:.c

Greater

\ little way back of this
of sanctuaries is the nearly

obliterated

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerfulness and Rest .Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

A.
the following

^25 Cents.:€-

around to her side.

_

“Master Williamson.”

|

j

fence.
After the talented members ot our party
had been put through their paces in the
parlor, a tour of inspection was voted.on,
and live of us started out to “do” the town,
f amiliar to most of us from previous excursinus. On our return the masculine delegation appeared, and announced the result
of the ball game as eight to seven in favor
jf Camden, a score which met our full approval. When we appeared on the field, by
the way, a little urchin scornfully hailed us

appellation which was
aud unanimously
At the April meeting of the Colonial
repudiated. He seemed to be a self-appointed
Society of Massachusetts in Boston, custodian of the field, and when we proudly
last week, Ilenry II. Edes, on behalf of
our native heath
Hon. Joseph Williamson of Belfast, a acknowledged Belfast as
corresponding member, communicated he inquired if we were “going to cheer for
and read a paper dealing with the ques- Camden.” When we replied heartily in the
tion of the identity of “Master William- affirmative, he gave us a very careless and
son,” who is said to have accompanied condescending “All right” aud passed on to
Myles Standish on his visit to Massa- other more important and pressing duties.
soit, in March, 1621, and who was Rockport, indeed! May the Belfast
High
named, with Governor Carver, an over- school and all her
supporters be excused
seer in the will of William Mullins.
As these appear to be the only contem- from any connection, in base ball affairs at
porary references to “Master William- least, from any city, town or village the
son,” and as his name does not appear first four letters of whose name is R-o-c-k!
in the list of passengers in the
Supper over, music, and games were
Mayflower, the late L)r. Henry M. Dexter the order of the hour. “Button-button,”
advanced the idea that he may have
the
favorite pastime of our younger
been “the factor, financial agent, or
days, was recalled and soon eight o’clock,
supercargo of the Mayflower.”
the appointed hour for our return, drew
Genius is only a superior power of seeing. near. Wraps were unrolled and places
—Ruskin.
taken for the return drive, which on
as

“Rockporters,”

an

indignantly, immediately

1..

11.

WAKliEN.

#

and
smaller stalde; aii nmdcrn comeniem-rs.
Tin grounds extend from High to Lnion streets,
and contains a In ut one am.-. 'Id unis court. \ e(or<diaid.
Within a few lods of Belfast Bay of
which it commaiids a line view. Especially adiipt
etl for suiunier home or fashionable boarding'
house. m\ thousand dollars h
it. A {notion
of the purchase nmm-v an remain oh mortgage if
desired.
>

FOULER HOUSE, HKiH STREET.

I
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Permanently Cured by

mDR. KLINE'S GREAT

I I ONERVE RESTORER
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Price, $250.
NORTH
Few

No.

ao

and

/v

CHURCH.
Price, #j»0 each.

BROOKS.

’Flag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold ai
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
'through tickets to all points West am! Nnrtij
west, via all routes,for sale by L. W. Gecko*
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Booth by. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, October 10, 1901.

STREET.

About one half acre of level land ;:.i i<•;t, 11•_*
tide water, about nne-eigh tint ale b* low »;< mu boat
wharf, suitable joi cottage. The I rd ;..r.dioi*.
for a wharf south of commercial >trret

4

One fourth grm;
& sililey ompaiM

|

mill, etc., orcupicd'.bvyswan

Price, $250
PERSONAL

PROP! RT\

Ten shares stoek Maim- Condensed Milk Co.

...THE...

Swan & Sibley Co.

Prk\e, $1 50 per share.
St v« n
one hundred and
w enty-righths of
schooner Charlott* T. Sibley. Frier, with earnings from «late of sale only. #r»oo.f
< )nc coup**, price $lg/>.
One single sleigh. price >s.oo.
OlU two.
at extension top *;'">e;g. price
For further

I

particulars call

on

EDWARD SIBl EY, Belfast, Maine,
or

JOBBERS OF

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Administrator, Augusta, Maine.

CRAIN,

iW. H. Coombs & Co j
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CRCCIRifS

Second-HandGocds\

Importers

ot

<

Suit.
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OF

»

dealers in the finest

quality of

Anthracite and

Uf

Harnesses

FOR SALK,

ALSO SHOATS AND PIGS.
tf!3

(!
«

Parties having FI RM ! I RF
(<
*
CARPETS,
t(»
sell
STOVES, or'anything
ft
by sending us a card will receive a prompt <
*
call. Antique Furniture a specialty. I
33 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

BELFAST LIVERY CO.

«

\

)_

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast. Mt

Single

KINDS.

)

.

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

TELEPHONE 4-2.

A LI.

)

LOdJS*

Blacksmith

j

^

S4 TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
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trains

follows:

FROM

™
™
No KiU »ft. itrst day « use.
Conniltation. personal or bv mail; treatise and

to Fit patients who pay expressive only or. delivery.
Permanent Curt, not only temporary relief, for all fisrvoum DxtordfTt, Kpilepsv. Spasms. St. Vltu* Dance,
Debilttv. (exhaustion. DB. It. H.KLINE, 1*4.

Five thousand 'ip.ai• !«-et of land and a cosy,
convenient 1 »i i■ U house
1<i mer!> owned and
"Cl
Ills I
11! U ‘e ,11
1»; T by Jl|s] eu. dlliu
\\
.a 111
r II
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.! :d ea!
mu i.
Meet n
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t Saving?
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at Burnham ami Waterville with through tram.*
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to

■■■IB

al estate

Hue <>f thi' 1m M places m Belfast. The buildings
are a large two >tory bri« k residence with »• it.a.
new and eiinmunhow- stalde and carriage house,
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I called it Rock in the Stomach’
say:
because I felt all the time as if there was a
rock lodged in my stomach, about the size
of an egg. Jt was so apparent that no one
could make me believe different.
People
have stone in bladder, aud gravel,
why
couldn't I have a rock in the stomach?
Well, I felt it for about a year. It was
particularly prominent after meals, and
gave me excruciating pain. Nothing would
relieve it.
Nothing would remove it. It
became a constant burden, and so prominent that I could almost feel it with my
hand.
1 also suffered as a result in many
other ways. I would taste my food for
hours after eating, and the gases and juices
from the stomach were very nauseating.
My appetite fell off until 1 ate very, very
little.
My weight ran down until I w.is
about like a skeleton, aud I thought my
end was not far distant. Physicians one
after the other treated me, and after making no headway, would remark that there
was
no hope.’
I began to despair when
‘*
Blood AVine” was recommended to me. I
thought, of course, that if a regular physician couldn't help me that nothing else
would. ‘Try it,’ said one of my friends.
It will not cost you much, and if it don’t
cure you it surely won’t hurt
you.’ This
seemed plausible, so I went and got a
bottle and took it, and it helped me. I got
another; it worked like the first. The third,
fourth, and fifth followed, and I continued
to improve.
I have just finished the sixth,
and my last, for I am now thoroughly
cured.
My rock has disappeared, also the
pain, nausea, gas, and other symptoms.
My regular weight has returned, and I
have no further complaints. I am going to
do all I can for ‘‘ Blood Wine,” in return
for what it did for me, and I have no hesitancy in saying that it is undoubtedly the
best medicine for all forms of indigestion,
stomach and bowel trouble, aud constipation, ever sold or prescribed.”
This is just one of many who speak
highly of this great medicine. Blood Wine
contains no wine or opiates, but ingredients
that bring about almost instantaneous action.
Blood Wine
costs fifty cents a
bottle', but you can sample it free of charge

SIBLEY,

C.

n

HOMESTEAD ON HIOH STKtET.

SIZE l-OR

c.

iitstees.

To close the estate of the late

THE BEST SKIN CUKE.

REGULAR 5

and

FOR SALE.
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residence

New York.

quaintest

Bears the

Hope.”

You do not observe ! stands lii'- 1 Hitch Reformed Church,
ii>
hi dge until a!most upon where l’etei
stuyvesant Worshipped !
n
t
alt.-, and presently when he vva.- governor of the island, be■i hei wliistle is answer-1 fore
being transferred to New Amster: *.

similating theFoodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

Miraculous—Blood
Physicians said:

••

v

encore.

doodle” and other favorites whiled away
the time, and before we realized it the
farmhouses. There, however, we gave our
Pitcher’s school house was reached, where
class yell, and were saluted in line fashion
one member of our party said
goodbye as
The much coveted
by the mill whistle.
he left us for a two-mile walk home. The
“back-seat” was filled to overflowing at the
distance to our well-beloved Kirby Lake
start, Lift many and various were the com- seemed
very short, despite the lateness of
ings and goings of its occupants. We made ;
hour, for it was just twelve o’clock when
a
triumphant entry at the metropolis of we drove up in state at the door of the Belfast
Lincolnville Centre, where our yell and our Livery Co.'s office, somewhat tired and sunbut
horns, or it may have been our personal burned, our ready to vote that our first, and
last, class ride had been a sucperhaps
|
No
a
caused
runaway.
damage
appearance,
cess.
M. D. P.
was done, for the fiery steed was soon eapfor
The
to
back
[Written
Republican Journal.]
! tured and was being driven meekly
The Best of You.
J his hitching post when we passed. While
all this commotion had been going on our
What has become of the best of you—
principal had been ineffectual!v trying to
The best that we used to know*
get into the principal department store by When skies were blue and hearts were true,
In the days of the long ago?
the very undignified process of “breaking
!
and entering.” The proprietor came to the What has become of the laugh of you
DR. DANIEL CO IT GILMAN.
And the gay sweet snatches of song,
rescue of his lock in time to save it, and
And the dreams of you of the work to do,
work. Ac«-<inlinu t«» Dr. Daniel C. Gil-.
probably sold out an entire department,
That should conquer the satl world’s
man, tl:e 1'i‘ sicriit. rke work of scienjudging from the spoils distributed on the
wrong ?
,titic resea cb will soon be begun.
return of the would-be criminal. From that Wliat has become of the
hope of you,
!
The courage and strength of soul,
time on enough work was done (by certain
The
love
of
and
the
trust
of you,
you
counter! useful features at least) to entirely
And your faith in the far off goal?
BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.
: act the effect of the melodious (?) and oft
lias it gone forever, the best of you,
New Kooks, April, 1902
repeated assurance of one of the party,
And left us here in its place
was “I never
the
of
burden
whose
song
The scorn of you and the wrong of you
Besant, S<r Walter and Palmer, E. H.
About
in
me life.”
And
a sneering, sinful face?
worked
all
half-past
Jerusalem the city of llerod and
933. B eleven we arrived at the usual Turnpike Nay—1 still believe in the best of you
Naiad in
1899
where the horses were
And this for a truth I know;
Blake. Mary Elizabeth.
I picnieing ground,
unharnessed and the baskets and boxes There are skies as blue and hearts as true
A summer holiday in Europe.T 4. It 5
As those of the long ago.
j opened. If one young lady was specially
Briggs, J.eBaron Bussell.
The best of you still is the best of you—
our
at
and
improvised
quiet
unnaturally
j
School,college and character. 1902. 370. B 7
With God let all
rest
I dinner table it must have been the result of And the heart of things
Brown. Helen Hawes.
you, and the soul of you,
certain
a
her
the reply given
The sin of you—and the best.
by
youthful
Her sixteenth year. A story. 1901.
218.1.r» !
j teamster we met in answer to the question
Brown, William Garrott.
C A R* mJL‘ O xi X A
if his horses were wild. The olive bottle
Lifp of Stephen Arnold HongThe Kind Y"'i Have Always Bought
Bears the
were guarded by jealand
the
box
sardine
lass. 1902. B-I) 73
ous eyes during the meal, but the rate at
Burroughs, John, editor.
was
Songs of Nature. Portrait. 1901.808.1. B 9 | which the contents of both disappeared
j a caution. After everybody had partaken
arly le. Thomas.
! so bountifully of dinner that even the olives
Histor\ of the French Revolution.
188'..
V..
944.4. C ! tempted them no longer, the remainder was
carefully put away for our next repast. AlCary, Elisabeth Luther.
! most opposite our camping place were two
Tennyson: his homes, his friends,
1
and his work.
1S98....821. T-18 picturesque little cottages nestling snugly
I on tlie shore of Lake Megunticook, and
Eddy, Mary 1». (4.
I thither the party progressed by twos and
MLcellaneous writings.
1*831*90..289.9 Ed 2 threes around the lake by the excellent
i road to the hospitable veranda, where a
Ford, Paul Leicester,
I rest was taken before returning.
On the
A house party.
Mories told at a
j w ay some of the party stopped at the only
gathering of famou> American
line
Borders on
! farm house in the vicinity to get some milk
authors. The story tellers inand were stared at by the round-eyed chiltroduced by P. ].. Ford.
228.21
Succeeds after
dren, as probably the first picnicers of the
Heaton, Mary Margaret.
"No
we were again united, the
When
season.
A
concise history >-f painting.
horses were put in, wraps stowed away,
759. II 3
and seats procured for the short drive into
11 urll, Estelle M.
Mr. Edgar TT. Warren of Waterville, Me.,
Camden. As we neared the town our class
Tuscan sculpture <*f the 15th cenis a much talked-.>f man, because he has
yell
A
collect,,
n
of
fifteen
tury.
been cured of what he terms
Rock in the
(>ne, two, three.
Ili.s case, which has caused
Stomach.”
pictures with introduction and
Who are we
much
widespread interest, has been the
interpretation. 19« 2.7:21. H «i
We are Seniors, Seniors we
topic of discussion at nearly all of the
Johnston. Mary.
A re we in it
recent medical gatherings, here and abroad.
Well, I guess we are !
Audiey. l.'oj.li j
His experience almost rivals the wonderful
I ’.ell ast 11 igli School!
I
/
La (Taviore, R. de MauMe.
Kah ! rah! rah !
surgical operation of a year ag<», when in
Women of the Renaissance. A
Sweden a man’s stomach was completely
j resounded more frequently, and many were
removed, and he entirely recovered. These
study ;n feminism. Translated
;
the
heads
turned in astonishment at the
by (4. II. Ely. isoi.. 31^ c ^
j things merely go t.> show what can be done
of
two
laden
other
with the digest ive organs when the proper
buckboards,
sight
among
Latimer, Elizabeth Wonneley.
i things with sixteen good pairs of lungs and I means is available. Mr. Warren has this
Judea from Cyrus to Titus.
7
tin horns in abundance. We drew up with a
B. C. to To A. I>. 1899.
983. X,
| flourish in front of the familiar and always
Leland, Charles Godfrey.
hospitable Kay View House, where a room
Hans Breitmann in Germany
was secured into which our wraps and
Tyrol.
817. L5
equipments were bundled unceremoniously,
Lloy d, Nelson.
1
and we started off for the ball game which
A drone and a dreamer.
1901_
L 77
was announced to be played between the
Maskell, W illiam, C'unpiler.
Ruck port Y. M C. A. and the Camden High
The industrial arts.
Historical
school at half-past two.
sketches. 1885..
609. M
The boys returned from a short skirmish
Merriam, Henry Seton, (Pseud, of
about the town with one of our missing memHugh S. Scott.
The velvet glove. A novel. 1902... M 55-10 bers, who had arrived in town half an hour
after our departure, and, determined not to
Peabody, Josephine Preston.
be cheated out of his outing, had come down
Marlowe. A drama in five acts.
P’Ol. 812. P 3 to Camden outlie M and M, arriving some
j time before us. He was enthusiastically
Smith, Gerard W.
and French.
I greeted w ith the proverb, “Better late than
Painting.

Always Bought

AYfcgetable Preparationror As-

|

into three distinct parts— l’unda, where
the Government buildings and princi-

pal

an

The Kind You Have

j
I

bouses are located:
a populous
bay
resillauda. other side
<■
long passage, which re- dence quarter: and Scharlo, the Fifth
; the approai a to Santiago
Each of these
Avenue of the island.
except that this is straighter divisions has just one broad, smooth
than the historic Cuban in- main driveway, encompassed by a neti' .'eli possessors have dnbbeil work of alleys.
Naturally, everything
>kattegat. and lined it on on wheels seeks the three wide thorough■s with
frowning forts that ! fares, crowding them from curb to curb
!
with antique guns. So and
making them more dangerous than I
Santa Ana the
waterway t
comparatively deserted alleys. The
litineis on o]>posite forts j carriages of Curacao aristocrats are I
ith one anotlier and might \ drawn
by the lively, half-wild horses of
theii walls to 1 lie deck 1 Colombia, which disdain control and
The hay into which it dash ahead at breakneck
speed, what- :
I
11 a: lagoon, deep, and wide
ever may stand in the way.
People
entrance

they demanded

For Infants and Children.

j

donkeys

to each ear is not
You soon learn that the eitv is

visinle.

the

ot

is

where

entirely confidential.

enclosed
rock: but
of them

of the unsafe condition of a
the shore road, was destined to
be via the Turnpike. The moon had not
risen, and except the occasional repetition
of the now-familiar yell the first of the
drive was quiet. As the moon rose, however, the hills resounded with the same
old songs which echoed from their hoary
sides for the hundredth or thousandth time.
Impressed by the solemnity of the mountains
“Bathed in the tenderest purple of twilight
Printed and shadowed by pencils of air,
j
Looming suddenly al ft and afar.”
our imaginations painted the slender cross
on Maiden’s ('lift', invisible in the
half-light,
and we shuddered to think of that other
pleasure excursion which had such a tragic
ending. Frequent calls for “grub” from
the smaller buck board caused several halts,
the demands of one young lady being seconded by a bodily descent upon the unoffending and very quiet occupants of the two
back seats. Their principal's vocal gift was
called into plaj, and he rendered “The Day
I Played Base Ball” with a charming accent
and manner,to an audience so entranced that
on

■

—

of greenstone, connect-!
"•stone dyke, more than a
around its

sufficient vitality, .111 operation for
ovarian troubles.
\ »t a very cheerful
i. h never, was
prospeet. tv) be m:-e.
advised to try hv.lit Ik I*inkhani’s
A
Com .twun l and Sailative Wash; 1
nately
for me.
Before a
ml
In ! 1-1-sed I
felt that my yea.* \<.:ei imi was
>uproved; in three
cured
and I have
::
:;i
p rfe t
a
health
1 di l n >r I
a-u a -am
ment or mi -ss a me
-X
Your Yeovt ,hi
m:.
ul. and \\
1 w rt 'the
ta'.nly
v to •,
u
praise your admirin !
been cured a. re re a iv
a ve y >t.
[
always speak bij**!i .■ <>:' >. and v«
will admit L have
l
«’,>
.a \
so
Mi:s. (r. Hma
Inn
1 a
M -h.
$5000 for cit if aboi'c to
Tlio fullest counsel t.’i
t bis
subject can be scoured vvi’limit
‘cost by writing to Mrs I’iukham,
Lynn, Mass. Your letter «ill

account

bridge

have beeu eliminated, all The Seniors off the Belfast High School
Have a Pleasant Outing.
long words abbreviated and after three
A merry party of sixteen gathered at
hundred years of growth it lias become
the sehoolhouse at eight A. m. Thursday,
a language by itself.
Children have
luncli-boxes, wraps
learned it, generation after generation, April 24th, laden with
and tin horns. They represented the Senior
and the Roman clergy have given it a
class of the High school, or to be exact,
tixed gramatieal form.
just three-fourths of it, their guests, those

Opera
Operation.
Operations
are

words were also
incorporated,
of African origin. All harsh

none

consonants

Noted

Dear Mrs. Pink ham : —Travelling
for years on the road, with irregular
meals and sleep and damp beds, broke
down my health so completely two
years ago that the physician advised a
complete rest, and when 1 had gained

coast, on the edge of the
;ch receives tlie waters ol
,iit>o.

a

Proof
for Ovarian Troubles
necessary.

KcUigees.

■

Bruce,

"

English

Wonderful

Truly

How

Quickly

CHAPHAN’S

Golden Crown Oil
RELIEVES AM) CURES

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

CROUP,
a5e.

ard all LUNG 1 ROUBLES.

PEB

AT THE

BOTTLE

DKUG STOKES.

Park Hotel.

A TRIP TO THE HOT SPRINGS.

THE RIPDBLlCtH MMl

At the Planters' Hotel in St. Louis a
gentleman accosted me saying that he

Every Thursday Morning by the
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Republican State Convention
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building,

puipo-e of nominating a candidate for
t" In supported at the September eleeand tiansai-ting any other business that may
Die before it.
oi opri
Til*- b’t-r' >! each rrpresent.itirn will be as folEar' riiv. town and plantation will be enne delegate: and 101 each 75 votes cast
Kcput'ii< an candidate for Governor in
an addiivnal delegate; and for a fraction of
u
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vot s. a further additional
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:n tin- dr legation of any city,
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u .\:
an only t»e filied by resfdenis
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nvent ii
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I' litnils
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was

spent

CONVENTION

homestead in Lowell Centre, where his
mother still lives. He is in the hardware business at the Hot Springs and
his firm is one of the largest concerns
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panied

a Mr. Jones, who is in the ice business,
and who expressed his satisfaction with

springs

the Hot

•

well known

were
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author, !

lied hi I.* ndiui. Mav .'.'l..
_:_
old

Heim- Week n

Maine this year
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l.e A 1:211st 2 to '•■. inclusive.

ok

1

Is. which toil ids the throwing
street o: papier, paniplets.
and:
and posters, and it is announc•d that
e ordinance will he
strictly
.-tie-

j

nto

I etueen the two and ac-

ran

lame and the lazy,
the majority of the delegates walked.
The Kastman is a live-story brick build
ing. finely located and equipped, and
with accommodations for 1,000 guests.
There are baths in connection, the tele,
e

j

and telegraph at hand, and our
livery imm and city should phone
of between four and live hundred,
party
and
should
enregulation,

end iced,
o:r!

have

delegates reported although

a

which would have taxed the resources

of
Witl
he..
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shipping

rooms

The

and prompt
barbers

waiters,

must exceed the

Springs

1

practically

j

j

As

the season" had

On out

steamship merger
shipping bill has been \

lor the

good

departed.

y discussed, with widelv ditferOne view is that the new
nions.
i.;- euns..!idatioii destroys the

1 airnieini

no

and

closed the 'urge boating population had

white.

ellect ot the
1!

■1
•a

All had

tion of Hot

as

f

for.

men; and judging from the lumbers
met on tin- streets the colored popula-

’ai dollar sehuolhoo.se and a new
usand dollar hotel we should lie

ift> *.l

cared

was

and bath-house attendants are colored

and header.
1

hotels,

service at meals.

.oin—l.ii Crosse liepuhliean

1

most

well cared for, without the least confu-

hundred thousand dollar
uilditig. a new hundred thoua r hotel, a big beet
sugar plant
new

arrival

far advanced as

it. but the

vegetation was not
we expected to find

j

days

that followed of Bright j
sunshine and increasing heat brought !
out the lull foliage.
At first we found
the temperature very

agreeable, and
the nights were invariably cool so that
a refreshing sleep was ensured.
But
alter a time 011c began to seek the
shady side id the streets, the breezy

bill now

and another that it
the very best reason why it
be passed.
This division of side of the
verandas, and when we
1not on party lines. The 1 were
packed into the Park asino Friliepuhliean newspapers are ! day afternoon for the election of officers
it; ....
on l it ;, sides of the
proposi-' it was like being in a Turkish hath.
that 1 Idle the outlook fur the
The meetings of the Association will
pa--a... Ilf the bill did not appear to us | be the
subject of a later article, and I
••<
very
uraging bt fore, it is even less shall only speak here of the gayeties infav< iaide now.
terspersed. Tuesday evening there was
Congress:

suin'

j

j

■

-•

■

ity government meeting last
evening iva> one of the most

an

till the

sores

disappeared."

Mr. Piper of Belfast lias taken possession
of the barber shop and begun business.

Lewis Godding, who has been with Capt.
J. \V. Bennett on the steamer Florence, is
now at home.
Horatio Puttee, wlm lias lived just over
the Brooks line in Monroe, lias moved his
family to Aroostook county.

voted to liirnish water for <1 rove Cemeto build a concrete walk from
Masonic

temple

Main street.

to
Head's
This walk lias

shop on
long been
appropriation

veiy bail shape. An
of fat in was made foi a State road, and
wt
arc glad to see that in the regular
ip! "jiriatioi s the schools were liberalin

ly j.iovided

for. Hood roads and good
sell*nils are essential, and money appropriated in these directions is well

expended.
Tin- late Amos .1.

nished music.

Whittington Park:

css

as a

incident characteristic of the man.
The Democratic leaders in the House
had decided to oppose an appropriation

rs an

afternoon the

and here I am re-

minded of the Arkansas
Arkansas

delegation
as a badge

at

apple,

'the

Buffalo

last

a representation
year wore
of a big red-cheeked apple, and we were
told that if the Association met in Hot

Springs
of

in 1902 we should have our li 11

these

apples.

The

promise

was

redeemed.
At the first
session of the Association in the Park
it was announced
Casino
that on
adjournment there would be apples for

faithfully

Cummings was a
printer, as a soldier, as a
journalist arid as a Congressman, and
his death is generally lamented. Here everybody,
suet

Thursday

editors were the guests of the Business
Men's League a*, the Horse Show,

and as we

found at the door two

which

passed

out we

barrels

from

Prayer meeting

Mrs. Lovering, formerly known as Linma
Woods of Monroe. Me., now of Medford,
Mass., is visiting tlie family of L. (k Stantial.

TheS.ul

j

1

i

j

1

I

—

Lake Monday_Miss Ri.se
last Sunday at her old home,
returning to Old Town Monday....Herman
Avery came from Bangor to spend Sunday
with his parents
Mrs. Amanda Cunningham of Belfast is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Sarah .1. Gliddeu... .Isaac Robinson of New
York visited Capt. and Mrs. J. S. Ilarriman last week.George
Gruby of Boston
visited at C. R. Batclielder’s last Saturday
and Sunday....Rev. Robert Sutcliffe ol
—

Bucksport preached
last Sunday

very interesting serthis school house.
Meetings will he held here every Sunday
during the summer at 2.50 p. m., and all are
cordially invited to attend_School began
in this district last Monday, Miss Faustina
Harding as teacher
School began at Mt.
Ileagan last Monday, Miss Sadie Ilarriman
teacher—George Silver was in town last
week calling on friends.
mon

a

at

—

There- LINCOLNYlCLE CENTRE.
helped ourselves.
after these
Mrs. Samuel Ileal of Camden visited in
apples were abundant.
for building barracks at Manila. Mr. Barrels and boxes of them were opened town the past week_Mrs.
Amanda
Cummings had been a soldier, and had nearly every evening in the spacious Rhodes of Rockland spent a few days at E.
11. Pottle’s and returned home Monday_
seen hard service in the civil war, and
lobby of the Eastman; and when we
bis heart revolted at the bare sugges- were comfortably seated in the grand Tyler Crockett of Searsport was in town
on
business_Miss
Bernice
tion embodied in the Democratic posi- stand at the horse show, instead of the Tuesday
Miller returned Thursday from a visit in
tion. When the vote in favor of the usual candy and peanut butcher, along
Castine—Carrie Hickey is spending a few
appropriation was called, Mr. Cum- came Secretary Cooley of the Business days in Rockland... The May ball in
mings alone on his side of the chamber Men’s League with a basket full of Clark’s Hall May 1st was a success. Some
stood up. lie became of course a con- ripe, juicy Arkansas apples fordistribu- fifty couples attended and had a nice time...
spicuous object. Many of bis party tion among the visitors. These apples The ice cream social at Town Hall Fridayfriends thought lie had misunderstood had been kept in cold storage, of course, evening for the benefit of the Baptist church
the chair, and urged him to sit down. but they were equal to our best North- was largely attended. A fine program was
furnished and about $13.00 were received.
Hut he kept his feet. Then there were a ern fruit. As I can recall a time when
All present pronounced it a most enjoyable
few jeers, and these aroused the man at apples were a rarity in this section,
occasion
William McKinney recently rewhom they were aimed. Turning upon and it was said they could not be grown ceived a full line of carriages from Newton,
those who had thus offended him, Mr. in the South, the Arkansas apple was a N. II., which he offers at reasonable prices.
The remains of Wesley A. Heal of BelCummings exclaimed with reproof and surprise to one of our party at least. fast were brought here for burial May 5th.
indignation, “May I be paralyzed when At the horse show we saw the driving
Stops the Cough
I vote against a proposition for the of Tallyho coaches, polo playing, hurdle
and works oft the Cold,
comfort and shelter of
American racing, etc., and some of the party visaxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
soldiers!” That was Amos J. Cum- ited the ostrich farm near by. Thurs- in one
day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25
was
“Ladies’ Night” at the cents.
mings.
day evening
we

—

—

W. A. Whitney of
Cove last week.

Boston

visited tile

Mr. Edward Thurloughof Rockland spent
part of last week at his cottage.
Capt. Bartlett Wadlin is painting the cottage of A. A, llowes

on

the North Shore.

Capt. and Mrs. A. E. Clark ol Belfast are
spending a few weeks at their pleasantly
situated cottage, Megunticook, upon which
he is making extensive repairs.
Herbert Morse and family spent Sunday
their cottage. The many friends ol Mrs.
Morse were pleased to know that she is recovering from her long illness of the past
winter.

at

J. Nealey is making repairs and painting
Mr. Simpson’s cottage at the Heights. Mrs.
Simpson of Rockland, and her uncle, Daniel
Smith and wife of Hampden are expected
to arrive this week.
Mrs. Louise El well, a certified Masseuse,
who has been in Boston engaged in her profession, arrived at her home at the Cove,
last Tuesday.
She is said to be very
successful in her treatment of ailments
amenab le to massage.

the North Church this,
at 7.15: topic. “Iiow
shall we aid the Holy Spirit's Work. Sunday service: Sermon by the pastor. Rev.
G. S. Mills, at 10.45 a. m.: subject, “The
Excellences of the Original Christians : Sunday school at 12 in.; C. E. meeting at n.oo
p. m.: topic, “Jesus, the Living Bread,"
John o:22-35, 4>*-.->S; address by the pastor
at 7.30 |). in.; subject, “A Noble Treatment
of an Enemy."

:
1 he Maccabees" ; the second of the
series id four sermons fo” May based upon
the pre-Christian thought ami history: 1,
'1 he Stoiy of donah :
The Maccabees :
1 lie Messiah : 4. "The Kingdom of Heaven"
of
The browning class will meet at
the home <»f Albert M. Carter Tuesday
evening, Ma\ l.tth, at 7-17 o’clock. The
bibb* class will meet at the parsonage Saturday evening at 7-1.7 o’clock. All are most
cordialh invited.
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H. .1. LOCKE & SON
Post Office Square, Belfast, Me,
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I.K.

The funeral of Mrs. Kno> lanen. who
died April *J7th, was held at tie church
April Jt«th. Kev. .1. Washbui" opi. it mil'
Mrs. h. ,1. Thonipsoti, who has In n
"it
in.n here, left for Massachusetts ;-"t SaturThe remains of Win Ih111;• m. who
day
died in South riiomastou, wc,.- h unlit
liere last satimhn and ilit• *t
d mi tie -» omo
Vm. lui
lai mmn
t»*ry be.sjilt- his w ife..
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$25 for $ •.
Raisin Seeder for 5
Good Curry Combs

OIL STOVE OVENS

All Paints, for
and Carriage
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Leads, Oils, Varnishes at cut
ixtd Paints at cut pi

HARDEN HOSE,

Ready

FORCE PU HI’S,

ALSO All.

WEINOERS,

Carpenter and harming Tools
Fencing, Axle (irease,Locks,K

KITCHEN

Latches, Bolts and

FliRNISHINHS,

Build

terials.

nio line <>f

V>.' is Hi.- a|>|KM tnirrv to b
f.»r «pr
ll will pay you to buy now.
m.u

WO >DEN WAVE,

PEARL, AHATE,

ALL sAL' S

PEERLESS W ARE,
I
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Hand!.

Mat Hooks l,.r 25c
Good Cross Cut Saws tor ji.Oo
She rs and Scissors for |()c
Hard and Wood Saw l-'iles
Bicy cles worth $55 for

All kinds of

Including

<5,

(> do/en Coat and
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Good Handled Axe*., 00
I hermometers ut
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-IT prt-'o-,
ready for

Shovels. 20c,. 50c. and ft5c.
Morse Shoes lor 2 1 -2c. per Ih
Ho se Nail-. lOr. per Ih
Skates at lowest prices
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This is a l.-a'imint.' sal.* •*[ -o..d
due. stmrk.
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Famous Glen wood

Fangts

Seed and Soil is the topic for the week 1\
Plumbing; a Specialty
social meeting at the baptist Church this,
l he Sunday service
Thursday, evening.
i
will include | reaching by the pastor morning and evening, on The Preeiousiiess of
Trial and A Ouestiou of Neglected Kscape.
OPLN i-V :NlN(iS
The Sunday school will hold its session at
noon.
There will be a gospel meeting for
-'
men and boys at :>.:?<) i\ m.
The Christian
Fndeavor Societ\ and the Women’s Circle
will hold meetings at <>.:><) i\ m. A service'
I
I
of praise, with short sermon by the pastor
and singing by Mrs. Frost, will follow at 7.:so
r. m. A cordial invitation is extended to all.
Monday evening at 7.:>o there will be a meet- capital stock, $150,000,
ing to which all girls and young women are
invited. The Christian Fndeavor Society surplus,
33,000.
will hold its monthly sociable Tuesday evenDEPOSITS SOLICITED
ing between 7 and n.uo u. m.
Sat**

Deposit Hues for Pent
$5.00, $6.50 ami $S 01) a year.

at

Remember -68 Main St., Be
A. C. BURGES-.

Ki vi:

$3.00,

rm

a

in

r n i-

,.

makes you eat.
makes you sleep,
t make you digest \»>ui

It

t

to<
The Vatican lias recently been overhauled
Our vault is unc«|iiallcd m Kastern Maine and
for the first time in four hundred years ; and rNKXf’KLIiKI) in seenrity against tire ami
I he three things noeessi;
out of the eleven thousand rooms, including
in the country.
p'-rfeet health.
the Pope’s private apartments, the picture burglary
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
galleries, the libraries, the museums of
sculpture and archaeology, the casino, the privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
It is a Perfect FOOD
Sistine and other chapels, and the barracks bank.
\
of the Swiss Guards, over ten tons of dirt
were taken every day for the first twelve or
For the TIRED and WORN
thirteen weeks, and in large proportions
also during the remaining live months.
This will seem incredible no doubt to
many persons who have visited a portion of
these premises.
Indeed, it was not until the
a tine line of hair >>\v if- lies, can mat eh
Pope began to study bacteriology, that he to We have
any shade, size or price. We Imve also added
appreciated that there was any dirt what- to our
stock a good assortment of I i \ I K PINS,
ever there.
SIDE and BACK < <>M P.S and II \ 11; K K IAIN
In this great undertaking over five thou- ERS. When in want <>t these goods jdease call
sand people were employed, and one thou- at lr. Main Street (up staii si.
14tf
MRS. B. F. WELLS.
sand loaves of bread a day were consumed
in the cleaning of wall paper alone.
Fight
I-. I | | \
Opposite h.-llMsI |
thousand brooms, two thousand scrubbing
National hank. |
brushes, live thousand pounds of soap went
in a week.
The bread was used in such quantities
I
that to economize a private bakery was es- find PAPER
HANGER, will paper for you a room
tablished. The overseer of this work might
have economized still more if, for the ItalFOR $2.25,
ian product, they had substituted Fairbanks
and all. Ceilings whitewashed.
Gold Dust washing powder and Fairy Soap. furnishing paper
That is wherein American housekeepers
TWO FOR 7m\
have the advantage. “Let the Gold Dust
Painting at lowest price. I give a guarantee
twins do your work.”
for a first-class job. Address.
A. BLOOM, :w High St., Belfast, Me.
;
l«;tf**Jt ;
Drop a postal card and I will call.
Beware of Ointments for C. atarrh that
Contain Mercury,

Only 5Qc.

a

Bottle

City Drug

Sto

UNDERTAKERS

R. H. Coombs & S )

--

CASKETS,

Summer Cottage

17tf

ufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, ()., contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces o
he system. In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be

Laxative Bromo-Quinine

■

-15c.-

The brotherhm d of Andrew and Philip
celebrated brotherhood day at the baptist
Church last Sunday evening. The church
was prettiH decorated with an abundance
of evergreen, bunting and potted plants. A
large chorus of umng men furnished music*
accompanied by the organ, violin and tiute.
Herman Coombs presented a report of the
department work of the chapter and
( larence 11 all gave an address on the brotherhood in the church ; both doing themselves
credit. The pastor spoke on the Wider
brotherhood. The service closed with the
baptism of foi persons, including a candidate for the Morrill baptist Church.

Capt. William Hopkins left last Saturday
sure
get. the genuine. It. is taken internally
for Boston andfrom there will go to Darien, and ityou
is made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney &
Testimonials
free.
Co.
the
for
the
of
schooner
Ga.,
getting
purpose
(Efr*Sold by druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
Senator Sullivan off from Wolf Island,
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
4tlG
where she went ashore March 25th. She
was sold for the benefit of the underwriters
and was bought in by Richard F. Green of
Boston. Mr. Green bought the Kate J. Barrett stranded on Cape Cod several years ago
This signature is on every box of the genuine
and Capt. Hopkins took charge of a crew
and dug her out of the saud.
She was reTablet.
paired and renamed Star of the Sea.
the remedy that cure* a cold In one day

J
-i

“Cantj0” Silver Polish

Mrs. Carrie E. Ileald of Camden, who as mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
bought and greatly enlarged the Dickey and completely derange the whole system when
it through the mucous surfaces. Such
cottage at Temple Heights, has moved her entering
articles should never he used exception prescripFOlt SALE OR TO LET AT NORTH PORT j
household goods here and intends making
tions from reputable physicians, as tin* damage Maine. Furnished cottage of nine rooms, on lugli
j
Northport her permanent residence. Her they will do is ten fold to the good you can possi- land, overlooking Penobscot Bav. Fine bathing,
.JOHN A. ROBFRTS,
sister, Mrs. Fannie Bishop, will make her bly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh|Cure, man- boating, etc.
home with her. Mrs. II. and sister will
make a very desirable addition to the society of the place.

j

j

The services at the I'niversalist Church
Sunday, will be as follows: At 1 o; 4.7
a. m., regular service:
preaching b\ the
pastor; subject, "Hope." Text, ! Cor. I::: 1 :
at 12 in., Sunday school and bible class, at
7..;n p. in., service of song; singing led by
violin and cornet. Special music In quartette, Mrs. J. II. Weboer, soprano : Miss \da
Cunningham, contr.ilto; Mr. Kd. White,
tenor; Mr. Frank Mixer, bass. Ten minute
address In the pastor. Please note the
change in time of thi> service. This song
service is for all, a id a cordial invitation is
extended to all.

of the Vatican.

j

83 Main Street, Belfast

next

The Cleaning

"i
J

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

..

ject

-j«

(MAIL OKDKKS SOI.ICITK 1>. 1

at

i he morning service at tlie* Cnitarian
Church at 1<>. 4.7 o’clock next Sunday will be
as follows:
Preaching b\ the pa-;or: sub-

1

Suit.

a

Send us your breast measure, and size around \s
and length of leg, and enclose with money for >
We send subject to your approval. If you don't
sider this the equal of an\ suit you ever bought
>7.<x\ send back the suit and your money will
back at once. Mate whether you would like, l._
dark or medium color.

Thursday, evening

Pi. \, It. Cook, who recently bought the
F. It'. Filigree residence,!.- building a stable
for the convenience of his teams.

SUIT.^c-

a most

This Is the Most Harvelous Bargain ot the Centur>

Rev. J. P. Simonton has been returned to
the Methodist church here for another year,
much to the gratification of the members of
the church and his many friends in the city. I
Mr. Simonton is the first pastor of the Ellsworth Methodist church who has been returned for the tifth year. Mr. Simonton returned home from conference yesterdav.
1!*' spent Sunday in Rockland" with his
mother, who passed her eighty-sixth birthday on that day. -Ellsworth American.

Pester, where

James F. Jew. '.1 lias gone
he lias employment as a house carpenter.
to

—

tery. aid

Dr ILK. Carroll, who has for many years
collected and published the statistics of
church membership in the United States,
reports the gain in 1901 to be only about two
and a half per cent., and the rate of increase in the Catholic Church to be very
much more rapid than that of any Protestaut sect.

,

*

$4.95;

Church, Bangor, Sunday evening, May lith,

Mas.

-^SPECIAL

Clark!

...

when addresses will be delivered by Dr.
Dunn of Waterville, Prof. Anthony of Bates
college, and other well known speakers.

M. J. Dow has taken the agent*} for the
exercises were ver in- Deling Ilarve.-tei C<». in this vicinity and
teresting. F. M. Wood. Chief Patriarch of will handle their rakes and mowing mathe Encampment,
occupied the Noble chines.
Grand's station; Flbridge-S. Pitcher, Noble
It is generally unde: Mood that in case the
Grand of the Lodge, sat a> Vice Grand; and
onceded to Hrooks
class representative
M'ss bertha 1. bird of the Kebekahs acted
that Marcellus ,1. Dow \. ill be a candidate
as Secretary and Alton K. braie\ as
chap- for the position.
lain.
An interesting musical and literal}
Frank Stimpsoii, Charles llobbs and U\was
as
follows
program
presented,
rnii .bdnison have ea« h been blessed ii-centM. C. IIill
Remarks,
with additions to their family, and are
Piano solo,
Miss Ktliel Hutchings 1>
accordingly huppx.
blanche and Myron Pilisbu:-}
singing,
Fi nest Webber
banjo solo,
\\ h
has been away
Mrs. Florilla C i’
s'd‘>Miss Ada Cunningham
Piano solo,
Miss Evelyn \Yo »d for the winter, came home last week, and
M 's Helen f)iI worth the (ieorge Godding homestead is now occuMusic. Littlefield family—Arthur, violin
pied for the summer.
Grace, piano ; Cecil, cornet.
William (build recenth lost a valuable
Solo,
John Parker
Recess.
"die became
mare nearly ready to foal,
banjo solo,
Arthur Murch
was injured in \
Piano solo,
Miss Florence Clough caught in her halter and
Solo.
e. s. Pitcher such a manner as to cause her death.
Duett. Misses Ada Cunningham amt Helen
Through friends in Massachusetts Miss
1 >il worth.
Nora Forbes has come into possession of a
was
served
at
recess,
and
Confectionery
idee team—horse, carriage, harness, robe
cake and cocoa were served ii. the dining
and blanket, complete. It is safe to sa\ that
room at the close of the
program.
is delighted.
J he oveniie; closed with a dance,to music she
Mrs. Henry Cunningham of Swanville,
} Carter's oi.-hestra, with Elijah Howard
as prompter.
About seventy-live couples who w ith her child has been visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Miller of this
were on tiie floor.
place, started last Saturday for Montague,
Yachts and Boats.
where her husband has business and where
the> are to live for a time.
!l*>]t expects to put his landing in
Koseoe G. Kdwards, who has been in poor j
position this week.
health all winter, has had a streak of hard
j
Walter H. Coombs has given his
sloop luck and his neighbors turned out last week
Pegasus a thorough overhauling, and she is and rebuilt the dam to his mill, which was ■
ready for launching.
carried away by the freshet last winter.
This is the only mill in town to saw long
i lie Decrow's yacht Glide is to 1m\
the
popular and sensible knockabout rig this lumber and shingles, and it has been much
season, thus doing awaj w itli a good deal of j missed this spring.
This is the time when new apple trees are
weight aloft. Her bowsprit has been shortei,ed three feet and she has a pole mast, set and the old orchards trimmed and graftj1
she will do doubt he quite as
speedy as' ed. It is a very important part of the work
under the old rig, and will be easier handled on every farm. A few dollars expended in !
and a better all-around boat.
labor ill this line will pay a big dividend on
Walter J. Clifford put overboard last! the investment. Hut tin* important thing to
1 consider is that it should be done just now. !
week the rowboat he built the
past winter.
It is one of the prettiest craft of the kind Some other time of year will not do just as
well.
It is a plain exemplification of the
ever built here, and is named for his
little
daughter Doris. The top streak, thwarts I adage that “You can grind no grist w ith the
and gratings are of oak with natural finish, water that has passed.” No labor on the
and the bottom is painted white. There farm pays better than good, intelligent w ork !
ai e two pairs of brass oarlocks.
The boat in tiie oichard. A rough, bushy, natural
fruit apple tree is a nuisance and a curse to
ls nicely finished and has a
graceful model.
the community in more ways than one. It
PROSPECT FERRY.
is worthless from a financial standpoint,
j
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Perkins of PenobThe same tree pruned, grafted and cultivat- !
seot visited Mrs. Harriet Perkins and Mrs.
ed, can be made a thing of beauty and the
Emma Luke last Sunday ...Mr. and Mrs.
source of a good income.
It is sheer shiftSamuel Hooey of Brewer visited Mrs.
lessness to allow so many worthless apple
Rebecca Ilarriman last Saturday and Sun- trees to
disfigure the hillsides of Maine.
day— Capt. W. II. Ilarriman of sell
TO
M.
CUKE A COLl) IN ONE DAY
Oler, and liis brother, Lester 11.
Wesley
Ilarriman, arrived home from Boston May Take Laxative Hromo Quinine Tablets. All
1st for a short vacation with their families.
druggists refund the money if it fails to
Edw. Wentworth and George Sargent cure. K.\Y. Grove's
Signature on each box.
of Searsport were in this place last week
doing mason work for Eugene Barns and
Northport News.
Miss Hannah Ileagan
George Grindle
for
rent are very scarce.
Cottages
with
his
spent Sunday
family and returned

informal reception by citizens at the
Hotel, which is under the
Arlington
Mvm
as the Kastman.
same management
in:
ta: t tor some time, and its action
Music and dancing were enjoyed by a
m
v,iu.il, directions will meet with
number. Wednesday afternoon
«ci:i ill approval.
Five thousand dol- large
the ladies of Hot Spnings gave a receplar, were appropriated for the muelition to the ladies accompanying the
needi’l outlet to our sewer system:
Association in the parlors ot the Eastmeasures
were taken for greatly imRefreshments were served to Moosehead
man Hotel.
proving the lire department; it was
and the Eastman Hotel Orchestra fur- Mudgett spent
1

use

W.

(value.

The anniversary exercises of the State
Bible society will be held in the auditorium
of the Hammond Street Congregational

1

all the hotels were open to them. The
meetings were held, with few exceptions. in the Casino of the Park Hotel,
nearly or quite half a mile distant: but

commodated tl

j

of the Association

at the Kastman Hotel, and there

e'ectrics

tland city co icil.has pass:d
ordinance relating to the care ut

w

of residence.

1 think he said he was from Kennebec

county.
The headquarters
most of flic

II n IIarte, tl

place

as a

Remove all humors, overcome all
(their effects, strengthen, tone and
invigorate the whole system.

Harry

fortunate turn we Iiave been enabled to m
cure a large number of suits at about one-third oiTthe
The Somerville Woolen Mills of Somerville. \
»!., large makers of suits, weaving the cloth, turn.!
out complete suits direct from the sheep to the n..
having decided to retire from the general cloth
business, offered us a big line of suits at one-third
their value, or in fact about the cost of the cloth a!>
We have decided to turn them over quickly at a mi
profit. The price will be

The list of appointments of the East
Maine Conference as published last week
in the daily papers was largely inaccurate.
The Journal was enabled to print a correct
list through the courtesy of Rev. (i. E.
Edgett of the Belfast M. E. church.

Pearl llambleu is at work with a shovel
handle crew in Belfast.

committee was

Another Maine man met was

due to them.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

Secret Societies.

the mountain drives, accomby some of their Massachusetts

friends.

e

I

of

one

are

By

The services at the Methodist Church
next Sunday will be as follows: Preaching
by the pastor at 10.45 a. m. ; subject, “The
faithfulness of God;’’ Sunday school at 12
m. ; Epworth League at 0.30 r. a. ;
preaching
service at 7.30 p. m.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills

a. r.

generally at- anniversary of Odd Fellowship was observed Monday evening b\ joint exercises b\
tentive, but looked specially to the
comfort and pleasure of the Maine dele- Waldo Lodge, Penobscot Encampment and
Aurora Kebekah Lodge. There was a huge
gation. who headed the procession on attendance and the

M..

troubles

Hood’s Sarsaparilla promises to
curs and keeps the promise,

unpleasantly conspicuous.

Oi>n Fellows' A.wivEiiSAiiv.

an

Iba O. Brown, Rumford Falls, Me.

very little cigarette smoking, while
in England and Scotland last year it

Mr. Stearns as a member of the

reception

such

its

saw

was

without help, there is
accumulation of them.
They litter the whole system.
Pimples, boils, eczema and other
eruptions, loss of appetite, that tired
feeling, bilious turns, fits of indigestion, dull headaches and many other
not take care of

“I had salt rheum on my hands so that I
I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and It drove out the humor. I continued

To men and .'>g women whose condition
is caused, directly or indirectly, from
the results of the cigarette habit.
In a recent trip to the Southwest we

time last summer at the old

some

there.

1902,

i;stinir a candidate for
•••!
at :1c Stale election.
>•!
o* repreTile
*o.iov,
harh city. t< wn ami
to 1 »!.*• delegate, and
:.\e vot.
oa-*! tor ilu- lmpuM:'■ t o>\ei: 01 ;a laoo. an additional

.•

Mo

1.1

10,

t.

If pleasant Sunday afternoon a company
of young people from the Baptist church
will go to Hall’s Corner to hold a gospel
meeting and organize a Sunday school.

could not work.

The ltumford Falls Times is

C.

DISTRICT

HKLI> i\

I

fellows went to bed.

Business Men’s

all.

is an
THIRD

J Mb

print the news? ; Expansion—Westward, ho! : Man; Woman. I take it
for granted that the speeches were verygood. but was not within earshot of
them.
After the banquet a grand ball
in honor of the visiting editors was
given by the management. The old
we

Stearns, President of the
League, Hot Springs,
pleasantly renewed. Mr. Stearns
oxford Bear, and with his family

1'.

Mr.

<'• .min:'!"".

l:;;irii

as

directing
its batteries against the cigarette evil
in that town, and we quote from a reton.
cent article the following:
Other Maine men were met. as they
The statistics from the report of an
are found everywhere.
An acquaint- Illinois Insane
Asylum show that out
of 2uo inmates in the asylum there are
ance made last year at Buffalo with

■

■

*n

site, is a modern structure. Another Belfaster was met at the Hot
Springs—Mr. J. V. Havener, who had
been playing all the season in the tine
orchestra of the Eastman Hotel. He
was engaged to play the French horn,
but at the time of our visit had the
tirst violin. At the close of the season,
then near at hand, Mr. Havener expected to go to Milwaukee and later to Bos-

■

!'

i

same

<•

i'

cal program were two original compositions by Lewis C. Smith—Editors National Association March, and Arkansas
Thomas Cat. The following toasts were
given and responded to: The National
Editorial Association: Arkansas, the
land of the big red apple; The Countryeditor: The Freedom of the Press—Shall

promptly responded,
comparing dates, how-

1 now recall it, was of the
type of the old Tremont and Revere in
Boston, while the present house, on the

I*. M..

;

v:

berries and cream, confections, Roquefort cheese, coffee, etc.
In the musi-

I find that it was in 1>5.\ 44 years
ago, that for about six weeks 1 was a
guest at the Planters’ Hotel. The

WEDNESDAY, JUNE II. 1902.
1.30 O'CLOCK

was

ever.

HALL, PORTLAND,

AT

place

Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.

impure matter* which the akin,
liver, kidneys and other organa can
Are

included little neck clams, clear
green turtle soup, broiled Spanish mackerel, (punch a la diable) roast spring
chicken, combination salad straw-

to which 1

"So was I.”

WIi.l. UF HELD IN

( I TV

All Humors

were

menu

manifest when he said that on his return home he should subscribe for The
•lournal. our conversation was interrupted. and when renewed later he remarked. “1 was at this hotel 45 years

il:<’i;tll'.

refreshments

light

served.

That he has not

lost interest in his native

In advance, $2.00 a
uii'TU'N TkhM'
-i.oo i"• six months: 50 cents for three

"i

>•

!

THE CHURCHES.

reception and
by danc-

Friday evening a complimentary bana native of Belfast, that his name
quet by the Business Men's League was
Durham and that he was engaged served in the Eastman dining-room. The

in business in Boston.
C Hu:l.h> A. IMl.SBVKY.

and

ing,

II.

BELFAST. THURSDAY. MAY S. 1902.
Published

There was a

concert in the rotunda followed

103 Summer Ave,

ROBES and
BURIAL GOOUS
1‘ivpaml ;at |a!l hours to do KM"
KUNKKA1. WOKK.

IN(i and

Reading. Mass.

Cumu’.’tud

FOR RENT.
A ter ement of

hy t.dophono hoth day

72 Main

Street,

:u

Balia*

in a desirable loea
Enuuire of
GEO. VV. Bl RKETT,
Odd Fellows’ Block.

seven rooms

tion, No. 6 Miller Street.
12

FOR RENT.
Two floors of the brick building on Beaver
over Damon's blacksmith shop.
Is suitable for carriage work or any light manufacturing. Keys at store of C. L. Wright. Church Street.
ESTATE OF DAVID PEIRCE.
2tl8*
By C. W. FREDERICK, Adm’r.

street,

FOR SALE.
HOUSES, 1 draft colt, one year oM
2 years old, calves in May; 2 ro
set new road harness; 2 top buggies. 1
New York cost $42.r>, one Union, M.
(new). All at a great discount, rail <m
B. U. PITCHEK, (iiun. v's M
T. W. PITCHKR, No r. Krai
|,4wl6*
Belfast, M

2

,

|

in Gloucester, Mass.
,• !

of Probate Court will be

term

tr

iiesilay.

CUP of

C. will meet with Mrs. S. G.
ixlay, May 15th.

1

> tor dog licenses
coming
he list of delinquents will be

are

l

police

you

soon.

pounds.

and Plummer of Lewiston
he photographic studio at
the late W. ( Tuttle.

uii

•>

•.

:i

a Co, Belfast, are agents
and it can b- sampled free
(>dd Fellows’ block.

'tick pin was lost at
tn Memoiial hall last Friday
timiei will please leave it at
ameo

quite generally observed

wa>

iduals. and
set

new

main

trees

ornament

to

out

sprinkler

and

private

was

given

Ask

saturda\, and worked
studebuhei patent, of boO

Mieot>
a

s

as

Tea

ought

much

as

ty

an

hour's

give

your grocer to
—

green

a

you

or

black

Chase
as

you

prefer
you

—

are

the result

and watch
tired.

when

“original package”
—

TEAS.—

Buffalo Chop (Formosa Oolong).
Hung Krh Chop (Formosa Oolong).
Orlofk Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (English Breakfast'.
Grange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).

Sunday burned ovei a
and shrubbery mar the

ib.-nt i:*bi \aid' J ug and exrailroad t rack to tin* shore,
ve

ts.

Bramhall cut the first Penobscot river
salmon Saturday, at «’,r, cents per pound.

j

j

hutch,

The North Church C. K. Society had a
sociable at the parsonage Tuesday evening.
The evening was pleasantly passed with
games, refreshments and general sociability.

He fell under a passing carriage and two
wheels went over him. lleluckiU escaped
w 1th a few bruises.

George Foss is confined to his.hou.se by
illness, and has been obliged on account of
bis health, to give up his position as foreman
of Silver Lake Creamery. Walter
Gordon of Dexter is in charge at present.

If red hutch, a young son of Altana E.
ran behind the street sprinkler in
pla\ Saturday and was choked by the force
of the water so that lie was throw n down.
\

remaining in the

st ot letters

Ma\

ce

Ladies—Mi>>

•

Mrs. Add,- C. Sargent.
M. Bui ton, Mr. Sullivan
11. ,Iordan. Mr. William
Smith. : J. skinner,

Sch. Thomas Mix arSmiTiso bn M".
ilved saturda> -with general cargo from
Boston... Sch. <liac“havis arrived Saturday from New York with coal for the BelSell. Sharon took A.
fast Fuel a Hay Co
T Stevens’ crew and materials for moving
The followbuildings to Fastine Monda>
Sells. K. \Y. Hoping charters are reported
kins and Mabel .Ionian, Turk’s Island to
Philadelphia, salt, 7 cents. Sell. Pendleton

Telephone oc Telegraph
a' men at w ik in Belfast
changing poles a -1 wires.
:;«-s

\\
!-•

‘it

r

ip t'ioh:

in a cable, according to
♦Mitered into a short time
trees.

1.

now

murder

serving
of

Sisters, Pascagoula to New York, lumber,
".s.
Sell. s. N. Pickering, Bangor to Bermuda. spooks, and back to New York or
Philadelphia, produce, p. t.Sch. .lohn T.
Williams arrived ye>terday for repairs
| Sch. Eva Ma\ loaded Imuseludd goods,
Littlefield sent a Norwaj house finish, furnishings,
etc., for E. II.
i n High school from Wash« olio’s new
cottage at Stonington yester;*::>5 it was planted \rbor day.
|
p’1 at*In the
exercises.
Mrs. Augusta Frederick has presented
".ere special exercise,-,
by The Journal's botanist with a collection of
o| the school, and m the
three dozen specimens which she had very
schools were closed.
careful]} proved while in California. Some
of them were nv ignized at sight, but others
pe. \ 1 eachers’ A ssociation,
announced, will meet in will require research. They were gathered
ami Saturday, May nth from the parks, roadsides, on drives, and
r<'grain was publislied in some were picked or Mount Lowe, <»,lob
The Belfast teach- ! feet above the sea level, in February. They
mi
the Superintendents are to be mounted in a separate book and
added to an ah ead} large collection in which
'i. U -morrow. Friday.
!e• destined p
become j these specimens will be among the nm.-t
the above .vas in type
“M> old I*euobscot i high]} prized. Since
n .Maine."
It is dedi- j we have received two dozen mole from Mrs.
iVm. T. Frye. The words j It 11. Mood}, which were pressed b\ Mr.
V. • ormick, and the music | Win. 11. Mood} in California, duplicating
.“tiis 11. lio» vV Bo.. 17s ! only the wild poppy and furnishing the
leaves of the oxalis of which we had the
Boston, are (he publishers,
blossom.
mailed.
—

j

>

i-

!

j

'1

Sti amkil NnTis
The following is from
Northport is preparing a circular received h\ the
agents of the
husiness in raising market
Kastern Steamship Co.
“The property of
have 1500tounito plants,
the Boston A: Bangui Steamship Co., con•i n. cauliliower and beans
sisting of its real estate, steamship and
.as planted 11 bushels of
other property of ever} kind and nature,
warts of peas, and is to
including right:- and good will, having been
apple trees, lie is build"
acquired by the Kastern Steamship Com-*. Jtx.'.o, with L LJxin, at
pany, you are hereby notified that the line
;

will in future be know n as the “Bangor A:
Mt. Desert Divi.sions’’of the Kastern Steami!i ndent Hunton, Principal
ship Co., with headquarters at Bier IS, At! die II igh School says :
I iantic Avenue, Boston." Following are the
influences which have
officers of the ( it} of Bock land according to
development of this interthe latest bulletin: Commander, ( apt. Otis
mit' tuwn'.x people in edui:
I he 11 igh School Notes
Ingraham ; pilots, Capt. K W. Curtis, ( apt.
cuted to The .lournal each \V.
A. Roix. Geo. \V. Saw} er; quartermasirguerite 1). Pilsbury,’02, I
•■"I Assotdation. which was ters, Chas. McKinnon, Geo. Higgins ; watchd Home Week last vear.
men, I. D. Sears, Chas. Gardner; bow watch,
Notes, to whic h The Jour- W m.
Jacobs; baggage master, C. A. Higgins;
given space, have been
th pleasure, and the High lirst officer, G. G. Williams, second officer,
while not having made Wm. Casey : chief engineer, K. E. Hathorn ;
t
any tangible way, must | assistants, F. F. Davis, Wm. Mason: purser,
substantial evidences of
F S. Bierce, clerk, R. B. Coombs; freight
"ii the part of former pil- j
i clerk, F. T. Barker; steward, II. L. Nevins;
'd their youth.
ass’t steward, W. II. Fraser.The liockciDED.
Tileston Wadlin,
land Courier-Gazette says. “steamer \\. G.
|
ourts, has received from
Butman began Friday on her summer sched|
certificate of opinion in
uleof two trips a week.
Captain Butman
Bradford, petitioner for [I is also
planning to make trips to Camden,
>
Philbrick, an action to !
Islesboro and Belfast and return on Monnt recovered against the
If this
days, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
• vtee of
W. S. Fdminster. j
! latter should prove as successful as there is
n, Esq., is attorney fv>r
reason to believe it will become a peri’. Thompson, Ks<p, for ! every
manent feature of the Butman's schedule.’’
following is the rescript
11mi..

In his annual

re-

|

j

I

steamer
.Beginning luesday, Mayd
! Mount Desert will leave liockland daily,exhearing upon
cept Monday, at about 5 a. m., or upon ar»jw is solely for the depresiding justice. When rival of steamer from Boston, and will make
D»te that the presiding
i landings at Stonington, South West llarbor,
natter of law, that upon
North Kast llarbor, Seal llarbor and Bar
’be petition could not be
Harbor. Returning from Bar Harbor daily,
I to state what f cts he
**d there is nothing to except Sunday at l i>. m.,
making some
ding is erroneous, or the landings and connecting at Rockland with
•I
Exceptions mustcon-

icoved in

a

sufficient stateshow wherein the exgrieved or they will be
t ions overruled.
Ives

a

■■

■-

di c.oHDs.

Hiram 1’. Far-

cit sees

many interesting
si ness as civil engineer.
I a deed, dated in 1.849, in
the usual formula “to his
forever’ the deed reads
*'1 assigns as
long as oak
uns.” In many old deeds
words volume and page the
1 folio are used.
In looking
ty in Camden Mr. Farrow
has changed counties live
1
■> all that section was in
hut was set off to Lin*
1
1789 Hancock county was
17*.»l Camden was
put back
* here it
continued until 1827,
Knox
"»uuty was formed.
■' mini
zed in 18<>0.
He also
five different names, as
,,f
Bridgton and the towns
l;iy, Montgomery and Troy,
iiiicc- gave a
bond, in considera"Kl
farm of 150 acres, in Vinalt
his father, mother and
c «ive them the full
use of one
tJie Pte«e, give a younger

[

[
i

i
>

|

'•

\

|
}
l,

|
|

l

j

|

r:r
!‘"y;ithird
!:

1

*ix

the real estate when he
three sisters a

sheeVeach8^6

The members of Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with Mrs. Addie C. Webber,
No. 1 Charles street, Monday afternoon,
May 1-tli. The'riesson will he from chapter
P> “American Diplomacy," with questions
from C. L. S. C. membership book. Rollcall to be answered by quotations about
(lowers.

..

of Mrs. Mary

a life senhis father 14
publish a confession. The
■omed b\ the administ rae
: wh'■ ske\. and the fan.i
>-werdl attempts have
il
secure a pardon.
•

Comfort!
GLORIOUS

steamer for Boston. The l’enobscot returned directly from Bangor to Boston after
discharging Saturday. The City of Bangor
I arrived at 2 o’clock Monday morning and
left on her regular time Monday afternoon,
j The City of Rockland arrived on tier first
trip for the season Tuesday morning, in
command of Capt. Marcus Pierce. Capt.
Ingraham was detained in a hospital in
Boston by a sudden illness_It is rumored
that the steamer Penobscot, of the Eastern
S. S. C.’s Boston and Bangor fleet, may be
transferred to the company’s Kennebec and
Boston service this summer.Steamer
j (iolden Rod, recently bought by the Bennett
j Bros., will run this summer between Bangor and Islesboro, beginning the service
May 12, leaving Islesboro at li a. in., making
all landings on the bay and river and arriving at Bangor at 10 a. m. Returning, leave
Bangor at 2.30 p. m., making all landings
and arriving at Islesboro at 6 p. m. She
i will be commanded by Capt. Clias. Shute,
i formerly of the Bangor and Bar Harbor
'line—Harold II. Crane of Bucksport, a
member of the junior class in the Jefl'er1
son Medical school, Philadelphia, has enj teredupon his duties as freight clerk on the
Bangor.Steamer Flor, steamer City of
ence is still at the wharf here awaiting the
arrival of a new cylinder from Portland. It
; is expected she will resume her route
j next week.
:

j

[

!
I

j
i

J

Dirigo^

|
;

HAS

SACRIFICE OF BEAUTY IX
THE

—

Your spring bonnet and your new
swell gown will loot the better for
association with pretty Queen Quality
The new spring styles are in and
since the shoe fashions are originated
by the makers of Queen Quality

|

shoes—they’re strictly

—

correct.

All the brains and energy of cne of
the world's biggest shoe works are

Queen Quality. That
possible to sell such

concentrated in
is

it is

why

Boots at $3.00
Oxfords at $2.50

A.COLBURN

,

SOLE AGENT FOR BELFAST.

DO YOU VALUE YOUR TIME

—

Clements of Searsport last Saturday.
is visiting friends in
I Miss Daisy Pnivey
I in Belfast... Mi. 1. II. .Nickerson of l’ort; land i- at Maple Terrace Farm superintending tin* spring's work ...Mr. Sewell Hurd
Mr.
ili.i- moved his family to Hampden.
\V. s. Nickerson will move into tlie house
vacated by Mr. Hurd.Miss Edith Miller
of
Mass., was a guest at C apt. t.

MORE THAN MONEY ?
We cannot only

days.

you money it' you will take time

Spring Stock

give you an opportunity of making your selection from one of
largest and most up-to-date stocks of FriiXlTl KK in Maine.
Allow us the privilege of hacking up the above statement. Have
.just put in a new stock of
but
the

Clielsea,

111. Nickerson's last week....The Sunday
I school opened last Sunday at noon. The

save

To Look Over Our New

....

That's a good name for
Scott’s Emulsion. Children
are like
young plants.. Some
will grow in ordinary soil.
Others need fertilisers,

George swayne, steward of sell. Grace
< apt.
were elected: Supt.,
i
native of the Philippine Islands, following officers
Davi**, is
Mr. K. C. Maiden;
Vice
N.
Supt.,
Smart;
hut has been in America about :>s years, or
Airs. Mary F Nickerson; 1 reus., Mr.
since he was 1J years old. He is a natual- sec's,
II. M. Chase; Organist, Miss Alice Daimn;
i/ed American and his home is in Portland.
Nickerson,
l
Katherine
Miss
He sailed two years as steward in sell. Librarian,
Smart:
Hon. T,
Charlotte T. Sibley with Capt. Thomas G, i Teachers—Bible class,
The nature of some children
W'. billings; No. 2, Mrs. l
H.
No.
!
Mr.
class
1,
liartlett.
11. M. Chase; No. 4,
Mr.
No.
N.
Smalt:
It was found last Saturday that tin* house j
prevents them from
\Y. Nickerson; No. 5, Mrs. E. C.
Mr. .1
of the Belfast Golf Club on Lincolnvilhon
food Such chilMiss
Lillian
PhillipsMarden : No. ti,
avenue had
been broken into, and the
Mrs. \Y. S. Nickerson and two children
dren
if treated
grow
handles out off' of all the clubs. The mat! have returned from visiting friends ill
ter lias been reported to the city marshal,
need is a little ferAll
Unity_Mrs. V. F. Hamm and son Mcwho will do his best to find, and have pun
Kinley are visiting her sister, Mrs. S. D.
little
extra richness.
tilizer—a
ished, the guilty parties. Another act of Greeley in Hampden.Mr. and Mrs.
vandalism reported recently is the scratch- Fred
of
his
children
is the
and
Emulsion
Scott's
Cunningham
ing of plate glass windows about town,
Monroe visited friends in town Saturday.
treatment.
Tbe Evans Castle Square Stock Co. began _Mr. Earl Cunningham, who lias been
Fertilizers make
a week’s engagement in the Belfast Opera
at work in a lumber camp in Lowell
Mr. Frank
House Monday evening with the four-act is at home attending school

i
AX 1

right

DOF 151.K1 >

O

TT

T'1

XV tJ tJO.

LOOK around before buying, then you

can make no mistake
To
out of town, thinking they can do
bettei, we would ask as a lavor it they would not look first
and see il we don't have exactly the same article at about
•».”»
We cannot expect your patronage
per cent. less in price.
unless our prices are as low or lower than where\ou have

people

ordinary

right.

they

[

•

(HR MOCK OF

thriving

|

and Muslin Curtains

Ingrain Carpets

been

right

j

COMFORT

BE EX SECURED WITHOUT

—

has leased, w ith the privthe Haler place at the Board
putting it in thorough
> rake summer boarders.

been granted as follows:
Ezekiel MenChina.
H John .v < lilmore, Pelnl, widows, etc.. Klrn.ia C.

half

refresh

But it

& Sanborn Tea

ommissiouers have received
11: alteration in a highway in
hearing is t<» beheld in F. L.
I'uesday, June 10th.

.re

to

rarely does. Somehow
ordinary tea fails right here. It quenches
thirst, but it doesn't quench weariness.
For that you need a High-Grade Tea
imported in the original package. The
largest importer in the world of these
High-Grade Teas is Chase & Sanborn.

sleep.

.ibury of Mo rill sold to Fogg
week a three-year-old steer
i.cj."

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
James P. Wight received two car-loads of
|
The May ball given in Denslow Ilall unhard wood ashes Saturday, for fertilizer.
j
der
the
of
the
West
I
street
division
auspices
The Fortnightly Club of the North Church
of the V. 1. S. was a very enjoyable and
sociable
night
ladies’
had a very enjoyable
successful affair, adding quite a sum to the
in the church parlors Monday evening. Ice
sidewalk luud lor the street_Mrs. Benj. I
cream and cake were served.
Grant has been ill for several weeks and
The first ball of the season under the Mrs. Wm. Carter is assisting in caring for
and
Misses
Knight
her—Mrs. Riley Barrett has bought the
popular management of
Hall, Morin
McCorrison will be given at
house, so-called, on Church street,
loth.
If
and will make it her home_The “OliSearsmont, Thursday evening, May
vettes” were entertained last week at their
stormy, Friday eveningThomas II. Marshall Belief Corps Twill regular meeting by Mrs Walter F. Kimball.
have an apron sale and supper Tuesday The Friday Club met at the home of Mrs.
Mr. I’eleg Griffin arrived
afternoon and evening, May 20tli. Admis- Frank E. West
sion to sale free; supper ten cents. Ihe from Boston, Friday, and will remain for a
time with his aged mother, Mrs. Delilah
public are cordially invited.
Griffin.Miss Frances Cleaves returned
Miss Carrie M. Crockett will give a readsome evening Saturday from Bangor, where she has been
church
in
the
Methodist
ing
next week.
Miss Crockett is a graduate of receiving instructions in millinery for several weeks. She is now suffering from a
tliej Boston school of elocution, and was
of severe attack of asthma_Mrs. Haskell reformerly principal of the department
turned Saturday from Boston, where she
elocution in Waco Conservatory of Music
the winter, and has opened her house
Waco, Texas. She is said to be one of the spent
at “The Brook” for the summer—Mrs. D.
best readers in the country.
G. Harris, Mrs. C.S. Rendell and the Misses
New Advertisements. A. Colburn is
Mary and Harriet I). lfichborn were in
sole agent for Belfast for the Queen Quality
Searsport Sunday calling on Mrs. A. V.
new' spring shoes
the
will
find
and
shoe,
you
Xickels and family
Miss Edith Griffin,
at the Colburn shoe store on Main street—
having tinisbed her lessons jin millinery at
hose,
kinds,
garden
Oil stoves, all sizes and
the school of instruction in Bangor, ankitchen furnishings, wooden, pearl, agate nounces herself
ready to do trimming and all
wood
Glen
and peerless ware and the famous
other work in her line,either at her own home
& Trussell.
ranges for sale by Mitchell
or those of her patrons_Mr. F. H. Cousens
forbidPlumbing a specialty—See notice
has been papering at Sandypoint the past
late
of
the
estate
real
the
ding trespass on
His samples of wall paper and
week.
Win.
Woods,
Daniel French of Prospect
mouldings this season are numerous and
of
seven
20 Cedar street, has a tenement
unusually line.Mr. J. G. Lambert is disrooms for rent—Dr. G. C. Kilgore gives
playing a large and varied stock of dry
notice that his office will be closed duiing
goods, recently bought in Boston, including
the month of May, as he will be away on a a tine line of black dress
materials, light
vacation... .Two floors of the brick building summer fabrics and
satin-striped wool shirton Beaver street, over Damon’s blacksmith
waist patterns—Mr. and Mrs. Chas. DevAdmr.
shop, for rent by C. W- Frederick,
ereaux took the boat Monday for Boston, eu
Chinch
Keys at store of C. D. Wright,
; route to their future home in Brooklyn, X.
street....Foster Kstabrooks Co., Belfast, Y.
The best wishes of their many friends
want 100 girls at once to work on power follow our
young town's people to their
board
guaranand
work
machines. Steady
new residence—Mr. Albert M. Ames left
piano
upright
teed while learning.Vn
by train Monday, to attend the annual
The A. J. llarrifor sale in Searsport
meeting of the Grand Lodge of Masons in
toi
man house, Congress street, is offered
Portland.Miss Susie Cousens again
sale or to rent ...Girl wanted in a printopened school at “The Brook” Monday_
office.
ing
Mr. Henry Harris, who has been seriously
ill for the past ten days, is somewhat imi SU ANYIIXE.
proved at this writing. IIis sister, Mrs.
I ll,, largest lisli ever taken from Swan
Lake was a n lb. salmon caught by Mr- Nathaniel Littletield, is with him for a few

|

NEWS OF BELFAST.

who

always buy

buying.

SPENCER & WILSON.

thingsgrow.

—

The company Cunningham was in town for a day or
melo drama “The Indian."
presents some of the most attractive plays two last week-Miss Nancy Nickerson is
i on the stage and the performances in this talking of selling her farm and is looking
city ha ve been good. The specialties are for a rent... .Mr. T. D. Nickerson caught a
; unusually tine, the Orvilles doing perfectly three-pound trout the first of the week....
some very difficult and graceful acrobatic i Mr. C. 11. Nickerson lias had a big run of
acts.
Popular prices are charged, and the business at his steam-mill all winter. They
l
j Saturday afternoon matinee will be 10 and will finish sawing out spool-bars this week.
20 cents.
Tonight they will present The I _Mrs. A. E. Brown, our village dressBells: tomorrow, Monte Christo and Satur- I maker, is very busy attending to the raiment of her fair neighbors.Mr. \\. E.
day night, In tin* Trenches.
his wife and son
Missi
Hattie, the PPyear-old daugh- I Hamm, who accompanied
home Monday noon.
1
ter of George and Emma Foss of Belfast, to Hampden, returned
_Mr. A. Eugene Nickerson, who has
has been missing from home since April 12.
The family cairn1 to this city from Carmel, been the guest of his father the past few
in
and Mr Foss has been in charge of the ! weeks, lias returned to his business
Portland... Miss Celia Nickerson of BeiSilver Lake creamery since the com pan j
Mrs. Mary
I
began operating here several years ago. fast was tlie guest of her mother,
h
The young lady has since the opening of I F. Nickerson,last week. ..Messrs. F. J.iA
the shoe factory this spring had employ- I P. Webb are doing a good business at their
rJ hey have just
ment there and was apparently well satis- granite works this spring.
lied with her work.
The day of her disap- set a nice double tablet for the iate Daniel
! pearance she asked permission at the fac- J. Deshon of Searsport, and recently shipto parties in Williston,
tory to go to Lewis’ wharf to meet a fr end ped a granite tablet
monument
she expected on steamer M and M.
It was N. 1>. They have a pediment
for the
thought at first she might have gone to I of Oak Hill and Bane, Vt., granite
1 late Fred A.
of North Searsport;
Spaulding
or
in
to
visit
relatives
other
Camden,
parts
late ( apt. Nelson
of the State, but thus far all efforts to a double tablet for the
Smart of Searsport; a cottage monument of
locate her have failed.
Oak Ilill and Bane, Vt„ granite for VVm.
Fish Facts.
Arrivals of fishing boats
I Crosby of Brooks; a double tablet for the
with good fares of cod, haddock and lake late James Smith of Searsport; a sarcophare numerous.
Many fish are brought in ;1 agus monument of Oak Ilill and black
granite for R. G. Edwards of
smacks, alive—Large catches of salmon diamond
Brooks; apediment monument of Oak Ilill
and trout were made in the local ponds and and Beaver Lake black granite for the late
B rani hall had in J. II Emerson of this place; a double headstreams the past week.
stone for the late Wui. Kelbertof Searsport,
one day three handsome lots. YY. F. Wes bee
1 and several orders for monumental work in
brought in a 7^-pound salmon, and A. B. Stockton and Unity.
By strict business
|
Smalley three trout aggregating 12 pounds, principles they have won a derserved popufrom the same lake. F. W. Pote, Ernest E. I larity.
Burgess and Owen Emmons made a large
Letter to t. w. w estuu.
catch of handsome brook trout in Troy. It
Belfast, Maine.
is said that Messrs. Pote and Emmons hockDear Sir: Mr. II. II. Stephenson, Cashed the same fish at the same time, a very
! ierof Oil City (Pa.) Savings Hank, writes:
rare occurrence
Leander Morse will set “Nine
i
years ago 1 painted my house with
lobster traps in the harbor the first day your paint. It wore so well, I want to use
when the weather will permit. ..E. H. Colay it again.”
i That’s nothing wonderful except for the
and son Miller were in port the first of the
fact that the soft region oi Pennsylvania is
week in their new smack Daybreak with a pretty hard on paint with its oil, smoke and
is that Devoe is
fare
of
fish.
will
sail
large
They
to-day grime. All we see in it
are
j good for nine years sometimes. There
for the. fi sliing grounds.
know
that
it, and milof
I thousands
people
that don’t.
M. H. Smith lirvs Masconomo.
Mr. M lions
There’s the rub! We print for the nulli. Smith bought last week the royal bred j
for the mil; lions; we want to make paint
trotting stallion “Masconomo” who got a 1 lions.
Devoe lead
that
Mr. Cashier, do you know
record last year of 2.20} as a|4-year-old o 1 a
and zinc is worth twice as much as old-fashhalf mile track, and trotted a public ex- ion
l
painter’s paint, lead and oil, and costs no
hibition in 2.14. This will be good news to more? Is 100 per cent, a fair profit in your
j business?
breeders in this vicinity, as Mr. Smith lias
Three-quarters of the people paint lead
decided to allow Masconomo to stand at I
and oil mixed by hand; while the U. S. Govl’earl llrook Farm, North Belfast, Me., for ernment use lead, zinc and oil ground to-

j

That’s just what Scott’s Emul3i'i a does.
It makes children
in
flesh,
grow in strength,
grow
rich
blood, grow in mind,
grow
grow happy. That’s what we
make it for.
Send for free
SCOTT &

j

70 Main
Store

if 10,00,

Flies and Trot liny Bail of all
kinds.

Cotton, Linen, and Silk Lines.

Special prices

in

complete outtits.
SPAIL-DINUS BASH

BALL

(j'KHJS

F. A. FOLLETT, 51 Church Street.

Street,

formerly occupied by K. H. Coombs
& Son.

I have

a

well selected stock of all the latest
Fine line of

WANTED

styles at bottom I’KICKS.

BABY CARRIAGES,

GO-CARTS,
CHAMBER SUITES

AT

(OF ALL KINDS).

1 AA
lVV

ROCKERS,

'I I ■■ I

DINING CHAIRS,

OlVOE

(;Il:l-s "N l’t'WKK M.VCHIXKS.
anteed while learning.

Steady

work ami board niu_

FOSTER KSTABHOOIis (-().,
HelliiNi, Maiin\

WILLOW ROCKERS,
BOOK CASES,
ROLL TOP DESKS,
Iii fact everything to be found in a firstclass furniture store. I also have the celebrated

White Mountain Refrigerator,
the very best refrigerator on the market,
consumes about two-thirds the ice others do

Small

profits

and quick sales is our

motto.
Call and examine

goods before

pur-

chasing.

the season. He also has “Marston C.” at gether by machinery—same proportions
lead and zinc. The majority never
h. e. McDonald.
the same farm. With these two noted stal- Devoe
is right about anything.
breeders
should
have
no
in
lions,
\ours truly,
difficulty
F. W. Devoe & Co.
being well suited. “Masconomo” was bred 28
For sale by J. W. Jones.
and raised by .1. Malcolm Forbes of Boston,
Mass., and was sired by Arion (2) record
2.10j, for which Mr. Forbes paid $105,000.
His dam is Houri, record 2.17, trotting, by
“Onward” the champion sire of to day,
second dam by “Maubriuo Patehen ,” the
greatest of brood inare sires. “Santelmo,”
a full brother of “Masconomo,” took a race
record last year of 2.10} on a half mile track,
and worked miles much faster over a mile
track. “Masconomo” is an exceptionally
beautiful bay horse, five years old, and
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦THIS WEEK.—**—*
Breeders in this
weighs 1000 pounds.
vicinity will read with pleasure that “Mas8c. and 10c.
conomo” will make the season for $15.00 to
warrant, and Marston C. $2A00to warrant.
25c. and 35c.
Mr. Smith advises breeders with large open
gaited mares to breed to “Masconomo” and
sized
or
medium
small mares with rapid
to “Marston C.”
The Pearl Brook
arm at North Belfast is in charge of Mr.
H. F. Smith, R. F. D. No. 1, Belfast, Me., to
whom all communications should be addressed.

NICE HOME FOR SALE,
|

[

f offer for sale my home at No. 11 Union street,
Belfast, with .'S square rods of land, and hand
some imported Norway maples, Norway sprnee
and rare sln uboery. The house has to rooms, arranged for one family or in Mats for two. There
is city water on both Moors, tin* cellar is cemented and the drainage and sanitary conditions are
perfect. The house is in perfect repair, inside
and out, and is supplied with double windows
and screens for all windows and doors. Ladders
and a lawn mower included with the house. Will
be sold at a bargain. Apply to my agent. F. A.
Greer, Belfast, Me.
L. PATTERSON.

GREATEST BARGAINS
Paper

and Shades

Papers-5c., 6c.,
Shades-12c., 17c.,

CARLE & JONES’,

"".EEw

t

The Republican voters ,»f the Represent itive
Hass composed Ot the towns of s.-ar-port, 1-desboro. Stockton Soriie_>. Prospect, Swauviile ami
Waldo, will hold a mis> e.tiiventi«ui ai I'nimi
Hah, in Searsport. Friday, ,Wa\ 23. la rj. at two
o clock
I*, m.. Joi the purpose <>; nominalmg a
candidate for R«*pivs.-ntati\e t.j t he l.cgisiai me.
to elect a chlvs committee for the ru-.iiua two
years and to transact siudi otlicr business
may
properly come before the convention.
Per order Repuldiean « lass Committee
F. F. CROCK FIT. Scor'd ary.

‘.'mH_MARY

Notice.

Farm for Sale.

as

faits

In

Bristol Steel Itoil-, $4.00 and *4 73

"HE. MCDONALD'S.

—

=.Z"?

It, eolation Bait and Backfall
Spinner,

Iteels 33c. to $3 Of),

.,

_

Wall

and Fails,

Shakespeare's

simple.

Pearl St., N Y.
IlOWNF., Chemist
5>>c and j?i.ca,.; aii druggists.

FURNITURE

j

_

Traps

Best Salmon and Trout Leaders,

S/d if Bamboo Hods, ft I .OO

!

|
I

Bait

Fishing Tackle.

Can ras anil O illoie Fish Baskets,

|

|

Fine

I WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION at 10
o’clock a. m., May 10th. the Shephard Harville
farm, situated in Lineolnville
W 11,1,1AM M* KINNEY. Administrator,
Centre Lineolnville, Maine.
3tl7

upright piano

Address
2tl8

For Sale

away

on

POSTOFFICE,

or

vacation.
I)R. G. C. KILUOItK.

Tenement, of

18tf

rooms.

Knipiire

NOTICE.
We

hereby forbid all persons trespassing or
buying any of the real estate, or wood or timber
on

THE A. J. HAURIMAN house on Congress
street. Apply to
SWIFT & PAUL, Belfast, or
F. A HARRIMAN, Waterville.
19tf

seven

WILLIAM M.] WOODS,
No. 26 Cedar Street.

of

Me.

lo Kent

1902.—18

FOR RENT.

at a low figure.

Searsport,

a

Belfast, MayO,

FOR SALE!
An

My oftlce will be closed to patients
during the month of May, as 1 shall he

the home farm of the late Daniel French of
as it is unsettled property.
T. K. EliSKIN K.
HARTFORD SHIJTK.
MARY K. SHIJTK.
3tl8*

Prospect,

gTrTwanTed

Tenement to Let.

In a printing office to make herself generally
Call or write
useful. Paid while learning
BELFAST PRINTING CO.,
18
Belfast, Me.

The east rent of the Mears’ house on
Park street. Apply to
M. C. HILL.
\2wl8*

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Deferred from last week. J
HAI.LDALE.

Mrs. Enos Emery, who had been siek for
several weeks, passed peacefully away Sunday morning, April L’Tth—A. E. liaynes
•■as called to Carmel Api il Jsth by the serious illness of his brother Samuel
Mrs.
John Colby is quite sick.
—

C

KNTKl.

AlONTYI LI.E.

The schools in tow n began Monday with
the follow ing teacher." : Mrs. (> 1 ive Stewart
at McFarland’s Corner; Mrs. Nora Bean at
White's Corner; Miss Ella C. Bowler of
Unity at the Yose ; Miss Ethei Howard of
Pitts field at llaildale; Miss Hannah Yose at
the barter. Miss Ethei Lamson of Freedon
at the »
lit' !
Miss Ardella Haynes at the
Plains,ami Mrs. Elbe Bean at the Kingdom.
Daniel Plummer is School Supt—Elijah
Ga\
repairing the house <m the Carter
place He lias shingled tlie Land will build
a new
chimney and put iu new hard wood
door.".
N'oin

if

r.i

r

i.

this town, now an energetic and capable
deputy, pi lot in New York Harbor and rapidly rising in his chosen business; and the
bride is one who by her amiable disposition and pleasant manner lias endeared
herself to all.
Many regrets are expressed
that she is to leave us, and it is hoped we may
see her here frequently, in the future.
Schools in town will begin Monday, May f>.
A full list of the teachers is not at hand,
Miss Susie
but will be given next week
Cousens returned from New Bedford, Tuesday, bringing with her Warren, the little
son of Mr. and Mrs. 11. W. Griffin, who will
remain for a time with Mrs. F. 11. Cousens.
The following clipping from a New
Bedford paper w ill interest our townspeople: “Harry W. Griffin, book-keeper for

Register of Deep Water Vessels.
SHIPS.

—

—

Anthony, .Swift A Co., and F. G. Abbe,
head provision man of the same firm, have
bought the store of Atsatt Brothers in
Mattapoisett, Mass., and they will assume
the management during the first week in
May. They have hired Mrs. James Stantons house, and also the Taylor Morse
house, and both will move to Mattapoisett

The business was established <»0
to live.
Mis. H. s. Brier of Charlestown, Mass.,
\ears ago by ( apt.
Atsatt.
Later it was
arrived last >aturdax C- spend th» summer
known as
\tsatt and Son, and of recent
at
old hou.e.... M r. an l Mrs. Charles
i years tlm brothers have maintained it.”
Axer, who recently bought the Gurney
The Current Event." Club will meet May 7,
farm property, arrived ;i**111 Fitchburg,
! with Mrs. J. F. llichborn.
Mass.. Monday. Tiie\ are ;o take possession oj'tln/u new home at om-e.... Hieb*rd
FELL SIXTY FEET
Uirne;. went I< Ma*t,.;;>“ Mas-.. Mouday,
'■
v. ork in an a"\luin..
lid ward Thurston, A.ml K. •»«■;! j>«mI Without Kvcu a lirokeii Hone.
.John Kogers Tumble* from the Hoot ot a
w im has been in
poor health and living m
A
1 lm*e-»tnrj liuiidiug to ilie Pavement
Deii m' d ring the winter, lias so far imI adder llreak- His Fall.
pr< *.d a in. be a ole t > come home Tuesdax.
While working on the roof of a three•Mi", '"..rah Me>eive\ f Liberty is with
on
Detroit street, John
hev sister. Mrs. Abby Pliilbrick.... Leon h .-tor \ building
Rogers ol No. in:. Alabama street, CleveBu. l:;;n and fam.ix, who have been living land, (lost his balance and fell sixty feet
in the citx proper during the'winter, re- to the ground.
lie was draw ing up gravel and while leanDu ! ed to tie ir home last week.
ing over pulling on the guy rope, it broke
< VM 1)1 v
feet from the sideand befell. About
Hn
vv
Megunticook National Bank walk le- struck a ladder which stood against
This broke the force of liis
the building.
oj1 for business last Thursday morn- ! Tali. Rut he fell upon the pavement head
ing. The vault is very large and has all foremost and his fellow workmen picked
modern
improvements, including an au- hiui up unconscious.
The ambulance was summoned and he
tomatic door. The furniture is of the same
was taken to St. John's hospital where it
wood, upholstered in green leather The was fully ten hours before he regained condepositors' and directors’ rooms are con- sciousness. No bones were broken nor did
venient and pleasant ami the building is a lie sustain any internal injuries as was tirst
feared. To a reporter he said:
ha * Iso me one. At an early date a new ma“I grew very nervous as a result of my
hogany door will be added. Joshua Adams fall, and was fast running into nervous
a doctor’s care,
prostration.
and
president,
Guy Carleton is cashier. but did not I was under
get any real benefit and 1 was
The followingare directors: Joshua Adams,
becoming very much discouraged.
K Carleton, E. C. Fletcher, C. \V.
“I saw a statement in the paper one da}
Babb,
from a person who had been cured of a nerA. L. Moore. E. Frank Knowlton, C. E. Mevous trouble by
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills I
lntire, .1. II. Montgomery, H. M. Bean. Wilfor Pale People and I wrote to him for fur- I
hston <.rinneil and Captain G. T. Ilarkness. ther particulars. Upon receiving a reply i
telling me this medicine would do all that is I
SOL I’H ( HINA.
claimed for it J began taking it. J could see !
E skill-' Academy closed,
Friday, April a decided improvement in a short time and i
with the following commencement exerhad taken eight boxes I was j
by the time
cises
fully restored to health. That was over a I
year ago and I am perfectly well and strong j
March.|
again with nerves as sound as anybody’s.
Praver.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
M iisic.
cured me when doctors* medicine failed."
salutatory,
Josephine Devida Cross
The nervous system may be deranged
Essa\.“< otiditions of Success,’'
from any or a number of causes.
A physiHoratio Frank Farrington cal
shock, as was the case with Mr. Rogers,
Music.
or a mental shock, may bring it on.
More |
(lass 11 isto; \,
Josie Seek ins common causes are
worry, over-work, ex-!
1- s>;i>. "As \Ye Sow, We Shull
Heap,”
cif^ment. lack of rest and dissipation. :
Jennie «'ollins Farwell Whatever the
exciting cause the results
Essii>.
Sadie Bell Stuart are
largely the same and the remedy that
Music.
cured the one will cure the other.
Mr.
Class Poem, “Music,”
Rogers was made a sound, healthy inanity
Archie Monroe Cnnnmett the use of Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale
aiss ]’:
Edith Gertrude Murray
ojihecy.
People and if a severe case like his will
1 "a>. "Labor to Succeed.”
yield to their intluence, lesser nervous dis<reorgp Bo\ Starrett
orders will he more readily overcome.
Mi-',.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
\ a.•-«i:»-1<•;
on\ Norman Webber
are sold b\ all dealers, or will he sent posthoiss «••!...
Class paid oil receipt of price, litty cents a box, or
1 "Hiei ring of
Diplomas.
six boxes for two dollars and fifty cents, by
Mlls.e.
addressing Dr. Williams Medicine Comu
J. Thompson.
>incip;
N. V.
o,
her>. Aon.; D. * unant. Lila G. Jones. pany, Schenectady,
—

j

>
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New bel t, who sold hei farm
'Her live \ears ago, and has
E u.
11
Mi. L-utlcr, has bought the
cun. .md .di. Butlei has moved his
family
hiv bit•th.-r l'.< 1 \vard's h<»use-... Mr. and
Mis
a Hart are now
iAmg with Mr.
c J
Mrs. Jacob McLain.
Mr. McLain’s
1 ’’I. ;>
i>-r\ pom and Mr. Hart will
carry
>!■

Hn* ii in t we ruining summer.... 1 Ierbert
spiow 1 and wif- celebrated the 15th anniv«usu-> *; ti.i iwedding April loth. About
thi; tfriends of the couple were present,

Definition.—Teacher— Willie, what is
Willie— Wanting something
greediness'.’
that older people want themselvo. Chicago Daily New-.

Impossible to foresee an accident.
impossible to be prepared for it.

Not
Dr.

over

pain.

Thomas' Kelectric Oil—Monarch

General haughtily)- I went to the
and defended my count. \.

war

State-man
wearily'—That’s nothing.
stayed at home, and defended the war.

1

"i;

a
.*-r\ enjoyable evening was
passed.
Mae.' useful j.resents were received. ...John
rEy. o'.'ud Chester Wentworth came home
from ustiiw* '1 hursday, returning
Monday.

a:.u

W. Curran is tax collector. He has
two cents and eight mills on the dollar for
collecting. Krasins Perry is having his
house painted
Cyrus Perry does the w u k.
The »dd Fellows recently bought a m-w
—

'.

■..

C(laker

Now is.ti sa

blood

good time to begin taking Hood’s
medicine that cleanses the
the complexion.

a

par ilia, the
and ra ai s

Barm
There goes Mincer to deposit his
vote.
Hi.- voting, by the way, is a case of
--

carrying

c<

11 ow«■ sBarnes
the polls.

nis to Newcastle.'
hi what way, please

Why, it is onh

a

stick going to

scratch, scratch ; unable to attend
to busine.-s during the day or sleep during
the night, ltehing piles, horrible plague.
s*

ra’ch.

Doan’s Ointment
any drug store, r>o

cures.

Never fails.

At

cents.

■

in the kitchen connected w :;h their dining room. The
lodge is
having ;uite an addition to its ranks in
new members.
range to

use

MONliOK.
Mi" Linda f base returned from
Augu-ta
last week, where she had a
position
tile past w inter. She is to teach school tins
summer in Brooks village and
began tier
duties last Monday... Miss Ethel Chase

unable to begin her school on account
of a severe attack of
mumps, from which
siie was a great sufferer. She is better now
and will begin school next
Monday_Mrs.
Aimu Brown of Hampden visited her
sister,
Mr.-. Harry White, the past week_Mr.
and Mrs. Austin Kicker of Massachusetts
are w itli his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman
Kicker... .Mr. Clifton Moore is on his way
home from Cuba, where lie spent the winter for his health, and lias been much beneiitteu. Iiis parents, Mr. and Mrs. .John
Moore, past 80 years of age, have remained
on the large farm alone
during his absence
and taken care of tire stuck in tlie barn.
Mr. Moore cut up a number of cords of lire
wood, which be got out of the woods alone.
He walks to the village in bad
traveling, a
distance of one mile, at a pace that should
shame some of our young men.
was

NKU KTU.N

M'ltl.Nl.s.
Miss F.dith Fletcher recently
completed a
course .11
stenography at (fray's business
college, Cortland, and is now spending some
time at home witli her
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Fletcher—Mrs. 1). (i.
Harris,
Mrs. C. s. Kendell, and the Misses
Mary
ami Harriet I), llichborn attended
the funera] services of ('apt. A. V. Nickels in
Seal-sport last Thursday.The Friday
dub met last week with Mrs. II. K. Hichborn.The Olivettes gathered
Friday
evening with hr. 11. li. Devereaux.Mr.
J. <t. Lambert has received a line new
stock
of goods; recently
bought in Boston, to
which lie calls the attention of his customers....The pole for the weather
signals is
now in position near the
post office, and the

flags are daily displayed.... We are requested to make mention of the lecture
recently
delivered in our church by Kev. II. U. Barrett of Boston, editor of the Banner
of
Light, which was much enjoyed by his
hearers—Mr. Charles Devereaux arrived
last Thursday from Brooklyn, N.
Y., and on
the following Sunday was united in marriage with Miss Clara Ames, only daughter
of the late John M. Ames of this
village.
The young couple drove to Searsport, where
the wedding ceremony was performed
by
Kev. I. F. Williams of the
Congregational
church.
They are spending the present
week with the bride’s mother, and will
leave soon for their future home in Brooklyn. The groom is a former resident of

The other day, discussing the subject of
rapid drawing, a friend suddenly asked me:
“Do you know the easiest way to make a
Maltese cross?” 1 replied in the negative,
whereupon he replied : “Bull its tail.”
Coughs and colds, down to the very
borderland of consumption, yield to the
soothing, healing influences of Dr. Wood’s
Norway l'ine Syrup.
Mr.

W'ister, himself a Philadelphian, has said that, when a Bostonian is
told that another Bostonian has distinguished himself, he replies, “Quite natural,” but
that, when a Philadelphian is told that another Philadelphian has distinguished himself, he replies, “Quite impossible.”
Owen

To accommodate those who
to the use
of
atomizers in

partial
applying

“Jabez is gettin’ used to public
speakin’,
ain’t lie1.’”
“Dh, yes. I remember when you could
hardly get him to stand up, an’ now you
kin hardly get him to sit down.”—Buck.
ill

Six

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Diseases
relieved in six hours 6v“Nkw Great Wor m
American Kidney Cere.” It is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female.
Relieves re
tention of water almost immediately. If
want
relief
you
and cure this is the
ipiick
remedy. Sold by A. A. I lowes & Co., Drugs
gists, Belfast Me.
Guest (impatiently')—Say, waiter, how
long have you been employed lieie'.’
Waiter—'Bout a week, sah.
Guest—Oh, is that all f Then 1 must
have given my order to some other waiter.
$100 l)r. K. Deletion's Anti-Diuretic
may be worth to you more than $100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble
at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy47
—

a

Chloe—Is your husband a breadwinner?
Susan— Heed, he is; lie's won de prize at
dozen cakewalks.—Yonkers Statesman.

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes
by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
\
ly47
“Is he

of English?”
“Yes, to judge by the liberties he takes
with it. —Detroit Free Dress.
a

master

For Over

BARKS.

Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
l’orto Plata April 2<> from Philadelphia.
Hdward May, sailed from San Francisco
April lo for Honolulu.
iIt.hel, Hodge, arrived at Philadelphia
Api il 2:; front Bosatbo.
Mabel 1 Meyeis, N Me\ers, sailed from
New York Mar for Pernambuco.
Matanzas, arrived at Philadel]*hia Pec
from Havana.
(Hive i'hurlow, arrived at New York
April 0 from Wilmington, N. P.
Penobscot, arrived at Singapore March "7
from ('ape How n.
Bebecca Crowell, M (1 How, cleated from
New York April2for Bridgewater, \. v
Bose hubs, Melvin epiconi, sailed from
New ^ ork Jan 11 for Port Natal.
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New York
Feb 2s from Hong Kong.
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Buenos
Ayres March ISfnm Boston.
SCHOONERS.
W B Gilkey, arrived at
New York March 8 from Brunswick, Ga.
Henry Clausen, Jr, cleared from New
York April 2b for Kings Ferry, Fla.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived*at New York
May ] from St. Simons.
John (' Smith, McDonald, cleared from
Philadelphia April 2d for Savannah.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Boston
April 28 for Brunswick.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Pensacola March 20 for Jucaro.
K W Hopkins Hic.hborn, cleared from
Brunswick, Ga, Apiil 10 for Boston.
B F Pettigrew, ail ived at Bangor April 2s
from Newport News.
Willie L Newton sailed from Providence
April Id for St. Simon.

Georgia Gilkey.

From the Guests at the Inn.
The Princess came to Bethlehem’.*' Inn
I h«» Keeper he bowed low :
lit* ^nt his servants here and yon.
His maids ran to and fro.

:

They spread soft carpets loi her feet,
II e 1 bed \s itli linen line :
The\ ht-apeH Her boa id with, savor} meat.*,
The} brough1 rich fruits and wine.
The Merchant came to 1 < thlelmm'> Inn.
Across the desert far,
From Ispahan and >amarcand,
A nd hoary K:indahar.
Kieli orient Ireight iiis camels boro:
The gate** ii -v. open w .de,
As in he swept with .••tatel\ mien.
11 is long, slow train beside.
Tin* Pilgrim came to Bethlehem's Inn:
Wa\ wurn and old was he,
With beard unshorn and g; nnents torii.
A l»iteoils sight to see !
He found a corner dim and lone:
He ate his scanty fare:
Then laid Ins scrip and sandals by.
And said his evening pra\ei.
The Beggar came to Bethlehem’s Inn :
The\ turned him not awa\ ;
Though men and maidens scotled at him.
They hade the varlet sta>.
“The dogs have room : then why not lie
(>ne to another said ;
“Kven dogs have earth to lie upon,
And plenteous broken bread!”
Maid Mary fared to Bethlehem's Inn:
Dark was the night and cold,
And eerilj the icy blast
Sw ept dow n across the wold.
She drew her dark brow n mantle close,
Her w imple round her head.
“Oh, hasten on, my lord," she cried,
“For I am sore bestead!"
Maid Mary came to Bethlehem's Inn :
There was no room for her ;
They brought her neither meat nor wine,
Nor fragrant oil, nor myrrh.
But where the horned oxen fed
Amid the sheaves of corn
One splendid star flamed out afar
When our Lord Christ was bon
—Julia C. R. Dorr, in the December Atlantic.
Yankee Fishermen.

are

liquids into the nasal passages for catarrhal
troubles, the proprietors prepare Kly’s
Liquid Cream Balm. Price including the
spraying tube is 7.', cents. Druggists or by
mail.
The liquid embodies the medical
properties of the solid preparation. Cream
Balm is quickly absorbed by the membrane
and does not dry up the secretions but
changes them to a natural and healthy character.
Kly Brothers, 5t* Warren Nt., N. Y.

Belief

Abner Coburn, sailed from Cape Town,
C. G. 11., April 5 for New York.
A G Hopes, I). Rivers, at Liverpool April
15 for Cardiff and Nagasaki.
A J Fuller, arrived at Honolulu Feb 28
from Newcastle, N 8 W.
Aryan, A. 8. Pendleton, sailed from 8an
Francisco Dec 27 for Queenstown.
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at Port
Tow nsend Oct 2P from Nagaski.
E B 8utton, .J 1‘ Butman, arrived at New
York April 10 from lliogo.
Fort George, ('has. ('. McClure, sailed
from Port Pirie April 17 for llomdulu.
Gov Robie. lrom Kverett, Wash. Sept 1
for Svdney, N 8 W, sailed from Cape Town.
Anri 125.
Henry B 11 vile, arrived at Baltimore April
20 from*New York to load for San Francisco.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Manila March 25
for New castle. N 8 W to load coal for Manila.
Mary L Cushing, arrived at San Francisco April is lrom Honolulu.
Manuel Llaguno, i> C Nichols, sailed from
New York April 11 for Hong Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, chi from Baltimore April 21 for San i rancisco.
Reaper, arrived at llomdulu May do from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at Honolulu March ."•» from L'acoina.
St Paul. F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
March from Manila.
State of Maine, L .V Colconi, cleared from
New York April 20 for Amoy or Foochow.
Tillie K Starbuck, Kbeo Curtis, sailed
from San Francisco April 5 for Honolulu.
Wm 11 Macy, arrived at apeTown April
7 from Poi t Gamble.
Wm ii Conner, B F < olconl. cleared from
Balt'more April 5 for New \ c»i k.

The American fishermen deserve a
word of praise. They are by far
tiie most adventurous, sailing to the
remotest regions in quest of new lushing grounds. Jacobs of Gloucester a
Newfoundlander bonn, rounded ('ape
Horn and went up to Seattle, the Pacific fishing center.
Chase of Provincetown sailed to South Africa, and Cape
Colony had to pass a law prohibiting
seines to get rid of him.
Dixon of
Boston brought home from Greenland,
where he had been trawling, the personnel of the ill-fated Miranda expedition, ninety-three in all—university
professors and students, clubmen and
tourists, seamen and stokers— who
slept for fourteen days on a sail spread
over the salt in the ship's hold.
Other
vessels went to Iceland, the Azores and
to Europe.
“AYe had it so hot one
year,” said a pioneer captain, “that the
heat melted the tar out of our seams,
and the next year it was so cold as to
blister our hands and ears.” It was
the same worthy who, on being asked
how lie could get men to undertake
such perilous ventures, replied: “If you
cleared out for hell and gave a month’s
assurance you’d have a dozen crews
looking for the job.”—Ainslee’s Maga-

special

zine.

Where and

Eow Pansies Glow Pest.

Give them, if possible, a place where
will be sheltered from the hot
sun.
Cut off the old flowers
as they fade, and keep the
ground mel-

they

afternoon

low and free from weeds.
They will
bloom well until the hot days of midsummer.
Then their flowers will be
small, and there will not be many of
them. It is a good plan to cut the old
plants back at that time, and allow
them to renew themselves for autumn.

—May Ladies’ Home Journal.

Sixty Years.

s,AN Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while
teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the
child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea,
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold
by druggists
in every
part of the world. Twenty-live
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable Be
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.

CASTOR
IA
Por Infants and
Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

PATRIOTISM
The stomach is

liberty

and the

than most
can

people

a

in "life,
happiness”

larger factor
of

pursuit
are

Patriotism

aware.

withstand hunger but not
The

"is

fit

to

zero

Some men are
give advi, e.

stomach

well as
zenship
for health and happias

Every
woman

ness.

Diseases of the
stomach and other
organs of digesnutrition
tion and
are
promptly a n d
permanently cured
by the use of Dr.
Pierce’s Golden MedIt
ical Discovery.
builds up the body
and
with sound flesh
solid muscle.
t

received

stingy they

so

departs

woman would live
would grow old.

won't
when

long, hut

Laziness too otten sueceeds in
a

strangle hold

on

..mlity.

Even in cash transactions the
book is taken out in t rade.

no

MAJOR

Xo mother is
second prize at

LITTLKTON

\V

T.

WAI.LKH

Prophets

getting

ivcnr.l of the ;i<-<r.s«d of
previous
tieer. Major Waller is reiranleii ns mit

eve:

a

a

by show.

I he tanner can give
of the a blest and most uallant ortieers
you spades—
his e..rps
He \v;i> in eoRUiuunl
l ; even if he has no cards to handout.
the marines in China after the relief "l i
A lot ot time is wasted by clocks that
Colonel K. L. Meade.
l'lui too ta t aial
hy last young men.

ti

it matters not what
your ancestors
were—it is what you are that counts.

OA^TOTllCA..

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Bears the

T*

I lie uses ot
it is apt to

Points About People.

but

flie

Lord Miuto will leave Canada for

England

doesn

to attend the coronation on

lie l ;is

adversity

patience
t

get

a

may be sweet,
man's disposition,

j

the average man
to rest until after
monument.

[

sour a

of

chance

acquired

a

I ie to re being taught how to shoot it
might be well tor the young idea to
learn to know when it is loaded.—Chicago News.

j

The New York

of contestant's State. Tlie Tribune
of April ilsth contained tlie following
essay written by a member of tlie Senernor

ior class, Belfast High School.
To Ills Excellency, J. F. Hill, Governor of Maine:
Permit me to call your attention to a
question of vital importance to tlie residents of the rural districts of this State.
I speak concerning the improvement of
country roads. It is well known that
within tlie last few years there lias
been a decided reduction in the rural
population, and a corresponding deThis
crease in tlie value of property.
is due in large measure to the poor condition of the roads, as the cost of transportation is so high that but little profit
remains to the farmer by tlie time his
produce reaches the market. Time is
precious to tlie farmer, and lie is compelled to make two. perhaps three,
loads of wlnit his liors.es could easily
haul in one load over good roads. Then,
too. these roads have a most paralyzing
effect upon the social life ol a community: for rather than travel through tlie
mud to visit a neighbor, or attend any
public entertainment, tlie people remain at home,
seldom meet their
friends, and finally either move away in
disgust or stay w here they are, dissatisfied, discouraged and lonely.
f he present road system fails in every
way to adapt itself to the advanced
agricultural necessities. Wo have improved our buildings, stock and farming implements
everything but out
mads. The chief reason for this is that
the sni vel or of toads does not understand the task placed before him. Here,
if anywhere, is needed a person thoroughly acquainted with his work, and
who understands clearly the need of
economy. This matter of toad construction has for hundreds of years
been left with the town to dispose of.
Certainly there can be no doubt that
the town lias been given a thorough
trial of its powers and has miserably
failed. Where, then, shall we look for
help? The county is not highly organized enough to be of any appreciable
benefit, the so-called ■’county road" being little, if any. better than the ordinary town toads. So there is no way of
effecting the desired improvement except through the aid of the State. In
all cases of road or bridge building in
which this department has been called
upon to assist the work has been done
in a thorough, substantial and economical manner.
In the country we cannot hope to
have expensive macadamized roads, yet
it does seem as if we might have something more respectable than our present apologies for roads. However, if
we can judge by the experience of the
past, there will be no marked change
until the State legislature takes some
action in regard to the matter.
It the
state would contribute a little money
to aid the towns in securing some competent person to oversee the work, pass
a law prohibiting the use of narrow
wheel tires for heavy loads, and insist
on an ordinary amount of
common
sense in road construction, a
great
change would soon be apparent, and
America would no longer deserve her
reputation of possessing the worst
roads of any civilized nation.

Margaret E. Billings,

Belfast,

Me.

Foreign

age

eighteen.

Notes of Interest.

Trolley cars anil motor’buses are driving the familiar London omnibus off
the streets.
One of the highest shot towers in the
world is to be found at Villacli, in Corinthia, where there is a fall of 240 feet.
In a recent duel between shore artillery and floating guns at Gibraltar the
result was decidedly in favor of the
coast batteries.
The famous Lowther Arcade, in the
Strand, London’s great toy market, is
to be abandoned to make room for a
new bank building.

The extension of railways into the
Scotch Highlands is gravely declared to
have been the cause of the
tion of the district.

depopula-

The British navy lias decided to build
a new class of warships, a little
stronger
than the destroyer type, to be used for

scouting

purposes.
It is no unusual

tiling for a vessel
plying between Japan and London to
carry

1,000,000 fans of all kinds

as a

single item of its cargo.
Statistics prove that nearly two-thirds
of the letters carried by the world’s
postal services are written, sent to and
read by English speaking people.
Three-inch quick-firing guns of the
newest patterns are to be served out to
the ltussian artillery in Eastern Siberia,
at an estimated cost of over $2,500,000.
Nicaragua’s latest purchase for her
navy is the obsolete German war vessel

Arminius, which, being twenty years
old, was about to be broken up at Hamburg.

J

Some

school convention to be held in Denver
in June next.

Reported to be 113 years old. Mrs.
Eagan died last week at Carabane.
County Roscommon, she remembered
Ellen

the French invasion of Ireland in 17'.<s.

Hints

as

Many plaited
large diversity

to

you to eat what you \r„
Cures dizziness. con
and sleeplf--ness;
•stomaeu.s almost as irood as new.
koou rich blood and builds
up th
system.
Munyon’g Witch Hazel Soap m.r
skin soft as velvet. i=lc
Sold every w
Mnnvnn's Inhaler Cnres Catanh

|

8»u 1 for Guld« to DealtBook fre«.

Cultivating Oysters.

N«w \

f
Harness'

iSoft

You can make your harness aa soft as a glove
and as tough as wire by

Summer Styles.

A

(A

using EUREKA Hnr- fl
nesa Oil.
You can \W
lengthen Its life—make t iw
lust twice as long as it
It
would.
ordinarily

skirts are worn in a
of materials, ranging

from mull to broadcloth.
Two lovely old-style fashions
happily
revived, and reminders of the Louis
periods of dress, are the licliu and sash.
The bishop-shaped sleeve still holds
its own hut is much increased in size, to
follow the present requirements of

EUREKA 1
Harness Oil j

The Rev. F. Lawrence, secretary of
Society of Kindness to Animals,
says the Swiss government is about to
call a conference of the great powers to
consider the protection of animals em- fashion.
The preference of one-tone color is
ployed in war.
increa. ing. and the combination of sevAn easy chair has been presented to eral different colors on utie costume is
Thomas Dewar, a mral postman at not often seen.
1 lie old taslnon of pipiugand
Kirkcaldy, who has just retired after
cording
thirty-two years service, during which edges ot rutiles, dounces and other
he tramped over 150,000 miles.
trimmings lias been revived, and most

the

|

Will enable

ml :•
like.
nervou -cess

W hmi one man meets another tha be I
is said to look like he
usually swears.

Tri-Weekly Tribune is
The shall of Persia is to visit Paris
offering prizes to the pupils in high again this summer and has reserved
rooms at the Elysee Palace hotel.
schools throughout t he I'm ted states for
President Roosevelt lias been invited
of
roads—
the
on
good
subject
essays
! to address the great triennial Sunday
tlie essays to be addressed to the Gov-

state.

HURF

aiv

It sometimes happens that a domestic explosion is the result of a lot of
theories getting into man's head.

the Fine Tree

InYSPEPSIA

satisfied with the

The Xashville American proposes a
i ticket of David li. Ilill and Fit/luigh
Lee for mu.

Iroin

MUNYON’S

of

k

.1 une loth.

Flea

I

pocket-

oticu without honor,
but seldom without
competition.

line

The dealer who offers a substitute for
the "Discovery” is only seeking to make
tlie little more profit realized on the sale
of less meritorious preparations.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser is sent free on receipt of stamps
Send
to pay expense of mailing only.
21 one-cent stamps for the paper covered
book, or 31 stamps for the cloth bound.
Address Dr. i< V. fierce. Buffalo, N. Y.

A

Two million Americans sutler thNo need
pangs ei dyspepsia
dock Ill-ied Bitters cures. At an -i-

ing

Some men are known by theeompanv
they are unable to get into.

me

ROADS.

job

a

A man imagines his hride an angel
until she asks toi money.

....

"Alter

acquires

The new woman always
the lieu baby ai rives.

niakes for good citi-

advice which you gave me in regard to my
treatment." writes Geo. Doruer. F>-}., of 1915
Pulaski Street Bu’.tiim-re. Maryland. "I used
your ‘Golden Medical Discovery* according to
directions. After using four bottles I considered
nivself cured, as I Ik-.v. not felt any symptoms
since.
Had tried aim -t all remedies that I
heard of that were good for dyspepsia, but without relief
Finallv. 1 became discouraged, and
wrote to you for advice, with the above result."

mark of love's

It's always advisable for a poor liar
tell the truth.

even

finder.

GUOD

..

Politeness is the
thermometer.

Unrequited love soon
1 lot of wrinkles.

who goes to the
front for his country
with a weak stomach
will be a weak
soldier, and a fault

""

Sunday Journal

The marked increase in the local
tlie Boston Sunday .lounial is only tl,-.
imate result of the attractive fea'tm,..
high quality of the newspaper w j
management is publishing. Tim s,
.lounial now consists of a complep
paper, supplemented by a news
section, well illustrated and eiiterta;
written, and in addition to these,
buyer is entitled on every Sumln
liound magazine, illustrated in tti."
style as the expensive weeklies, and
production in the original colors m,
paper, til in 11 inches, of the most
and popular paintings by modern
Nearly thirty different paintings
ready been distributed by tlie Sum!
lial, and there is scarcely a readi
Sunday .tom nal who has not tom.
of the reproductions so attract
beautiful that they have been tm
home decorations.

A woman’s idea of refinement is to
be tall and thin.

man

sound

The Boston

milk.

dysfor

treason,
stratagems
and spoils." The

A

Paragraphs.

Vanity is the daughter of selfishness.
Hypocrites pray cream and live skim

dyspepsia.

cormrmea

peptic

Pointed

Waller of Samar.

The court martial of Major Littletor
W. T. Waller of the Culled States ma
Tine corps on the charge of executim.
three natives of the island of Samai
excited unusual interest because of tht

makes a poor locking liurlike new. Mude of
heavy bodied oil, es•eci.-dly prepared to with

ness
3ure.
land

I

B
n

C

the weather.

Sold everywhere
in cans—ali sizes.

Made br STANDARD fl’’ r

successfully.
tine really

f]

new note in the summer
is the return to favor again of
year ago, benjamin Thompson, E>,p. the lull gathered rutile
put on with a
planted some oysters in deep water otf 1-1111111 heading fora skirt garniture.
Whaleboat island in Casco buv and a lew
lalteta still seems to hold first place,
days ago lie visited tile island" ami looked and
1
nothing can quite till its many uses,
over the oyster beds,
lie foilud that the
not
only as a dress material but also as
oysters were thriving and it is his opinion
a 11 im a. nig tor
that oysters may be cultivated in this
many other mate rials.bay.
The experiment is being watched with Mrs. Ralston, in the May Ladies' Home
i great interest.—Portland Press.
Journal.
gow
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Four Ounces for tO

GOODTOBACCO
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD VALUE

t/<

P

|\

Fins Dwarf and

i

*Naslw1in

Just what your
J
FAVORITE 54 CIGAR /

BY THE OUNCE

should be

■j

i1

POOR k SON,
Notice of Forec!
Whereas Horae* M addoekill the Coillilj of Waldo and >?.
his mortgage deed, dated tH.< ntt<
I D. Is,s7. and recorded in the W
! tr> of Deeds, m Book :if
; me, the undersigned, a certain p
t.ite with the buildings standu
1 'i\ <aid Swanville. bounded a
laws, to \\ it: Bounded on
•Tolui L. Nickerson on the
IF Nickerson and Alte*- Kao*
land formerly <»r tile late t
west by the road leading fi mu \
to Belfast; being so mi
Ii of
owned hv Nathaniel Nickerson
said road, containing lift\ a<*>
I
and being the homestead of >a
docks on said 5th day of ,luls
whereas the condition of said tie
broken, now therefore, h\ teas**
of the condition thereof f clam
said mortgage
Belfast. April 29, A D. l!>n.:
3W1S
11KNH1I 1

The

Cottage
byihe Sea A
—covered with MF Roofing Tin 50 years
ago, and
good to-day as ever, is a familiar sight on the Atlantic
seaboard. The careful selection of
perfect black plates,
repeated hand dipping, tinning by means of clarified
Lagos palm oil, and the rejection of every imperfect

sheet, gives

LIVE
I

SOI, l>

5T()C
s

C O VI >1

RECFtV c:ks of

me

Roofing Tin

its superior wearing quality.
MF plates have the
richest and heaviest coating of pure tin and new
lead (the genuine old-style terne process) anil are
impervious to the rust-producing atmosphere of the
seaboard—the severest test that can be
applied.
This
trademark is on every sheet of the genuine
MF
Roofing Tin. Ask your roofer, or

write to W. C.

o N

\

New Milch
every

Sheep

for illustrated book

on

and

>

Horses.

Sp»‘ei;il attention

t<> N'«-w M
!,
Veal Calves sol«l on their lie
Hogs sold ai market price
Quick returns and mark :
Have had 1". years'
|><
Write or telegraph t
! rp- Slock Shipped troin rue
•• >

E. I,.

LIBBY, B. ,v- \
Bi-c
LIBBY, Hill-nil.
Direct all inquiries to
LIBBY BROTHERS, Bur h
U'*

I

1

E. !,.

For Sale at

CltONEMEYER, Agent, Carnegie Building, Pittsburg,
rooting.

AMERICAN TIN PLATE OOMPANY, NEW YORK.

Cows, Veal Cah
description, and .i!

a

Bargai

That desirable and well loeat- u
the foot of Main street, know
Fane wharf property, will he
the estate. Inquire of
N.F. HOUSTON

Belfast, December 19,

iikhi.

-it

Searspor Savings Fank
The

corporators of the Searsp
are requested to meet at their h
Saturday, May IO, ltH)2, at H)

for the choice of trustees for tie
and to act on such other busin*
before the meeting.
A. H. NirilOFS.
Searsport, April 2-, 1902.—tiw 17

ti

j

The American Cow.

Tired Out
I was very poorly and could
about the house. I was
tired out all the time. Then I tried
“

hardly get

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and

took two bottles to rnake 01® >?el
Swtnperfectly well.”— Mrs. N. S.
ney, Princeton, Mo.

AI

it

miti
(

thj: iipart of hot springs.

it.

me Av

SPRINGS OF

line

Hot

for baths at the regular houses. Thus
the government insures the benefit of
the waters to all. and people in needy
circumstances are provided for, as well
as flu niosl opulent.
sulTerers from almost every known
ailine it plunge into the pools, which
are kept at the proper temperature by
at ten hints.
Statistics from those thus
treated show that over 7-"> per cent, of
them are either cured or greatly benefitted.

ARKANSAS.

■

■

■

Springs .Mountain.

LIFE IN HAWAII.

iml cme tin the sick Hot
best ni tlic summer ami
Ma y th i:k it is xceedingsun. lint such is not the
! e hot test weather of
ipei'.HiiI-.* ialely leaches
..id
;i .at during
.aimer it is cool enough to
A night was never
ver.
Springs \vlien ttie meivulown at least into the sev
In the early eighties the government
rule is lower than that,
is due to the tact that I selected Hot splines as the seat of its
located in the heart of Army and Navy (leneral Hospital, and
constructed a building or group of
m untains. about l.iioo feet
ot ’lie sea, with peaks
buildings for the treatment of the sick
several hundred feet sohlie s and sailors and olliccrs of the
it
army and navy, and soldiers of the
alter the Mill sets the civil'war. The'hot water treatment is
■i ol
ami refreshing sleep administered in all its forms at this inIt was on account of the
the e .1 i v el elii. g hours stitution.
hut v tors that Ho', springs was selecte
morning.
It has an ellicient medihave a better ciTeet in id fii its site.
-i

Tired when you go to
bed, tired when you get
time.
up, tired all the
is imblood
?
Your
Why
pure, that’s the reason.
You are living on the
border line of nerve exTake Ayer’s
haustion.
Sarsaparilla and be

Army and Navy Hospital.

ami Rath House Row.

Waipahu, Oahu, Hawaii, Fkhhuakv 21, 1002.
It is 7.30 p. in. here,
which means about midnight with you
and the dawn of another Washington’s
I

birthday.

suppose you are in the
midst of winter, but 1 cannot realize it.
1 am sitting by an open door and all of

windows and doors are open day
and night. The only difference between
our

winter and

nights

here is the cooler

summer

of j. winter.

Sunday

Last

the

mercury was at 52 degrees for a short
time in the morning, and that was ttie
coldest in eleven years. Generally in
the early morning it will be about 00,
sometimes at ns, or a trilie lower, but by
noon it is at 74 and that is the tern

s

perat

tire

like to

as

non

1

the

by

warm

before breakfast..

We often

write.

kitchen

stove

It looks odd hereto

chimneys to the houses. A
stovepipe extends through the cook
see

no

room roof, which is all that looks any
thing like a chimney. 1 am sorry for
the little folks at Christmas time for

meaning

the old stories are without
them.

They

have fireworks and shoot

off lire-crackers the same

-Iuly

to

as

the 4th of

on

In the States.
Day in the

morning I went
parade and after
enjoying a few boats I thought it was
going to lie quite a procession, when lo,
[it was done and hail taken just fifteen
I minutes in passing.
The music was
good;, and on the whole it was good for
| such a small city. At noon on the
same day ex-Queen Liiiuokalani gave a
reception at tier home which 1 attended. All the morning papers made pleasant mention of the forthcoming event
and offered congratulations, it being
her (idl'd birthday. The Covenmient
hand played its sweetest airs and a large
concourse of people, w hite and native,
were
present. Outside, near the entrance, were some old women who kept
On Labor

to Honolulu to see the

*ei'\

..

at

i«*n

<. '-and

I rout

» in mno*.

cal i-i)r]».~ and a d:spen-:i y. and the recw 1 at or. on an mint of
bring more lavorabio uid ol cures and materially benelitted
Tin warm weather rent es the as|.'i;;.. ng figures of more
mi.
than no per cent.
oases their action, perspi
a
and coiisei|uent y elimiollieial eiivular, signed by
in an
cker and more t hormtgh.
lie, ;ge M. Stern1 uiig, surgemi-Ueueral
M. iliit \ to colds, too cost
states Army, and li. A.
caper, hotel rates of all ut tae I'uited
\ ger, Secretary of War. the governout
tier cent lower, and
known
makes
ineiit
i is more advantageous to
just what ailments
are treated and benelitted at this hospieker.
It states that relief may reason..I
affairs is becoming tal.
,1 .A lie expected at the Hot
Springs in
:. everx yeai as is attested
that there are never here the following conditions: In I lie vari;
months loss than a,non ous forms of gout and rheumatism,
prartiealh all of them lieuialgia. paralysis, not of organic oriup a ceaseless wail in a most doleful
gin. locomotor ataxia, early stages of
bath*.
Bright's disease, functional disease of strain and I was told they were reciting
the liver, dyspepsia, catarrhal affections her virtues and those of her
caters which Mow from the
ancestors,
malaria and skin diseases.
the Ozark mountains, of all kinds,
as lias been tlie custom of Hawaiians.
not
conducts
Thus
the
only
government
.a
sas. in volume approachthe hot springs, but endorses them for Preceding me up the steps on entering
ms 11 ai 1 >. are all under
es
tins long list of human ills.
of
the
cun
were two native young men. one hearaersliip ami control of the
The government not
ing the Hawaiian dag and the other the
(Mi entering Hot Springs a feature
springs themselves and
iii

.re

■

Shirs and Stripes; they advanced and
kneeling before the Queen kissed her
hand. Many of the natives did likewise, hut the white people bowed,
shook L mils and offered congratula
tinns. to which she responded veiy
pleasantly, she is well preserved and a
good dresM i. Llie guests were requested to go into the library and register.
In

that
a

ah

finest kinds, and in

one

seated at a table and

dnsiM*.

__

place we were
partook of cold

the et ceteras, and ice

turkey, salad,

and cake. At the Consul's, only
wine was ottered and the Consul merely
put his lips to his glass. The Chinese

MISS MAUD GONNE.

cream

here

not a race of drinkers.

are

.Japs drink
thing about

The

One good
Tear celebra-

deal.

great

a

their New

tion is that every Chinaman expects to
square up bis accounts, and they will
make any sacrifice in order to get
bills from all

receipted

they

are

indebt-

ed to.
It was twelve
of the death
I

was

making

natives.

days

a

before we learned

President McKinley.

of

call with a

lady

the men

One of

A Card.

We, tlie undersigned, do hereby agree

to

refund the money on a 50-eent. bottle of
Greene's Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cold.
We also guarantee a L’a-cent bottle to prove
satisfactory
or money refunded.
A. A. .11 OWES A Co.,
bni-i'i
W. 0. Pooh A Son.

Euilding Material is High.

we

Judge and lie sat on a couch
reading the morning paper from Hono-

called is.

Miss Maud Gonne, the Irish Joan of
Arc, is a true daughter of uiu old sod.
She hopes eventually to lead an army
against the hereditary foes of Ireland.

on some

where

CELEBRATED

MOXIE

the three and four cents that our good
old preniicrobian milkman used to furnish it for.
Everybody knows that
there is nothing like the leather that
she, and more particularly her hopeful
son, the calf, yields. And now her butter, established in its full rights by relief from competition with theoleomar-

Ask your doctor what bo thinks of Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla. He know s all about this grand
old family medicine. Follow his advice and
we will be satisfied.
J. C. Aver Co., Lowell, Mass.
_

of Imitations of the

a

lulu and the black border indicated the
calamity that had befallen the country,
lit* said 1 must tell my friend that* I
beard of the death ol the President
finm a native who mourned him as a
brother. 1 have the greatest admiration tor iionsevelt. and believe he will
make one of the very best leaders the
country has ever had.

A Portland lumber dealer, in speaking of the advance m building material

said that few now houses for
purpose of renting can be built in
■Maine this year, owing to the fact that
the cost of material of all kinds is
about :ja per cent, higher than it was a
couple of years ago.
I lie advance in kinds of building material tins spring is tremendous, and
there is trouble, too, in getting anytl ing. even at the high rates prevailing.
Tin- spring is unusually early and buildic

cntiy.

ttie

I\ rep tie
Hal a lire I'p.
ing operations, particularly repairs,
started in some time ahead oi' the usual
It has been truthfully said that any dis- I
turbance of the even balance of health period.
Dimension spruce is now in short
causes >erious trouble.
Nobody can be too
Two or three years ago
careful to keep this balance up. When peo- supply at spa.
ple begin to lose appetite, or to get tired there was an excess of suppiv at sh'.
the
least
ea>ily
imprudence brings on sick- No. I .spruce hoards also sell at sin
iie>.\ weakness, or debility.
The system plain; seconds sell as
high as -IT and
i;ce<|> a tonic, craves it, and should not be hemlock at sin.
Western Pine is tredenied it: and the best tonic of which we
No.
-j Pine starts at
have any knowledge i> Hood’s Sarsaparilla. mendously high.
What ties medicine has done in keeping S'2U for coarse grades, and so upwards.
healthy people healthy, in keeping up the Hard Pine llooring sells at sna and
eyen balance of health, gives it the same North Carolina Pine at the same price.
distinction as a preventive that it enjoys as Hard wood lloors sell at sna for seconds
a
cure,
its early use has illustrated the
and Mo for No. 1.
wisdom of the old saying that a stitch in
1 lie products (if the sawmill are betime saves nine. Take Hood’s for appetite,
coming nearly similar. Clapboards are
strength and endurance.
up to sda. S40, S4.-, and sao, according to
grade.
Shingles are gae higher than
Don't Start
Wrong.
last year. The best grade sells in Boston
Hon’t start the summer with a lingering
at s4 and the supply is short at that.
We all know what a
cough or cold.
As for laths they have jumped nearly
“summer cold" is. It’s the hardest kind to
This year
cure.
Often it "hangs on" through the en- double, from s2 to s;l.r>o.
doors are radically higher, at least a:’,
tire season,
l ake it in hand right now.
A
few doses of One Minute Cough t ine will per cent. Sash has been marked
up
set you right. Sure cure for coughs, colds,
about an per cent.
Blinds are about aa
croup, grip, bronchitis, all throat and lung
cent, in advance.
Hardware lias
troubles. Absolutely safe. Acts at once. per
been advanced about
The
per cent.
Children like it. “One Minute Cough Cure
article in building that is anyway
is the be.-d medicine 1 ever used." says.J. 11. only
low
this
is
year
glass; glass is still lower
Howies, (iroveton, N. 11. “1 never found
than a year ago. although glass has!
any tiling else that acted so safely and
been
marked
just
up in per cent.
quickly.”

Nerve Food

garine product of her male relatives,
has soared up to 40 cents a pound, even
at this genial season when she goes out
to grass and increases her
yield.
If the value of the American cow’s
product continues to go kiteing in this
extraordinary fashion, there will soon
be no living with her.
Already, in her
velvety pasture, she has adopted a high
and mighty attitude toward the city
dweller who strays her way.
She refuses to recognize the right of the still
more peculiar goddess of our
worship,
the American girl,
to
precedence,
especially if the girl carries a red parasol. She takes the right of way herself. Gentility may go through the
gate al ter she, the cow, has passed on,
in imperial if not maiden meditation,
fancy free. Is not she the queenly
creature that all America bows down
toy
There is no telling where the cow
will land, if she continues her mad
flight. Verily, the dictum of Mother
Goose, concerning her sky-vaultiug accomplishments, is being justified.
How to

Form the

Reading

Scattered Over this Country,

WHY ?
For the Best
Answer.
For Second Best.

S10

Write us h-tter giving vour
Conditions:
as to WHY there has
»een so mnr.v so.
called Nerve Tonics, Nervines, etc ..put up' n the
market since MOXIK attaine 1 its great tame.
Also state what you think their purpose
What beverages do you know of tint vo>.
would consider to bean imitation ol' MOXIK,
and whv do you consider them so?
Are thev put up in bottles of similar sh me to
the MOXIE bottles'
Are the contents of the bottles similar i■■!
and flavor to Mi)\J K, and it so, what is t: oh
ject of the manufacturer in making it so?
en
Have you ever cubed for MOXIK an
served with an imitation, anti if so, when and
where?
State in what paper v u saw tl::
advertise—

Habit.

In order to organize odd minutes
into fruitful hours one must have a
consistent scheme and keep the means
of carrying it out within reach. Too
many people read the hooks which
come in their way instead of
putting
themselves in the' way of getting the
hooks.
right
They buy and borrow
without thought or piau because iliev
do not understand that reading ought
to lie a resource as well as a recreation.
Decide in advance what hooks you will
read, and do not take up with those
which drift m your direction.
Do not
burden yourself with a scheme so extensive that it discourages you: do not. at
the start, plan courses of reading so
vast that you are weighed down with
their magnitude.
Begin in a quiet and
easy way by planning to lead consecutively a lew books in some field which
interests yen. -Hamilton W. Maine, in
the May Ladies' Home .louniai

ment.

Yi)l'H
NOTE
BE PIT? LI Si 1 hi).
Directions:—Ye.

well-to-do

family

in

all,

know what
Bath House

Bow

Inch they ttow. but 1 that strikes the visitor as most remarkable is its great number of hotels of all
iaeent mountains and in
classes. It appears like a city of hotels.
perty. amounting to one
They appear on all sides, from the small
neat affair of fifteen rooms up to the
'prings are held as a gov-,
hostelries which can house
nopoly, just as the making great under the ir roofs. First m 1,000
size
•stage stamps aie, and tin- guests
red from the use of the is the great Eastm an, following it are
These are
various hath houses is all the Park and Arlington.
the lirst class houses and can accommoriproving and beautifying date
l,ooo guests each. During the
The process of iroion.
winter their capacity is taxed to its utns been going on for years
most.
arge of the superintendent!
Next are the second class houses,
tlie Secretary ot the Inhose department the cou- the Waverly, (ireat Northern, Waukesha.
Pullman, liockafellow, Moody,
plings is vested. It is one and the
New Avenue, which is now benment’s most beautiful and
built
of brick and iron. These are
ing
••s of
property.
known as the second class lionises,
:oing into details, it is i but accommodations are of a
very h'igh
that early in the present
order. They are all steam heated, have
government became con-1
electric lights, elevators, and all modern
waters of 11 ot Springs, |
-scsscd marvelous curative accommodations.
Next
come
the
Milwaukee, St.
l it would result in a great
( liarles, Imperial, Fnited states, and
■Midship to the people to then
in size are the Dewey, Marion,
remain in private hands:
McCrary, Sumpter, Howard, Leonard
\
act of Congress, they,
and others, numbering a hundred or
uds around then, were set
There are private boarding
more.
National sanitnrium for all
I
rooming houses, furnished
were
“dedicated to the : ouses,
furnished cottages and res.■>
to lie. forever 1 lee from ; apartments,
! taurants galore, with prices that come
>tion.” So the act reads.
within the reach of every pocket book.
t’ne government became
They meet all the needs and requireseventy-two hot springs, ments of the sick and
ailing. They
'.nture leaching as high
can live here as cheaply as anywhere
-1 ees,
and averaging 1 :;<>
else in the country.
reuheit, and now controls
inner similar to the cont ml
There is something extremely attractheir respective governtive about the natural environments of
arlshad and Baden Baden.
Hot Springs. The quaint and the picsue from the ground from
turesque are constantly in evidence.
oi.ive the base of the mounThe “Old Arkansas” of decades back
luuidred feet up its side,
is to be seen in the cabins and farming
■•
all inclosed in masonry
almost within gunshot
ted to reservoirs, with two patches, lying
of the
The road and drives make
ptions, where they are left the usecity.
of horses and vehicles the most
inspection of those curi- enjoyable of pleasures. There are line
* he wonderful
phenomenon goll links within a mile and a half of
as near as
possible to the the city, and the devotees of the game
Head.
here at present are many. And to the
man or woman not inclined toward the
more strenuous form of outdoor exer'• of
baths and attendance is
cise, it is good just to climb the easy
for
each
bath
government
slopes, out in the sunshine and breathe
ding to its equipment and in the piney ozone.
t roiii \\

good common-sense
jects and should wi
Sign your full nambefore June ist, i</

;

i

|

j

■•

■

■

■

■

■

and the bath house is not al•

1-art from tliis price in either
It can charge no more and
nder penalty of having the

"it off. The rule is rigidly
"id no imposition is possible,
'•iii in ent free bath house is
attractive features of “The
i» a little back and higher up
’""lain than the other bath
" d is
devoted exclusively .to
1indigent, those who need
“tinent and cannot afford to pay

Like a Drowning Man.
“Five years ago a disease the doctors called dyspepsia took such hold of me that I
could scarcely go," writes (fee. S. Marsh,
well-known attorney of Nocona, Tex. “I
took quantities of pepsin and other medicines but nothing helped me. As a drown,
ing man grasps at a straw' 1 grabbed at
Kodol. I felt an improvement at once and
after a few bottles am sound and well.”
Kodol is the only preparation which exactly reproduces the natural digestive juices
and consequently is the only one which
digests any good food and cures any form
of stomach trouble.

A

and many are of
native is rarely

,

j

are

is

priceseen

from a bird that is now extinct.

impossible
uuy

j

| noth.

and

Soon

surrey for

to

in

Amy reached here on Oct.
afterward Uuy bought a

our use,

good shape

and with the gentle
had it fitted us

already

for drives.

I was never

in a country where a horse and
seemed so

It

replace them.

horse which we

indispensable

as

carriage

here.

1 sel-

Honolulu, preferring the fourteen mile drive, as the
I roads are so good. Although this is
| supposed to be the rainy season we have
! had very few rainy days, and during the
■

*

do in take the train to

fourteen months I have been here L do
not think we have had more than five
or six days without sunshine.
There
are frequent showers, but of short duration, and many perfectly beautiful rain1 wonder if you ever saw a lunar
1 saw one at ten o'clock at

bows.

rainbow.

night

not long ago, very clear and well
defined, but without the bright colors.
The Chinese make a great deal of
their New Year and the celebration
lasts three or four days, when most of
the business men keep open house and
any one who

calls

is

received

with

princely hospitality. We made some
calls with a lady who has quite an
extensive acquaintance among them.
The Consul is an elegant looking gentltman, tall and large and of good figure,
and

dresses in

native costume, the
robes of fine silk and satin.
At his home he had two young China-

jackets and
men

to assist, as he

speaks

very little

dressed in Chinese
and the other in American dress. We
were shown a number of banners and
mottoes framed and hanging on the
walls richly embroidered in Chinese

English;

one

letters and

was

emblems,

and one

thing

was

specially

worth seeing. It was a red cloak
with fine red silk lining on which were

hundred names of Honolulu
citizens embroidered with yellow silk
(loss, given him as a testimonial of
regard for his loyalty and service to his
seven

countrymen during
of 1000.

the

plague

and fire

The refreshments served at

the different

places

were

beer, fruit, confections

of

-r

me

t.:i

an

a

>T

N<

should be simple
n the
above s

m«

Mr

-s

worts
t us

a

and mail

Address,

MOXIE NERVE FOOD 00. of N.E.,
G9 Haverhill St.,

Boston, Mass.

Racing ’Round the Horn.
Bai.timhki., April ruth. It s seldom
that two full-rigged ships leave a port
within is hours for a voyage hall
way
around the world togeliiei. but such
was the fact when the Haul Revere

Digests what
This proparat

sailed lot Sui i’raucisco.
She tollows
tlif* \V. K. Babcock, which left port Sattor
file Ibi.del: Bale.
urday
Both ships

■

stomai-lis van take it. 1
its
nairiy
thousands of dy.-pept ies h
been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation ofgasott t he stomach. relieving all dist iv.s after eating.

loaded willi coal. They will run
down the tiade winds oft the African
coast, then round Cape Horn and square
away up the Haciiie to ( alitorma, a
distance of in.ooo miles. The Britannia
towed the W. F. Babcock to sea, and
she pa.-sed out at 10 o'clock Sunday
morning.
The Britannia will sail at T
a. m. this
mi.ruing with the Haul Revere. and will tow her to the Capes.
The Haul Revere is commanded by
arc

Capt.

you eat.

ntains uil i the
m! kinds of
digostan: s ana hi..
food. 11 gi vos inst a Hdivfand never
fails to euro. It a!."ns y a t.
all
the food you want. 1!, in
si-u.it ire
n c

Dieting unncccssary. Pleasant :,.>take.

It can’t

help

Prepared on! y!>y

hut do you

F..<

1

The II. bottle contains
R

A. F. Whittier of Searspo it.

Co., liicaaa
times the 30c. size.

H. MOODY.
W aldo Coun-

Supreme judicial Court.
ty. In t'quiiy.

At the age of sixteen a girl begins to
make a specialty of discovering ailini-

ties.

good

ir ". itt.v

F.dgar F. Hanson

tt

a!,

vs.

The Wrewni ! itblisl’inv:

Company.
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"f him by
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d C‘»UI I 111 -.-i t|
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mi
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pi-

1
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ir;:
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:,,n

part mi'

own

our

without a lei of fresh Mowers or paper
around his hat, and white men wear
1 them also.
Those made of feattiers

■

■■

value.

less

i-

::

a

land. .V cabinet attracted my attention, for it contained fully fifty leis and
nothing else, and protected by glass
doors. These leis are worn oil the hat
or around the neck and were of feathers, shells, beads, seeds, silk and 1 don’t
’Hu* 1‘roinoiiadt*.

LKTTEIt WILL

—

room occu-

a

For Third Best.

opinion

i noticed many sets of

room

books and it looked like

pied by

cured,

quickly

[Extracts from a private letter to Mrs. M. J.
Gammaus, Belfast.]

HUNDREDS

which she yields brings, when
carefully
gathered by conscientious dealers bottled in pretty glass jars, decorated with
blue labels, and supplied to the consumer in such a way that all
danger of
contamination is scientilically prevented, about ten cents a quart, against

only

it

THERE ARE

It strikes the N. Y. Mail and Express that the products of the American cow are being too abundantly vindicated. Everything about her is soaring. Her flesh goes up a cent or so
every day now; her porterhouse steaks
cost a dollar and a half. The milk

tea, wine,
the very

l imt up,-!. ;tpp". '.;i! ..m ;:>•>•.-|d
K
will I""itj.-i
any m-ci"it\ »,,t- \; ,.
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,m -i ir.mu all
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Perfect Health

>

perfect health and we can
we are equipped to fight successfully life’s
around
full
the
to
us;
everything
enjoy
Perfect health is possible by temperate, regular habits, by paying proper
battle.
attention to sanitary rules and by using the simplest remedies when a little ailment
The strong man is the happy man.
demands a medicine.
means a

hill

measure

of this world’s

happiness.

Given

When we ail the simThere is every inducement for us to preserve our health.
is
our well-being rather than the powerful drug, if it secures
best
for
medicine
plest
results naturally.
TONIKO-TPIA is nature’s

proper results where its

TONIKO-TEA

use

( UMMOWY1!A I.Til OF MASsA<’Hl's]'TTs.
Kk.xnki in ss. okxno] M vs*.. April : phi?.
Subscribed and sworn t>> !>x' tin- '.aid Fr.-..
I.
W ilson before ni".
sK x 1-;i nrwton
Clerk of District x
[i.. s.]
rt.

remedy; is simple and effective; and always

secures

1

Si

< \>\ in.

.1 nn
rnioi
W aldo County.

April Term, ’.:o-j.
I poll Ha- foregoing pt-lition. Ordered. tlr.t a.
on
flusaint
inha.:
.r
11.«• .lam- Knit-' ..f
bearing

thi' court, and that not it*-.- >>f the 'aim* I*.- u\. i.
by publication >1 a copy thereof ami -»f ilm id,
tlmreon in Tin Republican Journal, a newspaper
published n said County, for three week' sm-n
eessively, the last publication to be at 1«-.> ^I
teen days betore '.aid rule day.
A. VI. Sl’EAlR Justice of said Cwr?
A ti ue copv.
Atte't:
Av 18
Tll.KSTDN \V AM I N, C
k.
>

>

is indicated.

restores health.

Uau^oi*

Washington Ave., New York.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
Gentlemen,— I have taken two packages of your
Toniko-Tea and 1 beg to inform you that it is the

Division.

ioGo

I have been
best medicine I have ever taken.
troubled with Indigestion ar.d other Stomach
troubles but since using your 'l ea I feel like anew
I am pleased
man. and have gained nine pounds.
to recommend Toniko-Tea.
JAS. H. RUSSELL.
Very respectfully,

CuRRYVILLE, Ga.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Me.
Gentlemen,—For eight years I suffered from Liver,
Lung and Kidney troubles and used a great deal of
doctor’s medicine without relief. I have taken four
packages of your remedy and today I am well and able
I never want to be without a
to do any kind of work.
few packages of Toniko-Tea in my house.
Yours truly, Rev. NATHANIEL MAN.

SZ\HMFJi
Sijr

Trtjn

a

IVetk to liostou.

J

Commencing Monday. Max "th. ste.-imcr■- ! •: x«
Belfast:
For r.os’on, via Camden and Rockland. Mondays at a.(hi i*. m., oihc" days, except Sun.lav at
r>.oo i' m.
For Searsport, Bucksport. "interport. I! nnpden and Bangor, daiiv, except Momlax.ai
n.;,!
7.4o a. M.
Kl'Tt'HMXi,

From Boston, daily, e\e> pt Sunday, at
mip.mFrom Rockland, via Camden, dailv! except Monat about f>.<o \. u.
From Bangor, via way-landings. Mondays at
l-.tK) m., other week days' at •.’.(«» m m.
>

day.

1’OTK, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN.
Vice President and Central Manage:
:t«»8 Atlantic Avenue, Boston

FRKI) W.

205 Elm St., Ithaca, N. Y.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
Gentlemen,— I have been greatly relieved of Neuralgia and Liver Complaint by the use of your remedy.
H. PALMER.
Yours truly,

E L MACOMBER,

Has Dona Wonders for Her.
Bar Mills, Maine.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
Gentlemen,—I have been taking your Toniko-Tea
lor stomach trouble and think it has done wonders for
me, after paying out hundreds of dollars to physicians
Mrs. B. B. BLETHEN.
and receiving no help.
50 Oonts at all Druggists.

TONIKO REMEDY OO., Waterville, Maine,

BELFAST, MAINE.
I

prepared to build all kinds of yacbts.'power
sail, row boats, yacht tenders, etc.

am

or

Gasolene Launchts

a

Specialty.

Engines, marine and stationary, sold separately.
Estimates furnished on application.
A sloop yacht and row boats for sale.
;;m8*
E. L. MAUOMBER, Belfast,

Me

SEARSPORT

Ko.-coe Porter has secured
Rock la:id.

a

situation in

a

Melvin Whittum has
and calf for sale.

a

nice Jersey

Mr. Henry Davis lias gone to Concord, N.
II., where he has employment.

( apt. NY. K. Gilkey in schooner Georgia
at Porto Rico .Saturday.

Edward Harriman and family have
turned to their home in Brewer.

Gilkey arrived

J. C. Nickels returned Tuesday
morning from a short visit in Boston.
Mrs.

Mi-. James B. Parse arrived home by
City of Rockland Tuesdax morning.
Mi-. K. L. Leib, who spent the winter
with ho:- daughter in JSaco, returned home

Mr. Thomas Dorr is visiting in Winterport, instead of Mrs. Dorr as reported last
week.

1

Whitcomb had a large marble
monument erected on his lot in Munroe
cemetery last week.

J

Edward Murray and son Joseph of Heston an ived recently and are boarding w ith
Mr. and Mrs. W J. Matthews.

£*atur<lay.

<>.

Colcord left for Fclio Lake Wednesda.x morning to i.-sume his duties as hunter
and guide.
Clement, the pioneer fisherman .>f
an eight pound salmon
ith his reel and line at the Like satordax.
A.

J.ake, took

.u;u

Mihii’

the field

aero—

-axx

deer pass up
1>. Smart luine-

st-.-i.'d Sun11 a;
make them pieur l

a

lose tn.'e

*o

Mi.-- Nan Coieo:d and Miss essie Black
d ’’..ive charg--o* the < hri-tian Endeavor
sociable to be given in the upper vestry
next Tuesdax morning.
xx

F. M. (Hidden and wife are occupying
their ros.denct- in the east village, and are
much gratified with the improvement Mr.
Ge«
Bov on has made on the place.

pleart

verv much pleased with the
of vice president and general
manager Austin that steamers of the Eastern
.steamship Co. will make landings here daily
both ways.
''ui

pe<

announcement

Key. T.

P. Wili

solutely
The

most

with

wholesome food and

digestible

Royal Baking
ROYAL

Luther George died April
25th, aged 50 years. He had been in failing
He was
health for nearly three years.
honest in all his dealings and was honored
and respected by all who had the pleasure
of his acquaintance. He was twice married ;
first to Miss Frances ileagan of Prospect,
Sept. 15, 1880. site died in 1898. IIis second
marriage was to Miss Etta Robbins of

BAKINO

POWDER CO.,

Mr. and Mrs. Alphonzo Young had

a

va-

riety wedding Saturday evening, May ;;d.
It was the 2otli anniversary of their marAbout 7 v. m. a goodly number of
riage.
friends, relatives and neighbors gathered in
the spacious rooms of their home, bringing
with them many useful and valuable presents. The evening was spent in tripping
the fantastic toe and in social converse. At
9 o’clock peanuts, corn balls and candy were
served, and about midnight the company
dispersed, feeling that the evening had been

■

>

1

--

1

g
of the church, the silver piate, and robbing !
tlic contribution boxes, but it has remained
for Searsport to furnis'n a thief who Mole
.is d\ I,.unite,
l'homas Tony of Frankfort,
who has charge of excavating the rock!
beneath the Cough < !mrch, has used great
caie

i.

handling theexplosive he

was

using

far as' to go some distance
|
pasture back of the church to de- j
his
posit
surplus for fear of accident. Last j
Monday night some person familiar with j
his custom visited the place of deposit, drew |
the .'■tuple from the strong box in which the i
dynamite was kept,and carried away about j
half the contents of the-box. It b Intimat-t
ed that the parties are known, and that unj
css the explosive is
returned in iike good
order and condition as when taken away
j
there is lianiete be business for the courts.
and

even

went

so

into the

Tin-: 1 • i.'’ "Mi.K'i'i\•. Hoi sk.” Willi the
w> from hmiie comes the decision
of the
-r*»"i peop'e of tin-*
ngregational society
pair the “Meeting House.'' That this
building ina;. receive the greatest care and
attention should be a bounden duty with
ir .townspeople, and members of the
aii
1 arish in particular
Clad indeed are we
tim.i this “(bur«*h >ei upon a Hill” this
landmark, which, first meets the eye upon
returning to old Home and the last we see
What a
upon leaving it, is to be preserved.
history has this “Shrine"—more sacred as
tin* years come and go.
What joys have
found birth, wnat souls have found peace,
within its portals. The good fathers and
mothers in “Israel," so constant in their
attendance, so lo\al and devoted to church
a? *i pastor, area shining example to those
Nor can we ever foroi a later generation.
get these good people who have lived and
passed on to their reward. It was our privilege to listen to the address delivered by
the Rev. Stephen Thurston upon the fiftieth
anniversary of the founding of the Society.
A statement made by him at that time,
showing how loyally and earnestly he was
supported, and the liberality of the people
in establishing and building a church,
struck me very forcibly. Among the names
he mentioned were William Treat, a leading
eaipenterand builder; Jeremiah Sweetser,
a staunch supporter; David Nickels, Senior,
who gave s:KK>, one-tenth of his entire
possessions; and others, none of whom
were people that we consider to-day of
more than ordinary means, yet they gave
even unto the tenth part of all their wealth.
We trust when the matter of memorial windows or tablets is arranged that the name
of William Treat will receive favorable conThere are many others who
sideration.
figured later m the support of the society.
One aged couple living in the westerly part
of the town, whose names even it is unnecessary to mention, are among the number worthy of a high place for their Christian character and devotion to the cause of
the Master. No day too stormy or night too
dark to keep them from the sanctuary. We
hope it will be possible for our church
friends to have the building in readiness
for occupancy by the time Old Home Week
rolls around, and a general invitation issued
to all our natives Unmeet in the church and
share in the general rejoicing of old home
associations and the church restored to its
original vigor, as strong and enduring as
E. B. B.
the rock upon which it is built.
Lynn, Mass.
■
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ning two years ago... James Clarke and
wife wiC vi-it Belfast next week,
lev i.i

also

umo.

Fred Jordan set a row of maple trees last
week mi the roadside in front of his new
house.... Everett Haskell of China is mov-i
iug into the Daniel Whittier house... Mrs.
George Soule returned April until from a
visit
to
friends in
Brunswick.The
schools in town began last Monday_j
a ion /o Merriiield bought a Buckeye mow-!
ing machine last week of Will
Thomas Howe is having a dining room j
built on to liis house... Fred Norton went,
to Liberty Friday w ith 17 bushels of beans I
to sell.
He had a little mishap and spilled
a bag of them... Klder Stetson of Waterville bought a horse last Thursday of Elder
Abbott
John Perkins worked for Charles
Arnold last week, painting his house_
Gilman Turner has painted his house. Ilis
brother Dexter helped him
Fred Jordan
went to Augusta last Saturday_Leroy
Howard went to South Liberty last Friday
with a load of lime casks—Elisha Norton
of Belfast was in tow n last week calling on
friends.

]

Jordan_j

..

FREEDOM.

The graduating exeicises of the class of
li»o*2, Freedom Academy, w ill take place on
i the
11th, 12th and 13th of May, as follows:
Sunday. May 11th, Baccalaureate Sermon
at the Cong’l church by Rev. W. A. Richmond ; Vesper Service at 7.30 p. m., with
address by Rev. 11. I. Ilolt. Special music
is being prepared for both services. Monday, May 12th, base ball game, Freedom
Academy vs. Buck sport Seminary; Junior
prize exhibition at Grange Hall at s p. m.
The following speakers have been chosen !
for the Junior contest: Misses Stevenson, ^
.lanes, Sampson, Carter and Janes; Messrs.
Kelsey. Woods, Tilton and Sylvester. The I
prizes are S5 and -st. The Male Quartette
will furnish music. Tuesday, May 13, base
1
ball game, Freedom Academy vs. Castine
Normal school;
graduating exercises of
Freedom Academy in the Cong’l church;
address by Rev. Charles L. White, presiot Colby College; music by Unity Orchestra; reception to Senior class, iije class
parts have been assigned as follows:
Salutatory, Leander Jackson, Morrill;
class prophecy, Flora Cunningham, Freedom; class oration, Fred Thurston, Freedom; class history, Leroy Woods, Knox;
valedictory, Anna Lamson; address to
undergraduates, Della II. Kane. The following members of the class will have
essays: II. I. Iloit, Morrill; Fred Hutchins,

Freedom; Edgar Post, Freedom_We
understand that our Academy is to he enlarged during the summer_Arbor Day
was observed by the students of the Academy. Pro. Linscott worked hard all day
and with the aid of the students did a great
deal to beautify the grounds around the
Academy—Our base ball team covered
themselves with glory on the Belfast
grounds last Saturday. They played the
Belfast high school in the forenoon and the
Bucksports in the afternoon. The Freedomites appreciated the kindly treatment of
both teams and are specially grateful for
the support of the students of the Belfast
High school in the afternoon_The Ladies
Circle will serve a dinner at Grand Army
Hall Thursday noon-Dr. A. M. Small
took a day off Saturday and went to the
base ball game—Miss Flora Cunningham
and Misses Orie and Louise Sibley began
teaching the town schools Monday.

elixer which would restore old peryouth and beauty and give them
any accomplishment they might desire.
They sent for the professor, who came with
his machine and began the transformation.
The first to enter the machine w as Kva Nye,
who desired to be young and pretty.
The
crank was turned, and behold a transformation had taken place, for from a hideous old
maid a beautiful young lady appeared, who
The next was Alice Palmer,
sang a song.
who wanted to be young and an elocutionist.
The crank w as turned and her wish was accomplished. and she gave a fine recitation.
Next to enter the machine was Blanche
Stevens, wlio wished to be pretty and play
a violin, but when she came out she was
black, having been transformed into a
negro. The professor said the machine had
made a mistake; so back she went and was
transformed into a pretty young lady, who
a
Other old
gave
pretty violin solo.
maids were quickly put through the machine, until the professor came to Kmma
Haley, who said she would rather be an old
maid than anything else on earth.
The
next and last was Carrie Wildes, who declared she wanted to be a man, and nothing
else would suit her. The young ladies w ho
had been made over from old maids protested and so did the professor, but Carrie said
she would be a man or nothing. She was
placed in the machine and a terrible accident followed. The professor turned the
crank, the machine exploded, and all that
came out of the machine were broken corsets, hoop skirts and mens' pants, and poor
Carrie was exterminated. This caused a
feeling of horror. The professor left town,
and the young ladies and their escorts enjoyed themselves in a social dance. The
different songs
and
recitations were
line, and all pronounced the show tip top.
-We are sorry to report that Mrs. Washington Moore, who had recovered from her
winter’s sickness so as to be able to go
about and attend to her w ork, is dow n sick
Miss Marion York of Brooks has
again
been visiting in town.Frank 11am has
gone up river, where he has employment.
Mrs. Louise Holt and little daughter
Agnes will go to Boston this week, to visit
her sister and aunts. Her father, Mr. A.
11. Mayo, will accompany her and spend a
few days with his daughter, Mrs. Dingwell,
before returning.Mr. llogden Buzzell of
Massachusetts is spending a few weeks in
town with his brother, C. II. Buzzell, Esq.
Mr. F. L. l’almer is making repairs on
his store and building an addition to meet
the demands of his increasing business_
The L. T. L. will hold theirj annual meeting at the church May 10th. It is hoped all
members will be present-Frank Bowden
has gone to Boston, where he has employment— Ellis Cooper is at home on a visit
from Boston, where he has employment_
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Chase are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Frank llardy, in Winterpo'rt.Sunday school was organized
last Sunday with Mrs. Belle J. Palmer
superintendent and Mrs. Nellie Cooper,
assistant superintendent.
A committee
consisting of F. L. Palmer, Mrs. Nellie
Cooper, and Mrs. Louise Holt was chosen
to see about securing a minister. The services April 28th by Rev. F. W. Barker of
Brooks were well attended.
an
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WILLI AM ST.,

NEW

YORK.

MONTV1LLE.
The Count) Commissioners met here on
April iM'tli to decide oil the location of [the
state road through the town.. F. B. Johnson
has returned to Portland after a week’s
vacation_Mrs. C. O. Jordan has gone to
Massachusetts., G. F. Allen and P. B.
French are in poor health—W. S. Davis
j
and K. O. (.lenient were here from Camden

jj recently.

FRANKFORT.

PROSPECT

—

—

...

—
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1I.LAGE.

-Miss Ethel Cummings, who bus been sick
with typhoid lever, has so far recovered as
l to be with the
family.... Charles Partridge
I is poorly
Mrs. Horace Lindsey is very
—

Venus
The Ladies' Sewing Circle of
Grange held their first annual fair Tuesday
with a large crowd
pleasantly and profitably spent. Following evening, April i’2nd,
are the presents: Mr. and Mrs.
Win. H. present. After the distribution of prizes a
Kimball, Mr. and Mrs. Leander Young, Mr. free social dance was enjoyed. The ice
and Mrs. Eli Twitched and family, George cream tables and fish pond were liberally
and the sisters should feel very
Ryenolds, Willie Twitched and family. patronized,
well satisfied with their first fair. SaturLlewellyn Reynolds, a rocker ; Mr. and Mrs.
Leander Young, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cook- day evening the) turned over to Bro.
our worthy treasurer, the sum of
sou, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cookson, Frank Whitten,
Young and Miss Sylvia Reynolds, a set of $i»o. The contest that was postponed on
dishes; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Garcelon, account of the death of our Worthy Treasurer, Bro. John T. Averill, in March, will be
sauce dishes; Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Gray
resumed next Saturday evening.
Sister
set;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
berry
Joseph. Reynolds,

Winslow, a member of one
regulai artillery companies gar- death—Mrs. Rose Sanborn of Stockton
Port Strong, boston harbor, is Springs and Mrs. Isaac Turner of Kokomo,
sp-miiiig t furlough of twenty days with Colorado. His funeral services were held at
friemls here.
his late residence Apr. 28th, Rev. T. P.
Williams of Searsport officiating. The re>teau.'-: City of Kockland came to her
wharf here Tuesday morning on her initial mains were taken to Prospect for interment.
trie th
spring with tiags flying. Agent The floral offerings were profuse and
black w, on hand and had the American beautiful.
The entire community extend
their heartfelt sympathy to the afflicted
liag •! oat mg at the stall'.
< ms
rtsmen need never go abroad for ones in their great sorrow.
fine lake shing, for the reports that come in
pie plates; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Young,
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
from swrn Lake indicate that we have one
glass set; Everett Goodrich, Charles Sherof th-* ; nest ashing grounds in Eastern
man and Dan Jones, silver pie knife and
SOUTH MONTVII.I K.
Maine as thin our own borders.
berry spoon; Arthur Goodrich, salt and
who
Miss M. A. Pandall,
has been visit! i“ : lice in anothei column informs
pepper shaker; Everett Goodrich, chopping
in Lewiston, returned home last week. knife: Fred
Rraley, tin quart; Mr.and Mrs.
bepnbl.c.ins of Searspoit. lslesboro. Pros- ing
...Miss Krva Conner returned home last Fairbrother, a covered dish.
>t< ektor- Spring* and SAvanville that
1"
the winter in Provi111e\ ai>* to meet ii mass convention at Uli- week after spending
MON KOK.
dence, P. 1.'1 lie rainy weather is holdon Ha! Ma\ j:’d to nominate a representaLoyal Rebekah Lodge of Odd Fellows
back
from
tintanners
Some
of
ing
farming.
tive to -lie iegislnture, and choose a class
gave a very line entertainment Thursday
in...
K.
them
have
their
Hew
A.
early peas
comm A-e for tIre ensuing tavo years.
Ma\ 1st. called The old Maids
Dinslow and wife visited Mr. and Mrs. Win, evening,
The
-Imihood of Andrew and Philip
Convention,
rhe convention wa. organized
Carver of Appleton last Friday.
11 t'T a ii;
A-*- ii musicai and
<d 1
by choosing officers as follows: President,
gymnas- !
(OHM 1!
( I. VKKS;
Prospect.
:• t on
1 nion Hail, Friday evenP'1'
Belle J. Palmer: secretary, Sadie t unningMr. and Mrs. c. (). Clarke of Prospect j
Mi. at > o’clock. The program !
mg. M i;>
ham : treasurer, Kva Nye.
At the roll call
have returned from Massachusetts to Belnh Indian club and broad sword
tlie old maids present were: Tlieo. Pickey,
fast, where In- < \ | *ri> employment for the
and tunih in,-, with vocal and in- !
Helen <‘ooj.er,Bertha Neallv. Nauc\ Staples
summer—Myron and Horace Clarke at-! Blanche Neal
sp
:>-*•«
i. s‘»ii*s, -im-ts and '•elections
ley, Myrtle Jenkins. Kmma
by j tended the grand ball at Stockton
Springs j Haley, Flora
ih' u ei ihers of the brotherhood orchestra
Twonibly, Je>>i** Cunninglast Thursday evening... .\ little stranger]
an-i
I kers,‘assisted
ham. Alice Tw ombly, ( arrie Wildes, Louim*
Mrs. W. b. Fletcher,
K. Clarke recently
came to the home of M.
Mi> E. P. EroM and McsC^H Littlefield. j
Holt, Alice Palmer, Flora Johnson, Sadie
Her name is Addie
to stay.
Charles
\ in- 'sion 11 cents.
Honrs open at 7..io. If
Cunningham, Belle J. Palmer, Kva Nye and
Grant
has
been
in
the; Maud Dolloil.
appointed surveyor
It seems that the old
storm;., arrangements have been made to
larked!-:. in the place of Melvin Clarke] maids were dissatisfied with their
b! 'ipoiie the enierraium«* ;i until Wednesposition
resigned.... M r. Ansel Gross is building a! in life and had read of a certain
day evening, May 14th.
professor
new barn <>n his site of one burned by light- I
had
who
a machine lie had invented and
We ha\
eard
if the vessels
—

food

CKNTJRK
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his well known stallion “Island Prince."
The “Prince" is looking better than ever
this spring,
lie will stand at the stable of
V. B. Allenwood every Saturday forenoon.
\V. F. Marriner was in Rockland SunDon't forget the gospel
day and Monday
meeting at Hall's Corner school house next
Sunday afternoon at 11 o'clock r si., under
the leadership of Rev. E. S. Philbrook, pastor of the Baptist church, Belfast
All
the schools in town but one began Monday
under the instruction of the following
teachers: .Vo. 2, Miss Sabrina Morey of
Miss Edythe Morrill, Vo. 4,
Belfast; Vo.
Miss Olive Blood of Morrill; No. .j, Miss
Martha E. Davis of lslesboro.
The school
in Vo. ii will begin next Monday under the
instruction of Miss Grace Piper of Belfast.
-Geo. W. Marriner is on the sick list with
typhoid fever.
..

Searsport, June 8, 1890. He had no children
by either union. Mr. George was born in
Prospect, and was the only son of Samuel
P. and Eliza W George. He was a stone
cutter by trade and worked at that occupation until about 7 years ago, when he bought
a farm in Searsport.
Mr. George leaves an
of aged mother and two sisters to mourn his

Chari's

tin* 1

perfect

—

the most

E.

will be absent the
next tw<
Sundays, and there will be no
morn 11g
ervices at Ibbon Hall. Christian
Endeavo; and Wednesday evening meetings
as usual.
ams

pure, wholesome and

in every respect.

Oiuti'aky.

|

Mrs. Edith Mahoney and daughter Marjorie of Somerville, Mass., are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Thomas—
Mrs. Sadie Knight of Lineolnville was in
town April 20th visiting relatives_J. M.
Cunningham has sold his farm to Geo.
Jackson and has moved to Belfast, in the
Frye block, Court street ...Prince M. Bessey of Brooks was in town Saturday with

ingre-

dient and

How, who lias a position as
quartermaster on a steamship running from
New York to the Philippines, is in town
visiting relatives and friends.
Frank

BELNIbT.

every process of
manufacture to insure a product ab-

\Y.

Herbert Reed, after an absence of five!
years, is visiting his old neighbors and
fri.-nds in town. Last week lie caught four
nice trout in Swan Lake.

live

the W
Nothing like

near

stantly employed
supervise

to test every

There will he a social hop in Marden's
hall this, Thursday, evening. If stormy it
will take place the next fair night.

C. A. Whittier and J. K. Wentworth are
attending the annual meeting of the Grand
Lodge of Mason.- in Portland this week.
W

Because in its mammoth works a
corps of chemical experts is con-

Wm. D. Smart and family saw five deer
in front of their house last Sunday morning.

steaniei

—

ter theai e^ny other ?

re-

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Ward of Belfast visited at Henry HarrimaiCs last Sunday.

Ferguson, who .-pent the winter in
New York, returned home last Friday.
A. if.

w

is ROYAL
Baking Powder bet-

Why

cow

Miss Bertha Dow has gone to Belfast,
where she has employment.

short visit.

llliaiu Bowler has bought the Bowen
house on Mt. Ephraim avenue.
\\

>w m

—

Mrs. J. L. Dow of Belfast is stopping at
the old homestead.

Caj't. A. P. Colson of schooner Gladys is
home for

A. T. Toothaker lost a valuable cow anil a
horse last week
Miss Mary McCorrison
and Miss Josephine Knight arrived home
last Friday-Mr. and Mrs. Eben Cobb and
daughter Mary were in Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. Sarah Whitehouse of Dover, V. II.,
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. I). II. Cobb_
Miss Flora Dunton is at home for a visit_
J. F. Paine is making extensive repairs ou
his buildings. V. A. Simmons, Mrs. M. J.
Poor, J. E. McFarland and John Lane have
had their buildings painted—E. R. Packard finds sheep raising profitable. He reports 4!) lambs from L’4 sheep—all doing well.
_The friends of Mrs. A. 11. Ripley are
glad to see her out after an illness of four
weeks—11. F. Fuller has bought E. RPackard's farm.

Miss Etta liustus has gone to Frankfort
to work.

Pnclaimed letters: John F. Coburn, Mrs.
Mo.-es A. Fowler.
at

SK AKSMONT.

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS-

LOCALS.

sick. She is attended by Dr. Stevens_
Horace Gould, who has been attending
medical school in Baltimore, is at home for
a vacation-Miss Lena Colson is in Ban"
gor visiting her grandparents, Dr. and Mrs.
Colson—Mrs. Grace M. Xuteof Whitman,
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
John F. Libby
Leland Hamlin of Brooks
will spend the summer with Isaac Gould.
....Miss Mattie Cross and Mr. Leo Sargent
of Belfast spent last Sunday with Mi.
Charles II. Littlefield and family
The
many friends of Mrs. Phebe Williams (1'
Malden, Mass., will be pained to learn that
she is poorly, and nearly blind. Her niece,
Mrs. Ella 11. Littlefield, has been with h *r
most of the time for the past two months
and will bring her to Prospect for the summer, if she i> able to be moved.... Mr. and
Mrs. Win. Simonds of Medtord, Mass., will
spend the month of July with Mr. C. II.
Littlefield— The schools in town began
May 3th. All the teachers are from our own
town, and good ones, too....Otis Colson of
North Sear sport is with <. H. Partridge
for the season.
Mr. P. is sending cnoice
eggs and potatoes to the Boston market.

1

—

—

Rosie Clark's side will entertain. There
will be work in the first degree.... Your
correspondent thinks lie has found one of
the oldest cats in Waldo county, if not in
the State, in Skip, the pet of Mrs. ( has.
P*)aid's home. Skip first saw the light of
day at Greens Landing, Deer Isle, is years
ago last October, and in his palmy days he
fought at
pound.-'. He is not a local cat
altogether, having resided, and fought, in
the following towns and States
Vermont,
[ Massachusetts, Conneticut; towns, Vinal| haven l>arre, Bo>tun, Quincy, Princeton,
Winterport, Hampden. He is now resting WINT EHI’OItT.
on his laurels in the quiet hollow at the
(die ol the pleasante.sl social events of the
wharf.
; season was the reception tendered to le v.
J. W. Hatch and wit I'liurMlaj evening l.«
MOIIKII.!..
Tlie funeral of Mrs. Ahby I’hilbrick was the Methodist Society and their lriend>.
held at our church last Saturday afternoon, Mr. Hatch had just returned fioni tin* Conference at Caribou, where he was reappointKev. A. A. Smith of Belfast otliciating. A
male quartet from North Belfast rendered ed to this charge for the third year, to the
several tine selections....Our people are mutual satisfaction of all concerned. A
somewhat disappointed at the recent work large company were present to giv them a
'1 he vestry vas very
of the K. M. Conference, as we had every cordial greeting.
reason to expect that Kev. II. I. Ilolt would
prettily decorated with potted plants and
be returned to us for the coming year
Refreshments were served
i cut (lowers.
Mr. James Harding and wife of Waldo ! and a very pleasing program of music and
moved into town last week and have taken ; n-citations was given. An address of welrent in the Arthur Hatch house.
We come by ( apt. <». C. Clifford was recordialh welcome them to citizenship in sponded to by the pastor.
During the
our good little town.... Miss Flora Murcli
absence of Mr. and Mrs. Hatch many imreturned to her work in the Insane Hospital provements were made on the parsonage
I
at Augusta last week
Mrs. Klmer Harts- and everything put in tine order.There
horn visited relatives in Waldo last week. I was special music at the Sunday morning
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer are visiting 1 service and Mr. Heath gave a line solo. Rev.
her sick sister in North Waldoboro this ; \V. 11. Maffitt was in town over Sunday and
week-Mrs. Myra Brown of Knox visited led the League service-Percy N. Hall of
Mrs. 1>. O. Bowen last Saturday
The Forest City was in town a few days last
schools in town will open next Monday •week on account of the illness of his little
with Miss Avis Woods of Knox in the vil- daughter. She is now much improved
lage Grammar school, Miss Alice L. Dickey Little Linnie Merrill is quite ill w ith pneuof Morrill in the primary, Miss Bertha H.
monia, and the children of Joseph Mitchell
Miss Etta K. are said to have diphtheria_Prof. KstaBryant of Knox in No.
Merrithew of Morrill in No. l.. Ninety- brook of the U. of M. has been engaged to
three scholars were present last Sunday in deliver the memorial address... .The many
the Morrill Sunday school—Mrs. Robie friends of Mrs. J. F. llussey are very much
Grey is visiting in Boston.
pleased that she has returned from the
ISLKSBOKO.
Miss Edith
hospital so much improved
A large crew, for the past month or more,
Rogers of Frankfort visited her aunt, Mrs.
have been at work on the new Episcopal Geo. Snow, last week... Mrs. C. E. Atwood,
Church, which is to be ready for dedication matron of the Bangor Children's Home,
The spent Sunday in town with her relatives.
early in July. It is 120 feet long
new cottage of K. T. Bond of New York is
Mrs. Daniel Thompson of Stockton
nearly completed. It is over 1(«) feet long, Springs visited her sister, Mrs. James FreeThe ladies of
with Gothic style of architecture, and many man, a few days last week
gables. It is piped with hot and cold water; the W. C. T. U. have made a tine lot of
and the bath rooms are also piped with hot “comfort bags” to send to our soldiers in
and cold salt water, which is pumped from the Philippines.Mrs. A. I). Harlow had
Mrs. E. M.
the sea.
The grounds are prettily laid a slight hemorrhage Friday
Eveleth is suffering from asthma—Mrs. C.
out. On the lot is a small alder swamp,
which has been drained and some of the C. Moody was thrown from her carriage
bushes removed.
The vacant places have Thursday night, but fortunately escaped
been planted with cedars, firs and spruces, with slight injuries.Mr.
Theopliilus
thus giving the foliage a variety of color- Downs has moved into the I)union block.
Benj. Eaton has moved the house he
ing. Upon the whole area earth from the
highland has been hauled and spread very bought last fall nearer the street and is
Circular or making extensive repairs.Miss Mida
evenly, and grassed over.
1 crooked driveways have been laid out among Atwood has gone to Monroe to spend the
summer with her grandmother—Leslie
j the trees, and covered quite deeply with
gravel and white sand, brought from the Downs will open his bakery in the Dunton
Miss Jennie Chick is
shore. This lot and cottage and a number block this week
and improvements on her
of others are not situated on the public making repairs
| streets, but are entered by private roads house.
through a forest—The new cottage of 11.
SHIP MEWS.
J. Morse of New York, now nearly completed, stands on a commanding eminence
rum or Belfast,
overlooking the East bay. It is three stories
arrived.
high, with many gables. On the east and
May .". Schs. Grace Davis, New York;
south is a walled terrace. Most of the wall
Thomas llix, Kyan, Boston.
is some six or eight feet high, and earth has
May 7. Schs. John T. Williams, Koekbeen hauled in level with the top of the land; Eva May, Stonington,
walls. The area—which is on a side hill—
AMERICAN PORTS.
incloses a number of spruce trees, around
New York, April 30. Sld, bark St. James,
the trunks of which, and a little distance Tapley, Savannah; sch. Herbert E., Slnite,
Portland tor Richmond, Va.; cld, sell. Eliza
from them, stone walls have been built to J.
Pendleton, Gulf port; May 1, ar, sells. A.
the
earth
from
in
contact
prevent
W. Ellis, Stonington; Sarah I,. Davis, Patcoming
with them, as the roots are several feet be- tershall, do.; Edward H. Blake, Savannah;
sch. Melissa A. Willey, Darien; 2, ar,
low. The two circular driveways from the cld,
schs. Helena, South Amboy for Frankfort;
street to the cottage have massive stone Emma S. Briggs, Elizabethport fur Richwalls on either side, and the four stone pil- mond, Me.; 3, ar, schs. George C. Thomas,
Kit Carson, Boston; cld, sch.
lars at the entrance of the driveways are Colastine;
Sallie 1’On, Jacksonville; 4, sld,sch. Joseph
each four feet in diameter, and two feet W. Hawthorn, Jacksonville; ar, sch. Anhigher than the walls. The terraces and drew Nebinger, Frankfort; 5, ar, schs. Ella
M.
Fernandina; July Fourth, Bandriveways, with the walls, cost several gor;Storer,
Lizzie Lane, Stonington; American
thousand dollars. As a rule the owners of Team, Frankfort; Izetta, Bangor for Rondcottages leave most of their grounds in out.
Boston, May 1. Sld, sch. Isaiah K. Stettheir native wildness—rocks, ledges and
son, Brunswick; 4, ar, schs. Lillian, Portscraggy trees—but on some lots are highly land; Henry B. Fiske, Fernandina; 5, ar,
ornamented areas on which have been plant- sell. Frank A. Palmer, Norfolk ; sld, schs.
ed thousands of pieces of choice shubbery.
Hattie S. Collins, Stonington; Westerioo,
D6S61'ti
Paint Your Buggy for 75c.
Philadelphia, April 29. Cld, schs. Dayto $1.00 with Devoe’s Gloss Carriage Taint. light, Boston; John C. Smith, Jacksonville;
It weighs 3 to 8 ozs. more to the pint than
May 1, cld, sen. George V. Jordan, Salem ;
others, wears longer, and gives a gloss 2, cld, bark, C. P. Dixon, Bangor; 5, cld,
equal to new work. Sold by J. W. Jones.
8ch.,Medford, Leland, Santiago.
—

<

Baltimore, April 30. Cld, bark Josephine
McClean, Rio J-meiro.
Bangor, April 30. Sld, sch. R. F. Petti-

A MINISTER’S BUSY WlF £

Hodgkins, Wiscasset and Portland
(to load for Demerara); in port sch. Susan
N. Pickering, llaskell, for Rockport to load
for Bermuda.
Rockport, Me., April 28. Sld, sch. Pendleton Sisters, Ha vies, Norfolk.
Newport News, May 2. Sld, sch. Mary K.
Palmer, Boston; 3, sld, sch. Geo. W. Wells,
Boston.
Norfolk, April 28. Ar, sch. Flora Rogers,
New York ; 30, cld, sell. Frank A. Palmer,
Boston; May 3, ar, sell. Pendleton Sisters,
Rockport, Me.
Providence, April 20. Ar, sch. S. M.
Bird, Charleston.
Brunswick, Ga., May 1. Sld, sch. Maud
Snare, Lowell, New London; 2, sld, sch.
Jessie Lena, Boston: 4, sld, sch. R. Bowers,
ar. sch. Theoline, Boston.
Providence;
Perth Amboy. April 30. Ar, sell. Paul
Seavey, Gardiner.
Salem. May 1. Sld, sells. Hume, Providence; Lizzie Lane and Izetta, New York.
Wiscasset, May 2. Ar, sch. R. F. Pettigrew, Hodgkins, Bangor, to load part cargo
ice for Hemerara.
New Bedford, May 2. Ar, sch. Thelma,
Savannah.
Port Tampa, May 2. Sld, sch. Austin 1>.
Knight, New Haven.
Wilmington, N. </., May
Ar, sell. Flora
Pressey, Hatch. New York cld, sch. Jennie A. Stubbs, Horr, Port ;iti Prince.
Galveston, May:’.. Sld, sell. Clifford N.

grew,

Pe -ru-na a Prompt and
Permanent
Cure for Nervousness.

t

Florence Leland. New London.
Franklin. Me., Mar
In port, sch. Hat
He II. Barbour, F.rskiue, loading for New
^ ork.

<■
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“One ol my neighbors advised
try Peruna. A bottle was imm

health. Our appeti.
very greatly, the dini
seemed much helped, and restih
my own

proved
soon
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Bankrupt’s Pttition

i,

April is. Edmund Dunham of Suh'Luie and Mrs.
blanche L. Robbins ot >unsei.
Eaton-II \skk.ii.. In Deer I' •. A 111
Willie F. Eaton and Miss Laura J Haskell, i'-'tli of
Little lb or Isle.
Gha\-(11: vy. In Castine, April is, Roderick
•L Gray and Miss Flora Gras, both of Brooks
ville.
Hall Wind. In Waldo. April J9, by Omar G.
Hussey. Esip, Alpha M. Hall of Waldo" and Fl'ie
A. Wing of Monroe.
Haski.i.i.-Eaton.
In Deer Isle. April .1.
Charles s. Haskell and Miss Agnes F. Eaton,
both of Deer Isle.
Hii.i-t ru.iNAN. In Belfast. May 7. by Rev
Fr. J. E. Kealy. .lames D. Hill and Miss Annie
Cullinan, both of Belfast
Simmons-Andijkws. in Rockland. April j7.
Arthur Simmons of Rockland and Lottie F. Andrews of liockpoit.

OKllF.K

—

In

NOTH’*

Til

the same on the 23
ta
l>. 1902, before said < ourt at 1
District. at 10 o’clock in the !•
notice thereof he published in 1
Journal, a newspaper printed in
that all known creditors, and
interest, may appear at the -;i•.
and show cause, if any they ha\of said petitioner should i...t
And it is furrh.-i ord* reu ;>\ the
Clerk shall send la mail to ail k
•opies (d said petition and this
to them at their places of reside;
Witness the Honorable \ath\
of the said Court, and the sea!
laud, in said District,on the 3..
1). 1902.
A. H 11
[L s ]
A true copy of petition and order
Attest: A 11. I
upon

Orland, April 91, Mrs. Charlotte M.

74
ws.

OF

op^Iainp, ss.
On this 3d day id May. A. I)
in^r the foregoing ; etnion, it is
Ordered hy the Court
fhat
District

I>IKL>.

Bakh<

!-.?

1

MAUUiKI).

Bitk.

.1 udgi

ALTON d. WKBB *f d aeks.'U,
A of Waldo, and State ! M um-.
respectfully represents, that a.
November. Mist past, he wa- Only
rupt under Acts ..t (’oi.g'ess r«*
ruptcy. that be has duly siimv
property and rights
pm. erty
complied with a'I the reip.neniei
and of the orders of Court t
rupt -y.
Wherefore he prays. That In*
by the Court to have ii fill! disi bar
provable against his --state m •!,
ao*
Act*, except sin’ll debts
from such discharge.
Dated this 2Sth dav <>f April, A
ALTON .1. AN LI.

..

I Ie

In-

1

Bankrupt A

Oakfs.
hi Yinalhaven. Ann j>, t- Mi. and
Mrs. Forest F. Oakes, a daughter.
Kohkhis
In Penobscot. April j-j.
Mr. and
Mr-. Blanchard C. Roberts, a duughi--!.
Wf.fi-.
Ill Little Deer Isle. Ap: ii
to Mr.
and Mi '. Samuel H. Weed, twin
Roland IV.
Alonzo F.

-T

to

In the matter ot
Alton d Webb.
To the Hex N x ua n AN i'.t.i..
Court of the Limed Stan
Maine.

Buck, aged

\

t:: ;on. < m o
,-r
....
a-

s,

7;
7

—

—

\i r, ■ '>
Ana.

1 l a i 111 -1 .in Monro.-,
Id
of .1 im.- next, at 1" od-j. lv
proceed to vie\ the rout.p> t :tio|i ailiuedi.ilely alte: V !;
e II i e tl t plaee ill the \'|.
m'lj a 11'
1 i'-s Mild
their w lilies— 'a d
till he!' measures taken M: the
t oimnissioiiei
'hall j id.pi
..•
flirt her M'd' ed. ddiat not i.
and p up..s.s of ti, < 'on
said, be given to all per- h- alio
teresp d, b\ serving .-I!I
a : ti's(.
petition V. 'Til this Of!.a :
the town of Mom
an. bv |
three public pirn es m s;|,,i u>\\ I
’.ag tin sain* ;n the Ib-pubpean .u.
new 'paper published ll said ('o!
eata'ii ami each of tile uln-r mm,
day befor. the tim*- apj. nt- u :•
ai! mnv appeal and be la-at •!
tl.
Attest
I II | S I ON w \:
C 'p\ ot pc ti: "ii iml order ••Attest
Tl KKsT« >N \\ \ i

1_
'.Of/ too
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I >•
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Walpit.

Ill Sunslliln

,p

:rrn^
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Ai-irn. Tkhm.

t: ft nit I‘rice
lh fall Mark-1.
Beet, eonie.l. F lh. <u 10 I.lltif p Id*!..
;m /I mi
Bnttel Soli. 14 II.. I"!..JO < 'at M a I i- Ik.
i,
( 'olll F hi!..
7f. Onions p lk.
;
r.iekeil ( ol ll \< Ini.. 7f « Ml. K' oscln-.
i’ }
Coni Meal-F ha
7-. Pollock P Ik.
Cheese F lh.
17 Pork p lk.
lj
< 'ottoli Seeii F e\\ |.
'.'.o Plaster p hbi..
1.1.;
Cotllish. dry. (• I'..
*.«s live Me;.! p tk.
Cl anheiTle' i .IT.. stolll Short" p cw
l.jo
Clover Seen
1
snaa
p It
Flour F hid
4.7 Jo
j.'. Salt. 1
1 p ha..
11 ( l.Seed l dm
4" Sw.a-t Pot a I "ns.
Lard F I!..
13 Wheat Me;,
5

PlMIAM-Rolil’.iss.

v.

fort town lino is inconvenient and
W’liei'-foiv yoiii j>etit iotier> i■',,11■ ;
aide hoard to view tile premise' and
high w ay. beginning near the \\ dh.uon said highw ay, then.-.- an. s>
\\ ildes' est an and II
1 .bu d am I
way near the foot of tin- .lolm Kills
and to diseo- unue such part-* of m.
may l*.- useless.
And vour petitioners a- in dmv i»
1 1 >W IN .11- N K INS
pray
Monro. Maim April
l-'o

W

|

—

County
Count}

s

\N >
Wood, liatal.
Wood, suit.

we

The undersign.',i, inhabitant" of
Monroe, respectfully r*'inTh;.
highway leading from Monio. \;

r.

io.uo</1j.CKi

I a IIIb p II
I.anib skills.
Mm '"ii p It..
kits p bn.. -j II
Potato," \ lm..
li'omol IIol:.
Si aw p ton.
Turk,
p tk.
Tallow pik.

that

so

us,

ST AT K OK

Corrected Weekly for The Journal. 1
/•rmhtn .!/.•,AW.

the
Waldo

from the varnish in Revoe s Varnish !
kloor Paint: costs .*■ cents more a quart,
though. Sold by J. W. Jones.
mo;

improved

like new women.
“I would not be without P
ten times its cost.”—MRS. AX
FLEHARTY.
Peruna never fails to prevent
prostration if taken in time.
“Summer Catarrh,” a book wr
Dr. Hartman on the subject of
vous disturbances peculiar to
sent free to any address by Pho i
Medicine Co., Columbus, O

comes

fast

:i)

great changt
ly secured and
place in my daughter's, as in

Spoken, April 27, lat. ko 27, Ion. 71 -to, sell.
Edward Stewart, from
Pascagoula for
Nuevitas.
Ship idrigo of Rath, < apt. (Joodwin,
which has been reported oveidue on the
passage from Hong Kong to Honolulu, was
spoken March 20, oil Japan. All well.
New York, April kO-Sch.
Nellie T.
Morse ol Rockland, Papt. Kenniston, from
Jacksonville for New York, with lumber,
drifted ashore on Rockaway >hoals this
morning, having been previously abandoned full of water and unmanageable. The
crew came ashore in tlm vessel's
yaw l and
are at the Rockaway
ik.fe .‘station.

m

>r

a

Fu ler for San Franc* >co, to sail 17th.
Rridge water. \ s.. April
!n port bq.
Rebecca Pro well, loading for River Plate.
N.
Nassau,
P., May 1. Ar, sell. Welltleet,
Rutledge, Rock port.
St. John. N. Ik, May;;.
Old, sch. Annie
R. Lewis, Pity Island, N. Y.
Queenstown, F., May 4. Ar, ship Aryan,
San Francisco.
San Juan, P. I.. April *2s. In
port, hark
Mannie Swan, waiting charter.
MISCKI.I.AN

iuvigorator.

an

Havana. April l”. Ar, m Ii. Annie 1 mil,
Kendal!. Pascagoula.
Pienfuego>. April pg. Ar, >ch. Pendleton
Rrothers, Kueeland, Pensacola.
Pape Town, April
s!«l. ship (iov.
Robie, Harrington. New York.
Honolulu. April Iti. In port, ship A .1.

M ARINK

Fleharty, Galesburg

Mrs. Anna B. Fleharty, recent
iotendeut of the W. C. T. U. 1
tors, at Galesburg, 111., was for
one of the leading women th> :■
Husband, when living, was 11:
dent of the Nebraska Wesley a
versity, at Lincoln, Neb.
In a letter written from 401
Seventh street, W., Chicago, 1
Fleharty says the following in
to Peruna:
“Having lived a very active li f
and working partnered a busy
my health failed me a few yearlost my husband about the -a
and gradually I seemed to lo*
and spirit. My daughter is a
invalid, and we both felt great

Carver, Pascagoula.
sld, sell. J. Y. WellingSalem, May
ton, Hurricane Island. Me., for N. Y.
Halls Quarry, May
Ar, sch. Puritan,
Sargent, Winter Harbor.
Fernandina, May 2. Cld. sch. Herald,
Keyes. Port Spain.
Fall River, May 4. Ar. sch. Hume, Rookland, Me.
Pascagoula, Max 4. Ar, sch. Susie P
<diver, Kingston, Ja.
Savannah. May
sld. sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Hodge, New York:
ar. &cli.

FORK IG

Mrs. Anna E.

years.

in Haverhill. Mass., Susan K.
tTayler), widow of Silas
arrows, a native of
Camden, aged 8t> years, l month and _* days.
Burial at Jameson-point cemetery.
Caktkis. In West Surry. April .*9, Benjamin
Carter, aged about tin years.
Hioolns. In North Lamoine. April J7. George
W. Higgins, aged 51 years.
Mkskicvf.v.
In Port’and, May 4. Edwaid
Eugene, only child of Frank A. and’Charlotte V.
Meservey. aged 9 months and days.
I’llii.i’.iiii K. In Belfast. May 1. Abigails. Phil
brick, aged 70 years.:» months and JO days.
Pi.fmmkh.
In Knox, May J. Albert S. Plummer, aged 75 years. «; months’and 95 days.
Sakof.nt. In Portland, Aprilg7. Mary i' wife
of John Sargent of Winter Harbor, aged 79 years.
SMAi.uiMii-:. In Seal Harbor. April 95. John F.
Smallidge, aged 54 years.
Tii.ion.
In Waltham. Mass.. April 7. Mrs.
Sarah E. l’ilton. formerly of Deer Isle, aged 75
years, r> months and 99 days.
Woods
in Belfast, '-’ay 7. Celia J.. wife of
William M. Woods, aged 75 years.
months and
7 days.

I

have

a

SPKINi; OF

PI
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j

thoroughly protected from
and with sanitary *-<.nv
tlintr. and am prepared to n

Pure Highland Spring
deliven il any where mi the
;
Fogg \ Prow n s. While v\ V
Hr.ainhaU's oi (
1 FU-tehei
nc.
attended to.
s

.1

W. HI

Waldo Av•(‘II to
The

Kind that

Class Convention

Carries Conviction to

fcvery Belfast Reader.

The Kepubliean voters of n\\
class composed of the towns
roc, I ranklort, Brooks and
to meet at the Town Hall, in M
at 10 o’clock
m.. for the pm p<
a candidate for Kepresentatn•
and to elect a class comimtitwo years and to transact such
come before sam
may
\V interport is entitled to ci-J
roe six, Frankfort four. Brook
two.
Per order Republican ('lass <
LFW IS ATIVO*11
Winterport, May l. 190*.*.

Conviction must follow such

emphatic proof as
given here. The testimony of Belfast residents should satisfy the most skeptical. Here is

is

a Belfast case.
Bead it and see if doubt can exist in the face of this evidence.
Mr. Benjamin Robinson of No. 6 Waldo avenue,
corner of Bridge street, says: “I caught cold and

properly

it settled in my back and laid me up for several
weeks. The sharp pains were so severe at times
that I could not straighten, and I finally sent for
a doctor. He saul 1 had kidney trouble and gave
medicine but it did not help me much.
My mother saw Doan's Kidney Bills advertised
and got a box for me at Edmund Wilson’s drug
store. I used them as directed and my back has
not troubled me since.”
Sold for fifty cents per box by all dealers. Fos
me some

ter-Milburn

Administrator

■

j
j

'«

bonds as the law directs. All pciwands against the estate of s.inl
desired to present the same fot *■•
all indebted thereto are reqne>t« 1
ment

name—DOAN’S—and take

s notice,

«

Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the

Remember the

i

I

hereby gives notice that lie
appointed administrator of the est
ANSEL M. BRAY, late t "
in the County of Waldo, deec:

United States.
substitute.

|

no

JOHN K

|

1

immediately.

Belfast, April 8,1902 —8wl7

1

